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Abstract

The necessity of the energy transition and its progressive implementation re-
vealed a number of challenges for the planning and operation of electric power
systems, many of which are the subject of active research. These challenges are
very diverse and range from specific operational issues to market-oriented ques-
tions, essential to policy makers. Among the open issues that relate to market
design, one has been the subject of particularly intense debate in Europe since
the liberalization: the market-based allocation of transmission capacity.

Currently, the market is organized around the principle of zonal pricing,
which is characterized by the delimitation of regions on the power network,
that are called zones, inside which the electricity price is the same in the whole-
sale market. This principle is opposed to nodal pricing, in which the price is
differentiated between every location.

In this dissertation, we present detailed models and algorithms for analyzing
the efficiency of zonal pricing. The dissertation is divided into two parts.

The first part focuses on the short-term efficiency and, in particular, on
the impacts of transmission switching in zonal pricing. A two-stage model of
the short-term European market is presented, that accounts for transmission
switching in both the day-ahead and real-time stages. We propose a cutting-
plane algorithm for solving the resulting model, which belongs to the class of
adaptive robust optimization problems with mixed-integer recourse, with the
particularity that the inner-level problem has the structure of an interdiction
game.

The second part of the dissertation investigates the efficiency of zonal pric-
ing in the long run, when investment decisions in generating capacity are ac-
counted for. First, we propose a model of the long-run equilibrium of zonal
pricing with flow-based market coupling, which is the current methodology
used in practice in Europe for allocating transmission capacity. We show that
this methodology introduces new inefficiencies in the context of capacity ex-
pansion. Then, we investigate whether additional locational instruments, such
as capacity and energy-based signals or market-based re-dispatch, can restore
the efficiency of investments in zonal pricing.

For each of these three main contributions, we present simulation results of
our models on a large-scale instance that represents the Central Western Eu-
ropean network and we discuss the implications of our results on the efficiency
of zonal electricity pricing.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Context and motivation

Climate change is arguably one of the most important challenges that our
generation is facing. This is due to the disastrous damages that it causes to
our living environment, and will cause even more in the future. Moreover, the
transformation of our societies that is required, should we want to tackle it seri-
ously, is significant. In response, ambitious goals have been set by governments
worldwide, and in particular within the European Union, that can be summa-
rized by two medium and long-term targets from the European Commission:
a reduction of greenhouse gas emission by 2030 to at least 55% compared to
1990 [Eur20] and a climate-neutral union (net-zero greenhouse gas emission)
by 2050 [Eur18a].

Crucial to achieving these goals is the evolution of how we produce and con-
sume energy. On the production side, the use of low-emission energy sources
needs to be expanded. On the consumption side, energy efficiency has to be
improved. Electricity, as an energy vector that simultaneously allows for the
exploitation of renewable energy sources for production and zero-emission in
consumption, has a key role to play in this energy transition. A significant
part of the success of the transition will thus depend on how much and how
fast one can integrate renewable resources to the electricity grid. This is ac-
companied by dramatic changes to electric power systems, which become more
decentralized and face an increase in uncertainty and variability of production
and consumption patterns.

The transformation of power systems places significant pressure on the elec-
tricity market design and in particular on how the market deals with trans-
mission constraints, which is the focus of the present dissertation. The main
characteristics of the European market design regarding transmission capac-
ity allocation are indeed inherited from the early days of the liberalization of
the sector and the creation of the internal market for electricity, in the early
2000s, a period that largely preceded the aforementioned transformations. The
increasing pressure on the market design is witnessed by numerous changes of

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

practices and regulations related to transmission capacity allocation that took
place in the past few years. These changes are detailed in section 1.2, after in-
troducing some basic notions and nomenclature related to locational electricity
pricing. We should simply note at this stage that market-based transmission
capacity allocation is currently an active topic of discussions among European
stakeholders.

Fundamentally, part of the reason why certain questions like the ones that
are the subject of this dissertation are not yet settled, more than 30 years
after the first experience of deregulation in Europe (the market in England and
Wales opened in 1990) is the inherent complexity of electric systems. Indeed,
electricity has certain properties that raise challenges: it cannot be stored
efficiently and obeys complex physical laws such as Kirchhoff’s laws, which
are central when dealing with transmission. When we add to that its crucial
role in our economy and daily lives, and the sizes of the resulting systems (the
electrical power grid is often called the largest machine ever built), we face
the design of a system of high complexity where technological and economical
considerations are intertwined.

For this reason, advanced modeling tools and algorithmic methods are re-
quired in order to study the electricity market, probably more than for many
other markets. The concept of mathematical optimization, with its powerful
capabilities for modeling both physical phenomena and economic agents and
with its set of mature algorithms for solving diverse problem classes, stands
out as a central concept for studying electricity markets. This is why optimiza-
tion is ubiquitous in the analysis of electricity markets, and this work is no
exception.

In this dissertation, our goal is to contribute to the ongoing policy discus-
sions regarding transmission capacity allocation in European electricity mar-
kets, using optimization models and algorithms. In particular, the thesis is
articulated around the study of zonal electricity pricing, which is the building
block of the European methodology for allocating transmission capacity. Be-
fore diving into the core of the work, we propose to start by presenting some
background information on zonal pricing in section 1.2 and on complementar-
ity problems in section 1.3. Then, section 1.4 introduces the structure of this
document and summarizes our contributions.
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Figure 1.1: Basic three-node network used in the example of section 1.2.1.

1.2 Background on zonal electricity pricing

In this section, we start by presenting in subsection 1.2.1 some basic notions
about electricity transmission that motivate the concept of zonal electricity
pricing. Then, in subsection 1.2.2, we describe how zonal pricing can be for-
mulated mathematically. In subsection 1.2.3, we summarize the evolution of
transmission capacity allocation in the European electricity market and list the
changes to the design that took place recently. Finally, we list in subsection
1.2.4 some open issues related to zonal pricing.

1.2.1 Basics

The value of electricity depends, by nature, on the location of its production or
consumption. In fact, this is true for most commodities, as there is a cost as-
sociated to transporting a product from its production site to its consumption
location. However, the locational nature of its value is particularly important
for electricity due to the two following reasons that are related to its funda-
mental properties: (i) as electricity cannot be stored efficiently, one needs an
electric power grid to transport electricity almost instantaneously from the pro-
duction units to the consumption sites, which is costly to build and operate;
(ii) the physical laws to which electricity abides impose some restrictions on
how it can be transported in an electricity grid.

Let us illustrate this last point on a simple example. Consider a three-node
transmission network where each pair of nodes is linked with a transmission
line that has a capacity of 100MW, as shown in Figure 1.1. There is a gen-
erating unit with a capacity of 200MW in node An and a load that consumes
200MW in node As. If electricity would obey the same physical laws as a trans-
portation network, it would be possible with the network of Figure 1.1 to carry
all 200MW of production to the load by simply transporting 100MW via line
An−As and 100MW via lines An−B and B−As. This is however not possible
in an electricity grid, as the flows on the network must obey the so-called power
flow equations. Using the DC approximation of these equations, which is gen-
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erally deemed an acceptable representation for market models of transmission
networks, the flows on the network respect the equivalent of Kirchhoff’s second
law: the sum of the power flows weighted by the inverse of the susceptance
of the line on any closed loop of the network must be equal to zero. In our
example, assuming that all lines have the same susceptance, one thus has that
the sum of the flows on line An−B and on line B−As must equal the flow on
line An − As. This implies that the flow on the path An − B − As is actually
limited to 50MW and the network cannot carry more than 150MW from An
to As.

The analysis provided here is a simplification that omits two important as-
pects of power systems: (i) Phase Shifting Transformers (PST) and (ii) AC
power flows. PSTs are specialized types of transformers that are used to con-
trol the flows on electric transmission grids. They can be used to regulate the
voltage phase angle difference between two nodes of the network and, conse-
quently, reduce the impact of Kirchhoff’s laws on congestion. Although the
number of PSTs installed in the European transmission network is expected to
rise in the coming years, the equipment remains costly, which prevents it from
being installed on every transmission line1. Moreover, the electricity network
obeys alternating current power flows. In the analysis of the illustrative exam-
ple presented above, as well throughout the present thesis, we assume that the
power flow equations can be accurately described by the DC approximation of
the power flow equations. These simplified equations are commonly used in
technical-economic studies of electric power systems because of their simplic-
ity and generally low approximation errors when applied on static analyses of
high-voltage transmission networks. The DC approximation, however, neglects
reactive power management, voltage stability and transmission losses, and one
must be careful with its validity outside normal operating conditions. The
reader is referred to [PMVDB05] and references therein for further details on
the DC approximation and its validity.

Following basic economic principles, the locational nature of the value of
electricity implies that its price should be differentiated among locations, i.e.
among the nodes of the transportation network. In our illustrative example,
assume that there is also a generating unit with a capacity of 200MW in node
As, but that its cost of production is higher than that of the unit in node
An. Let us say, for instance, that the generator in An is a wind farm that
has zero marginal cost of production and that the generator in As is a gas
unit that produces at 100€/MWh. The price of electricity in one location
corresponds to the increase in the total production cost of the system when
the demand marginally increases in that location. In An, the price should thus
be 0€/MWh, as an increase of demand in An can be served by the unused
capacity of wind generators, that have zero marginal cost. An additional MW
of demand in node As, however, cannot be served by the wind generators due
to transmission constraints. The price in that node should thus be equal to the

1See https://www.entsoe.eu/Technopedia/techsheets/phase-shifting-transformers
for further specifications of PSTs in the context of the European transmission grid.

https://www.entsoe.eu/Technopedia/techsheets/phase-shifting-transformers
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marginal cost of the gas generator, i.e. 100€/MWh. Such an electricity market,
that differentiates the price of electricity among all nodes of the transmission
network, is said to implement nodal pricing.

In contrast, the European electricity market follows a different principle,
called zonal pricing. In zonal pricing, the nodes are aggregated into a set of
zones, and the prices are only differentiated among zones. In our example, let
us assume that nodes An and As are grouped into a single zone, that we call
A. The prices between An and As cannot be differentiated anymore. There is
a single price in zone A (which in our example can be anything between 0 and
100€/MWh), and a price in zone B.

Crucially, zonal pricing introduces ambiguity about how the transmission
constraints should be formulated mathematically. This is what we discuss in
the next section.

1.2.2 Mathematical formulations

As we want to integrate transmission constraints into economic models that
study the electricity market, the mathematical object that we are interested
in is the set of power injections and withdrawals in the different locations that
the network can support. In nodal pricing, this set has as many dimensions as
the number of nodes in the transmission network. The set of feasible nodal net
injections under the DC approximation, that we denote as R, can be written
mathematically as follows:

R =

{
r ∈ R|N |

∣∣∣∣∣ ∃(f, θ) ∈ R|L| × R|N | :
∑

l∈L(n,·)

fl −
∑

l∈L(·,n)

fl = rn ∀n ∈ N,

− Fl ≤ fl ≤ Fl, fl = Bl
(
θm(l) − θn(l)

)
∀l ∈ L

}
(1.1)

In this equation, rn is the net injection in node n ∈ N , fl is the power flow on
line l ∈ L, Fl is the transmission limit on line l, Bl is the susceptance of line l
and θn is the voltage angle at node n. Additionally, m(l) and n(l) denote the
adjacent nodes of line l, respectively in the outgoing and incoming direction,
and L(m,n) is the set of lines from node m to node n. Note that this set
is unambiguous: it uniquely represents the set of feasible nodal net injections
under the DC approximation. In particular, the formulation of equation (1.1)
is equivalent to the formulation with Kirchhoff’s second law that we mentioned
in the previous section.

The same cannot be said, however, for zonal pricing. The fundamental set
that should be defined in zonal pricing is the set of zonal net positions that
are feasible for the network, that we denote by P, analogous to R. There
exist two main ways of defining P that we describe successively below: (i)
Available Transfer Capacity Market Coupling (ATCMC) and (ii) Flow-Based
Market Coupling (FBMC).
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Available Transfer Capacity Market Coupling In zonal pricing based
on ATCMC, one defines a set of interconnectors which correspond to a single
fictitious transmission line for every pair of zones that are connected in the
initial network. A maximum capacity is defined for every interconnector and
a simple transportation model is used on the network of zones linked by in-
terconnectors. The feasible set of zonal net positions under this model can be
written as follows:

PATCMC =

{
p ∈ R|Z|

∣∣∣∣∣ ∃f ∈ R|A| :
∑

a∈A(z,·)

fa −
∑

a∈A(·,z)

fa = pz ∀z ∈ Z,

−ATCa ≤ fa ≤ ATCa ∀a ∈ A

}
(1.2)

where pz is the net position of zone z ∈ Z, fa is the flow on interconnector
a ∈ A and ATCa is the capacity of interconnector a. The ATCMC method-
ology implicitly assumes that the exchanges between each pair of zones are
independent, which is not the case in reality. A large export of electricity
between, for instance, Germany and France will increase the loading in the
Belgian network, which in practice reduces the export capacity of Germany to
Belgium. The FBMC methodology has been proposed in order to account for
the dependence of exchanges between connected zones.

Flow-Based Market Coupling In FBMC, one identifies a set of network el-
ements (transmission lines and transformers) that are highly impacted by inter-
zonal exchanges. These network elements are referred to as critical branches
and are denoted by CB. Two parameters are then defined: (i) the remaining
available margin, that we denote by RAMcb, a parameter that evaluates the
capacity of critical branch cb ∈ CB that can be used for cross-border exchanges
and (ii) the power transfer distribution factor of line cb with respect to zone z,
denoted by PTDFcb,z, which measures the expected change in power flow on
line cb resulting from a unit increase in the net position of zone z. Using these
two parameters, one can write the feasible set of zonal net positions in FBMC
as follows:

PFBMC =

{
p ∈ R|Z|

∣∣∣∣ ∑
z∈Z

pz = 0,
∑
z∈Z

PTDFcb,z · pz ≤ RAMcb, ∀cb ∈ CB
}

(1.3)
The method is described in further detail in the literature [VBD16], as well
as in documentation published by the European transmission system opera-
tors (TSOs) [Eur18b]. FBMC is the methodology currently used in a large
part of Europe for defining the feasible set of zonal net positions. As noted
in [ALPS21], the following challenges emerge when modeling FBMC for the
purpose of policy analysis:
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1. The flow-based polytope PFBMC is characterized by parameters (CB,
PTDFcb,z, RAMcb), the definition of which differs among TSOs. This
makes it difficult to represent exactly current TSO practice, particu-
larly since the market clearing outcome is sensitive to these parameters
[MLTW13].

2. The method used in practice faces a circularity problem: the parameters
that are used for defining the flow-based domain are computed from a
forecast of the outcome of the market, which depends itself on the value
of these parameters.

Instead of building a model that attempts to replicate current practice, [ALPS21]
proposes a definition of the flow-based domain that does not depend on arbi-
trary parameters. The idea of [ALPS21] is to define the flow-based polytope as
the projection of the set of feasible nodal net injections, given a forecast of the
demand and the existing capacity in every node, onto the space of zonal net
positions. This model is called FBMC with exact projection and its polytope
is denoted by PFBMC-EP. Mathematically, it can be formulated as follows:

PFBMC−EP =

{
p ∈ R|Z|

∣∣∣∣∃(v̄, f, θ) ∈ [0, 1]|G| × R|L| × R|N | :∑
g∈G(z)

Qg v̄g − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn ∀z ∈ Z,

∑
g∈G(n)

Qg v̄g −
∑

l∈L(n,·)

fl +
∑

l∈L(·,n)

fl = Qn ∀n ∈ N,

− Fl ≤ fl ≤ Fl, fl = Bl
(
θm(l) − θn(l)

)
∀l ∈ L

}
(1.4)

In this equation, Qg corresponds to the capacity of generator g ∈ G; G(n)
(respectively G(z)) is the set of generators at node n (respectively zone z); Qn
is the forecast demand at node n ∈ N ; N(z) is the set of nodes that belong
to zone z and v̄g is the fraction of the capacity of generator g that is used
for producing. This set includes all zonal net positions for which there is at
least one set of generator output levels that are feasible under the full network
model. In this way, FBMC with exact projection allows all trades that are
feasible with respect to the real network to be cleared, in compliance with
legislation [Eur09], and ensures that no trade that provably leads to a violation
of transmission constraints will be cleared2. The reader is referred to [ALPS21]
for a more detailed description of PFBMC−EP , as well as its implications on
zonal market clearing.

2Annex I of [Eur09] establishes that “... TSOs shall endeavour to accept all commercial
transactions, including those involving cross-border-trade ...” (Article 1.1) and that “...
TSOs shall not limit interconnection capacity in order to solve congestion inside their own
control area, save for the abovementioned reasons and reasons of operational security ...”
(Article 1.7).
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Nodal Zonal

min
v∈[0,1],r

∑
g∈G

PgQgvg

s.t.
∑

g∈G(n)

Qgvg − rn = Qn [ρn]

r ∈ R

min
v∈[0,1],p

∑
g∈G

PgQgvg

s.t.
∑

g∈G(z)

Qgvg − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn [ρz]

p ∈ P

Table 1.1: A comparison of nodal and zonal economic dispatch problems. Variable
between brackets denote dual variables of the associated constraint. In this case, ρn
and ρz represent, therefore, respectively the nodal and zonal electricity prices.

Nodal and zonal economic dispatch In their simplest form, nodal and
zonal electricity markets can be described by the so-called economic dispatch
problem. Given price-quantity bids (Pg, Qg) by generators g ∈ G, its goal is
to determine the acceptance level vg of each bid and prices (nodal ρn or zonal
ρz) at the competitive equilibrium. Using the feasible sets R and P introduced
in this section, we can write the economic dispatch problem as in Table 1.1.
As can be observed in this comparison, the main difference between the two
problems lies in the variable that controls power balance. Whereas a nodal
economic dispatch problem decides on the nodal net injections rn ∈ R|N | so
that power balance is enforced at every node of the network, power is balanced
at the zonal level in zonal pricing, using the zonal net positions pz ∈ R|Z| as
the main control variables.

One may wonder whether there is any relationship between the feasible sets
of acceptance/rejection of bids of the two designs. Let us define these sets
formally as follows:

VNodal = {v ∈ [0, 1]|G| | ∃r ∈ R|N | :∑
g∈G(n)

Qgvg − rn = Qn, r ∈ R}

VFBMC = {v ∈ [0, 1]|G| | ∃p ∈ R|Z| :∑
g∈G(z)

Qgvg − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn, p ∈ PFBMC}

VFBMC-EP = {v ∈ [0, 1]|G| | ∃p ∈ R|Z| :∑
g∈G(z)

Qgvg − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn, p ∈ PFBMC-EP}

In general, there is no relationship between the feasible sets that correspond to
the nodal and zonal designs. A priori, it is thus not possible to conclude that
the feasible set of a zonal design is a relaxation of that of a nodal design, or
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vice-versa. In the specific case of zonal with FBMC-EP, however, the following
relationship holds:

VNodal ⊆ VFBMC-EP

That is, the feasible set of flow-based market coupling with the exact projection
methodology is a relaxation of the feasible set of nodal pricing.

This dissertation contributes to the development of mathematical formula-
tions of zonal pricing in three different ways:

1. The set PFBMC−EP is extended in order to account for transmission line
switching in chapter 2.

2. We present a new formulation for the feasible set of zonal net positions
that is based on the fundamental principle of zonal pricing in chapter 3
and we discuss its advantage for the efficiency of long-term equilibrium
in zonal pricing.

3. We propose a formulation that accounts for the new developments of Eu-
ropean legislation regarding transmission capacity allocation in chapter
4.

1.2.3 Evolution of transmission capacity allocation

We provide here a brief description of the evolution of regulations and practices
related to transmission capacity allocation in Europe. This summary, largely
based on [Mee20], as well as on some of our published papers [ALPS21, LSP22],
demonstrates that transmission capacity allocation is a very active topic among
stakeholders.

The European electricity market developed in line with the objective of
the Single Market enacted in 1986 in the Single European Act, at the time
of the European Community. The first significant step towards a single elec-
tricity market was made with Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003 which required
the adoption of a market-based approach for transmission capacity allocation.
The zonal model emerged as the preferred model as it enabled an alignment
between bidding zones and national borders. This was politically appealing
and was seen as technically justified: national networks tend to be more devel-
oped than international connections and it was expected that congestion would
appear mainly at the borders. This correspondence between bidding zones and
member states still remains today, with a few exceptions, as illustrated on
Figure 1.2.

Explicit auctioning was first considered in reaction to this regulation, but
was quickly abandoned for implicit auctioning due to its inefficiency. The
Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden) were the first to
implement implicit auctioning using a methodology that is referred to asmarket
splitting. The idea is that an algorithm clears the market with a single price for
the entire area. If the resulting power flows violate some constraints, the area is
split into smaller zones with a different price in each zone. In Western Europe,
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Figure 1.2: Delimitation of the different bidding zones in the European electricity
market. Bidding zones are mostly aligned with national borders, with exceptions in
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Ireland and Italy. Source: [Mee20].

the first initiative was taken by Belgium, France and The Netherlands. These
member states developed a methodology called trilateral market coupling, that
was launched in 2006. The idea was similar to the Nordic method but the
market clearing algorithm worked in one step and directly computed one price
per zone. Since then, the market coupling initiative has grown. Today, 98,6%
of EU consumption is coupled [ENT22].

The trilateral market coupling initiative adopted ATCMC as the preferred
transmission capacity allocation methodology. For the reasons mentioned in
section 1.2.2, FBMC is claimed to be more efficient. It is now defined as
the default methodology in the Capacity Allocation and Congestion Manage-
ment (CACM) guideline from the Commission (Commission Regulation (EU)
2015/1222), although ATCMC is still allowed. The first initiative of moving to
FBMC was taken by the countries of the Central Western European (CWE)
network area that includes Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg
and The Netherlands, with a go-live in May 2015. The FBMC methodology
has been extended in June 2022 to seven countries in central Europe and it
is expected that the Nordic region will also follow this transition in the near
future.

Although FBMC is claimed to be more efficient, it is often noted that this
comes at the cost of higher complexity, with risks of undermining transparency
[VBD16, Aus20]. This is due in part to the fact that TSOs have a lot of freedom
in how they compute the FBMC parameters and that the market outcome tends
to be sensitive to these parameters [MLTW13]. As noted in [Mee20], it has for
instance been observed that some TSOs tends to limit cross-border capacity
in order to decrease congestion management costs. As a result, the European
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Commission introduced a new rule for capacity calculation in FBMC in the
recent recast of the electricity regulation (Regulation (EU) 2019/943). This
rule states that the RAM of a critical line should be equal to at least 70% of
its total capacity.

In addition to a constant improvement of the capacity calculation method-
ologies themselves, an important tool that can be used for increasing the effi-
ciency of capacity allocation in Europe is the modification of the delimitation of
bidding zones. In this spirit, the CACM regulation instructs the Agency for the
Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) to assess the efficiency of current
bidding zone configuration every three years. The first review was published
in 2018 and resulted in a splitting of the German-Austrian bidding zone, while
the second review is ongoing.

1.2.4 Inefficiencies of zonal pricing

The opinion about zonal pricing among EU stakeholders is quite divided. On
the one hand, certain TSOs believe that a transition to nodal pricing would
be beneficial. This is the case of the Polish TSO, which currently investigates
the possibility of a transition to nodal pricing inside its own bidding zone,
and of the British TSO that, in a recent study aiming at assessing the fitness
of the British market design for the energy transition, advocated in favor of
nodal pricing [Nat22]. On the other hand, nodal pricing is largely contested
for various reasons by many stakeholders, as thoroughly discussed in [ES22].

The situation is however quite different among academics, where an almost
complete consensus in favor of nodal pricing has developed over the years. Many
papers in the scientific literature have focused on describing the inefficiencies
associated to zonal pricing and arguing in favor of nodal pricing in order to
mitigate them. We present here a summary of the types of inefficiencies that
have been identified.

The first papers on the subject in the European literature clearly identi-
fied the difficulties associated to correctly defining the basic parameters for the
zonal design like zone delimitation [BJ01] and the capacities of interconnec-
tors [ES05]. Inefficiencies related to the distortion of the locational signal for
investment were first studied in [DW11] using a stylized 2-node network with
one congested transmission line. [HL15] also discuss the distortion of the long-
term signal. They show that equivalence in terms of efficiency between nodal
and zonal pricing can only be achieved under restrictive assumptions in the
short term but that this comes at the cost of decreasing long-term efficiency.
[NHN11] describe the distortion of incentives associated to zonal pricing. This
distortion applies both for the TSO in terms of defining available capacity and
also for market participants in terms of participating truthfully in re-dispatch.
[OS13] show that the splitting of grid operations among different TSOs and
their incomplete coordination in re-dispatch and countertrading also under-
mine overall efficiency. Finally, inefficiencies associated to sub-optimal unit
commitment decisions are described in [vdWH11, AP17, ALPS21].
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The present dissertation also contributes to this literature in chapter 3: we
identify a new type of inefficiency of zonal pricing in the long term, due to the
interactions between zonal transmission constraints and capacity investment.

1.3 Background on complementarity problems

An important mathematical concept used in this thesis is that of complemen-
tarity problems. These problems, than can be viewed as a generalization of
continuous optimization problems on convex sets, provide a natural framework
for analyzing a large series of equilibrium problems, among which economic
equilibrium on the electricity market. In this section, we provide some def-
initions and known results on complementarity problems that will be useful
throughout the thesis.

Definition 1.1. [FP03, Definition 1.1.2] Given a cone K and a mapping F :
K → Rn, the complementarity problem, denoted CP (K,F ), is to find a vector
x ∈ Rn satisfying the following conditions:

K ∋ x ⊥ F (x) ∈ K∗,

where the notation ⊥ means “perpendicular” and K∗ is the dual cone of K
defined as:

K∗ ≡ {d ∈ Rn : v⊤d ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ K};

that is, K∗ consists of all vectors that make a non-obtuse angle with all the
vectors in K.

Definition 1.2. A mixed complementarity problem (MCP) corresponds to a
special case of the complementarity problem CP (K,F ) where K is the special
cone Rn1

+ × Rn2 , with n1 + n2 = n.

Definition 1.3. A mixed linear complementarity problem (MLCP) corresponds
to a special case of an MCP (K,F ) where F is an affine mapping.

Definition 1.4. A linear complementarity problem (LCP) corresponds to a
special case of the complementarity problem CP (K,F ) where K is the special
cone Rn+ and F is an affine mapping. Let the mapping F be defined by

F (x) ≡Mx+ q, ∀x ∈ Rn,

for some vector q ∈ Rn and some matrix M ∈ Rn×n. The LCP (q,M) is thus
defined as the problem of finding x∗ ∈ Rn such that

0 ≤ x∗ ⊥Mx∗ + q ≥ 0
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Transformation Note that it is always possible to convert an MLCP into
an LCP in an extended space. Indeed, consider the following MLCP defined

on

[
x1
x2

]
∈ Rn1

+ × Rn2 :

0 ≤ x1 ⊥M11x1 +M12x2 + q1 ≥ 0

x2 free ⊥M21x1 +M22x2 + q2 = 0

Then, defining x+2 = max(0, x2) and x−2 = min(0, x2), one can check that it

is equivalent to the following LCP defined on the extended space

x1x+2
x−2

 ∈
Rn1+2n2

+ :

0 ≤ x1 ⊥M11x1 +M12x
+
2 −M12x

−
2 + q1 ≥ 0

0 ≤ x+2 ⊥M21x1 +M22x
+
2 −M22x

−
2 + q2 ≥ 0

0 ≤ x−2 ⊥ −M21x1 −M22x
+
2 +M22x

−
2 − q2 ≥ 0

Existence In order to prove existence of solutions to our models, we will in
this thesis rely recurrently on an existence theorem that applies to copositive
matrices.

Definition 1.5. A matrix M ∈ Rn×n is said to be copositive if x⊤Mx ≥ 0
for all x ∈ Rn+
Theorem 1.1. [CPS09, Theorem 3.8.6] Let M ∈ Rn×n be copositive and let
q ∈ Rn be given. If the implication

[v ≥ 0,Mv ≥ 0, v⊤Mv = 0]⇒ [v⊤q ≥ 0]

is valid, then the LCP (q,M) has a solution.

In other words, Theorem 1.1 states that a sufficient condition for existence
of a solution is the positivity of v⊤q for all solutions v of the homogeneous
counterpart of the LCP (q,M), when M is copositive.

1.4 Structure of the dissertation and contribu-
tions

The overarching goal of this dissertation is to contribute to the ongoing policy
discussions regarding transmission capacity allocation in the European elec-
tricity market. The dissertation is structured into three chapters grouped into
two parts. The first part focuses on short-term models of the electricity market
and contains chapter 2. In the second part, we focus on the efficiency of zonal
pricing in the long term, when generation capacity investment is introduced.
This second part contains chapters 3 and 4.
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Part I - Short-term efficiency of zonal pricing

• Chapter 2: Impacts of transmission switching in zonal pricing
The physical laws to which electricity abides in a transmission network
imply a seeming paradox: the total costs of the system can sometimes be
reduced by disconnecting one or more transmission lines. This brings ad-
ditional flexibility to the system operator who can optimize the topology
in order to manage congestion. It has sometimes been claimed by certain
stakeholders that markets that implement zonal pricing are better suited
than those with nodal pricing for taking advantage of this additional
flexibility. In this chapter, our goal is to assess this claim by proposing a
model of zonal pricing that accounts for transmission line switching. We
then perform simulations of both nodal and zonal pricing models with
transmission switching on a large-scale instance calibrated against the
CWE system and comment on the impacts of transmission switching in
zonal pricing. This chapter is based on the following publications:

⋄ Q. Lété, A. Papavasiliou, Impacts of Transmission Switching in
Zonal Electricity Markets - Part I, IEEE Transactions on Power
Systems, vol. 36, no. 2, pp. 902-913, March 2021

⋄ Q. Lété, A. Papavasiliou, Impacts of Transmission Switching in
Zonal Electricity Markets - Part II, IEEE Transactions on Power
Systems, vol. 36, no. 2, pp. 914-922, March 2021

Part II - Long-term efficiency of zonal pricing

• Chapter 3: An analysis of zonal pricing from a long-term perspective
In an era of energy transition, it is crucial to ensure that the design of the
short-term electricity market provides sufficient cash flows to producers so
as to allow the investment of the right technology at the right location.
In this chapter, we revisit the question of capacity allocation in zonal
markets from a long-term perspective. We model the capacity expansion
problem in zonal markets with FBMC and demonstrate that the classical
result of equivalence between centralized and decentralized formulations
in transmission-constrained markets ceases to hold in this case. We then
perform simulations of the capacity expansion problem with nodal pricing
and three variations of zonal pricing and compare these different policies
based on their long-term efficiency. The results of this chapter have been
published as follows:

⋄ Q. Lété, Y. Smeers, A. Papavasiliou, An analysis of zonal electricity
pricing from a long-term perspective, Energy Economics, Volume
107, March 2022, 105853

• Chapter 4: Locational instruments for efficient power generation invest-
ment under zonal pricing

https://qlete.github.io/assets/docs/ITSZM_part1_final.pdf
https://qlete.github.io/assets/docs/ITSZM_part1_final.pdf
https://qlete.github.io/assets/docs/ITSZM_part2_final.pdf
https://qlete.github.io/assets/docs/ITSZM_part2_final.pdf
https://qlete.github.io/assets/docs/eneeco_longterm_final.pdf
https://qlete.github.io/assets/docs/eneeco_longterm_final.pdf
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In this chapter, we abstract from the dichotomy of nodal vs zonal pric-
ing. Instead, we take zonal pricing as a given, and investigate whether
long-run efficiency could be restored by means of additional market-based
instruments. Three types of instruments are considered: capacity, energy
and re-dispatch markets. We formulate the long-run economic equilib-
rium under these three policies under a unifying modeling framework
and compare their performance, both from a theoretical as well as em-
pirical perspective. We find that theoretical conditions under which effi-
ciency would be restored exist for all three policies, but that the strict-
ness of these conditions renders their practical implementation difficult
and therefore, a full recovery of efficiency unlikely. The results described
in this chapter are the focus of the following work:

⋄ Q. Lété, Y. Smeers, A. Papavasiliou, Locational instruments for ef-
ficient power generation investment under zonal pricing, Working
Paper

https://qlete.github.io/assets/docs/LI_manuscript.pdf
https://qlete.github.io/assets/docs/LI_manuscript.pdf
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2 Impacts of transmission switching
in zonal pricing

2.1 Introduction

Transmission switching refers to the possibility for the system operator to dis-
connect lines in the electricity grid if it can help to improve operations. The
fact that disconnecting a line in an electricity grid can improve operations may
seem counter-intuitive at first glance. In fact, this is not specific to electric-
ity networks. Dietrich Braess, a German mathematician, found that adding a
road to a road network can increase the overall journey time. This result is
now known as Braess’ paradox. It has been shown that the apparent paradox
in electric power systems has a similar interpretation as Braess’ paradox in
traffic equilibria [BJ08, BJ05]. The idea is that power flows in an electric grid
emerge from an equilibrium situation where the total reactive power losses are
minimized, just as traffic flows in a road network emerge from the equilibrium
situation where each agent minimizes its travel time. The intuition of why re-
moving lines can increase operational efficiency in power systems scheduling is
that the flow of power cannot be controlled arbitrarily, but is subject to physi-
cal laws that are summarized in Kirchhoff’s laws, which give rise to the power
flow equations. Switching the lines of a network affords operators a certain
degree of control on how the power flow equations are expressed, and on the
resulting configuration of flows in an electric power network.

With the increasingly important integration of renewable energy into the
electricity grid, the need for deploying tools to actively manage the network is
greater than ever. As an additional source of flexibility for the system opera-
tor, transmission switching has received considerable attention by the research
community. O’Neill et al. formulated the problem of employing transmission
switching in order to improve operational efficiency as a mathematical opti-
mization problem in [OBH+05], and dubbed the term optimal transmission
switching (OTS). Fisher et al. [FOF08] demonstrate how this problem can be
formulated as a mixed-integer linear program if we consider the DC approxi-
mation of power flow. They find that transmission switching can achieve a cost
reduction of 25% on a test network with 118 nodes. Hedman et al. [HOFO10]

19
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focus on quantifying these gains when the N-1 security criterion is accounted
for. They observe that the cost reduction reduces to 16% on the same net-
work when the N-1 security criterion is taken into account, which remains a
significant improvement.

These promising early results, emanating from the US research commu-
nity, were not followed by a large-scale adoption in the US electricity market,
where the use of transmission switching remains anecdotal. This is in con-
trast with the European market, where transmission switching is used more
extensively. A recurrent argument for explaining this difference that is often
put forward among EU stakeholders is that zonal pricing is better suited for
taking advantage of transmission switching [RTE19, ENT21]. The reasoning is
that transmission constraints impose a more important computational burden
to nodal market clearing algorithms than their zonal counterpart, hindering
the implementation of topological optimization. Moreover, it is claimed that
the efficiency of zonal pricing can be significantly improved by considering this
possibility. Our interest in this chapter is to provide a quantitative framework
for substantiating this argument.

The chapter presents a modeling and algorithmic framework for analyzing
zonal markets with switching, and also develops a policy analysis using a simu-
lation model of the Central Western European (CWE) market. The chapter is
organized as follows. Section 2.2 reviews the literature concerning the model-
ing of short-term electricity markets and the algorithmic approaches for solving
the class of problems that emerge from zonal modeling. Section 2.3 presents
the two-stage models of zonal electricity markets which are considered in the
present analysis. In section 2.4, we present the algorithm that we have devel-
oped for solving the day-ahead market-clearing model with proactive switching.
First, we show how this problem can be modeled as an adaptive robust opti-
mization problem with mixed integer recourse (AROMIP). Then, we develop
a new approach for solving the adversarial max-min subproblem correspond-
ing to robustness to N-1 contingencies, and we show how this algorithm can
be inserted into a column-and-constraint generation procedure for solving the
AROMIP. Section 3.5 contains our case study of the CWE instance. Finally,
section 2.6 concludes the chapter.

2.2 Literature review

2.2.1 Transmission switching

This early literature on transmission switching mentioned in the introduction
considered a dispatch model. Therefore, the authors only focused on the bene-
fits of switching as an option to be considered in dispatch, where commitment
decisions are assumed to be fixed. These studies are not directly relevant in
the context of our work which is focused on the interaction of switching with
unit commitment.
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It is only in subsequent work [HFO+10] that the interactions of switching
with day-ahead unit commitment were considered in the literature. However,
these models are also not directly applicable to our context, since they represent
a nodal transmission model. Instead, the novelty of our work is in considering
a zonal transmission model, which is the predominant network model that is
used in European day-ahead market clearing. The introduction of the zonal
network representation, and its interaction with unit commitment, introduces
a host of modeling and computational challenges, that are the focus of the
present chapter.

As a combinatorial problem, OTS is associated to considerable computa-
tional challenges. Concretely, Hedman et al. [HFO+10] point out that, due to
big-M constraints, the Linear Programming (LP) relaxation of the problem is
very weak. This implies that solvers struggle in providing tight lower bounds,
thereby delaying the convergence of branch and bound algorithms significantly.
Different approaches have been employed in the literature in order to cope with
this computational complexity. Fisher et al. [FOF08] restrict the number of
lines that can be switched off, and notice that most of the potential benefits
of transmission switching can already be achieved with a limited switching
budget, while the solving time is considerably reduced. Other authors have
developed heuristic methods in order to obtain a high quality solution within
a short amount of run time. In the work of Barrows et al. [BBB12], Fuller
et al. [FRC12], and Wu and Cheung [WC13] the common idea is to resort to
pre-processing in order to identify, a priori, the potential benefit of disconnect-
ing each line in the network. This information is then used in order to solve
transmission switching models where the switching actions are restricted to the
most promising lines. More recently, polyhedral studies of the OTS problem
have been developed. Here, a notable contribution is proposed by Kocuk et
al. [KJD+16], where the authors derive a cycle-based formulation of the OTS
problem. The authors use this formulation in order to derive valid inequalities
that are shown to strengthen the big-M formulation, thereby decreasing the
computational time for solving the problem within a certain optimality gap.

2.2.2 Modeling of the European electricity market

In addition to the different representation of network constraints in the day-
ahead market, the European design differs with respect to several other aspects
from the US design. Accounting for these differences requires a different mod-
eling set-up. This chapter build off of recent research on developing a precise
model of the day-ahead and real-time operation of the European electricity
market. Aravena and Papavasiliou [AP17] develop a hierarchy of European
electricity market models that are targeted at accounting for unit commitment
and the separation between energy and reserves. Based on this work, Han and
Papavasiliou [HP16] develop a model of the European market that accounts for
transmission switching. Although their model is highly simplified (the repre-
sentation of day-ahead flow scheduling is inaccurate, security criteria are not
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Figure 2.1: Decomposition of robust optimization into the different subproblems and
the papers associated to each case. We also use a color code to distinguish the
modeling and algorithmic contributions.

accounted for directly, the simultaneous optimization of unit commitment and
switching is treated heuristically), this first analysis demonstrates encouraging
results by demonstrating that transmission switching can lead to significant
cost savings in a zonal market when re-dispatch and balancing are perfectly
coordinated in real time.

2.2.3 Robust optimization

Accounting for the N-1 security criterion introduces significant complexity to
the problem at hand. We review here some previous work that relates to our
problem, either from a modeling or from an algorithmic point of view. The goal
is not to be exhaustive. Sun and Lorca [SL17] provide an in-depth review of
modeling and algorithmic approaches for robust optimization in power systems.
A common attribute of the papers cited below is that they tackle a certain class
of robust optimization problems. We distinguish models and algorithms for
adaptive and reactive robust optimization. In both cases, the recourse problem
can be continuous or include integer restrictions. This structure is represented
in Figure 2.1.

Street et al. [SMA14] propose a formulation of the optimal power flow prob-
lem with N-k robustness as an Adaptive Robust Optimization (ARO) problem
and present a cutting plane algorithm for solving it. The algorithm is inspired
by dual methods for ARO that rely on Benders decomposition. Similarly,
Aravena et al. [ALPS21] propose a cutting plane approach for solving the
day-ahead market clearing problem of a zonal market clearing model, which
respects the N-1 security criterion and the European rules for setting day-
ahead prices. A new layer of complexity is added to these two models when
we consider transmission switching as a recourse action. In this setting, the
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aforementioned approaches that rely on Benders decomposition cannot be used
due to the presence of integer variables in the inner problem. An algorithm
for attacking this class of problems has been proposed recently by Zhao and
Zeng [ZZ12]. Their idea is to consider only a subset of the possible integer
values in the inner problem, which results in an LP formulation that can be
dualized. Promising candidate integer values are identified and added in a se-
quential manner. This approach has been applied to the optimal power flow
problem with line interdiction [ZZ13b]. In a similar spirit, Schumacher et al.
[SCC17] also generate switching variables as needed, in order to solve the N-2
security-constrained unit commitment problem with transmission switching.

In parallel to this work, new approaches have been developed in the lit-
erature on interdiction games for solving robust optimization problems with
binary uncertainty and mixed integer recourse. Interdiction games are games
between agents, grouped into a set of leaders and a set of followers, who have
access to a set of common resources and where the leaders can deny access
to certain resources to the followers. In a survey paper on the subject, Wood
presents a cutting plane algorithm for solving interdiction games with contin-
uous linear recourse [Kev11]. This approach has been employed by Caprara et
al. [CCLW16] for solving the bi-level knapsack with interdiction constraints,
which is a particular instance of an interdiction game with binary recourse.
This algorithm has been extended by Fischetti et al. [FLMS19] to a particular
class of interdiction games with mixed integer recourse, i.e. those with the
property of monotonicity. Most network interdiction games, however, do not
satisfy the property of monotonicity. The line interdiction game with transmis-
sion switching, which is the problem that we are interested in, is one of them.
To the best of our knowledge, no efficient algorithm based on this approach
has been proposed for solving the problem.

Our work combines the modeling and computational literature cited above
by formulating the problem of day-ahead N-1 market clearing as an ARO with
mixed integer recourse. We use the column-and-constraint generation algo-
rithm of Zhao and Zeng for solving the outer loop. For the inner loop, that
corresponds to an interdiction game with mixed-integer recourse, we present
a new approach based on the cutting plane formulation used in interdiction
games, that leverages its specific structure.

2.2.4 Contributions

The present chapter provides the following contributions to the literature:

1. We present a model for the organization of a zonal market that accounts
for transmission switching at both the day-ahead and the real-time stages.

2. We propose a new approach for solving the adversarial subproblem (i.e.
the max-min stage) of an adaptive robust optimization problem, which
is a min-max-min problem in its entirety, when it has the structure of
an interdiction game. The adversarial subproblem is a mixed integer
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recourse problem with binary uncertainty. We integrate our approach
for the resolution of the max-min adversarial subproblem into a known
column-and-constraint generation algorithm for resolving AROMIP. In
this way, we obtain a tractable procedure for solving the day-ahead mar-
ket clearing problem with proactive switching.

3. We perform simulations of proactive and reactive transmission switching
on a detailed instance of the CWE network and comment on the impacts
of both proactive and reactive transmission switching on the operating
costs of the system.

2.3 Models of transmission switching in zonal
markets

In a zonal market, the nodes of the network are aggregated into a set of zones.
Network constraints inside a zone are simplified, and there is a unique price
for each zone. Market clearing takes place in two stages. The zonal market is
cleared in the day-ahead stage and results in the commitment of slow units.
Then, as network constraints have not been represented exactly, and as the
state of the grid evolves between the day ahead and real time, the system op-
erator conducts re-dispatch (also referred to as congestion management) and
balancing close to real time, while respecting the commitment of units de-
termined in the day-ahead stage. This process ensures the feasibility of the
dispatch with respect to the actual state of the grid at the time of delivery, as
well as the balancing of supply and demand.

In this work, we follow this two-settlement organization of the market by
presenting a two-stage model with a zonal market clearing in the day ahead
and a re-dispatch and balancing process in real time. Transmission switching
can be used in both the first stage and the second stage.

Definition 2.1. The term reactive switching is used when switching is em-
ployed only in real-time operations (where it affects balancing and congestion
management).

Definition 2.2. The term proactive switching is used when switching is
employed both in day-ahead market clearing (where it affects the commitment
of slow units) as well as real-time operations.

The two-stage structure of our model with the different inputs and outputs
of each module is represented graphically in Figure 2.2.

2.3.1 Day-ahead market clearing with proactive switch-
ing

We define the net position of a node (resp. zone) as the difference between
the power produced and consumed within that node (resp. zone). Whereas
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of the two-settlement system used in this work.

a nodal market clearing model defines constraints on the net position of each
node, a zonal market clearing model constrains the zonal net positions. The
set of feasible zonal net positions depends on the chosen topology of the grid.
We index the chosen topology by t in the sequel.

Extending the formulation in [ALPS21], we can write a zonal market clear-
ing model with transmission switching in its simplest form as follows:

min
v∈[0,1],p,t

∑
g∈G

PgQgvg (2.1)

s.t.
∑

g∈G(z)

Qgvg − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn ∀z ∈ Z (2.2)

p ∈ Pt (2.3)

where Qg and Pg correspond to the quantity and price bid by generator g ∈ G,
G(n) is the set of generators at node n ∈ N , Qn is the forecast demand at node
n, pz corresponds to the net position of zone z ∈ Z, vg is the acceptance/re-
jection decision for the bid placed by generator g, and G(z), N(z) correspond
to the set of generators and nodes within a zone z. The set Pt corresponds
to the feasible set of net positions for a particular topology t. In practice, the
day-ahead model (2.1)-(2.3) results also in the commitment of slow units that
are allowed to submit block bids. We do not represent explicitly the binary
commitment variables in this model for the sake of simplicity in the exposition.

Note that, in formulation (2.1)-(2.3), the control space is limited to a |Z|-
dimensional space, which is much smaller than an |N |-dimensional space (the
control space in nodal pricing). For instance, in the CWE instance that we use
in our case study, there are 632 buses but only 5 zones.

We adopt the following assumption in the sequel:

Assumption 2.1. We assume that Pt can be described as a set of linear in-
equalities which implicate a binary vector t ∈ {0, 1}|L|, where L is the set of
lines in the network.
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This set Pt, that imposes constraints on the net positions in the day-ahead
market, has a central role in the zonal market model. It is the basic building
block that must be defined in order to characterize the market and that should
be modified in order to account for new features, such as transmission switching
or the N-1 security criterion. We have discussed the different forms that the
set Pt can take in the introduction to the thesis (section 1.2.2). For instance,
the formulation currently used in practice in a large part of the EU is the one
based on PFBMC, defined in equation (1.3). As we discussed in section 1.2.2,
however, a certain number of challenges emerge when one tries to use PFBMC

for the purpose of policy analysis. Instead of building a model that attempts to
replicate exactly the current practice, we follow the idea of [ALPS21] and use
the set PFBMC-EP, defined in equation (1.3), as a starting point of our analysis
of FBMC. We extend this definition in order to account for the possibility to
use transmission switching while defining the acceptable set of net positions.
This leads to the following definition for Pt:

Pt =
{
p ∈ R|Z| :

∃(v̄, f, θ, t) ∈ [0, 1]|G| × R|L| × R|N | × {0, 1}|L| :∑
g∈G(z)

Qg v̄g − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn, ∀z ∈ Z (2.4a)

∑
g∈G(n)

Qg v̄g −
∑

l∈L(n,·)

fl +
∑

l∈L(·,n)

fl = Qn, (2.4b)

∀n ∈ N
− tlFl ≤ fl ≤ tlFl, ∀l ∈ L (2.4c)

fl ≤ Bl(θm(l) − θn(l)) +M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L (2.4d)

fl ≥ Bl(θm(l) − θn(l))−M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L
}

(2.4e)

Here, Bl is the susceptance of line l ∈ L, Fl is the thermal limit, and m(l) and
n(l) are the adjacent nodes of line l (in the outgoing and incoming directions
respectively), L(m,n) is the set of lines directed from node m to node n, fl is
the flow through line l, θn is the voltage angle at node n, andM is a sufficiently
large constant.

The interpretation of set Pt is as follows: for every acceptable vector of
net positions p, there should exist a generator dispatch v̄ that aggregates to
this vector of net positions (equation (2.4a)) while respecting the nodal grid
constraints (equations (2.4b)-(2.4e)) under transmission switching. Switching
off a line is modeled here by binary variables tl. If tl = 0, then line l is
disconnected. This implies that the flow on the line must be zero (equation
(2.4c)) and the voltage angles at the two ends of the line must be independent
((2.4d) and (2.4e) become trivially satisfied if M is large enough).

In this way, the definition of Pt that we use circumvents the problem of
circular definitions and discretionary values for the flow-based polytope and
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represents exactly the set of net positions that respects the two following prin-
ciples: all trades that are feasible for the grid are included and all trades that
provably lead to a violation of at least one transmission constraint are excluded.

2.3.2 Day-ahead market clearing with proactive switch-
ing and security criterion

In practice, the clearing of the European day-ahead market needs to respect
the N-1 security criterion. We define N-1 robustness as the ability of a system
to serve demand under any outage of a single transmission line in the system.
The zonal market clearing model, as presented in (2.1) - (2.3), does not respect
N-1 security. The modifications that are required in order to introduce N-1
security depend on whether the remedial actions (RA) (i.e. the actions that
the TSOs resort to in response to a contingency) are preventive or curative.

Definition 2.3. A preventive remedial action is an action (e.g. re-dispatching,
topology measure, ...) taken by the TSO to respond to a potential contingency
before the realization of that contingency.

Definition 2.4. A curative remedial action is an action taken by the TSO to
react to the occurrence of a contingency.

In theory, RAs can be preventive or curative [Eur18b]. In practice, however,
re-dispatch is always used in a preventive way as curative re-dispatch is not
considered to be safe enough by TSOs. Topology measures, in contrast, can
be applied both preventively and curatively. In what follows, we modify model
(2.1) - (2.3) in order to account for the N-1 security criterion with purely
preventive dispatch (subsection 2.3.2), purely curative re-dispatch (subsection
2.3.2) and a hybrid preventive-curative re-dispatch (subsection 2.3.2).

Let u ∈ {0, 1}|L| be the vector of contingencies. When one element of
vector u is equal to 1, it means that the corresponding transmission line is out
of service1.

Preventive re-dispatch

The constraint on the acceptable net positions with preventive dispatch can be
written as:

p ∈ Pprev
t , (2.5)

with

Pprev
t =

{
p ∈ R|Z| : ∃ v̄ ∈ [0, 1]|G| :

1Generator contingencies are indirectly taken into account through reserve requirements,
that are imposed in our case study but not represented here for clarity of the exposition. We
therefore do not include generator contingencies in the N-1 security requirements directly,
but we note that it would be straightforward to extend our model in order to take them into
account.
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∑
g∈G(z)

Qg v̄g − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn, ∀z ∈ Z

v̄ ∈ ∩
∥u∥1≤1

Vt(u)
}

and

Vt(u) =
{
v ∈ [0, 1]|G| :

∃(f, θ, t) ∈ R|L| × R|N | × {0, 1}|L| :∑
g∈G(n)

Qgvg −
∑

l∈L(n,·)

fl +
∑

l∈L(·,n)

fl = Qn, ∀n ∈ N

− tlFl ≤ fl ≤ tlFl, ∀l ∈ L
fl ≤ (1− ul)Bl(θm(l) − θn(l)) +M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L

fl ≥ (1− ul)Bl(θm(l) − θn(l))−M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L
}

The set Vt(u) corresponds to all dispatch decisions that respect power flow
constraints and line limits under contingency u, when transmission switching
is allowed. The interpretation of the set Pprev

t is thus the following: to every
acceptable vector of net positions p, there should exist a generator dispatch v̄
that aggregates to this vector of net positions, and that respects grid constraints
for every contingency u.

The market clearing model under the N-1 security criterion with preventive
dispatch can be represented through equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.5).

Curative re-dispatch

The flow-based domain with curative re-dispatch can be described as follows:

p ∈ ∩
∥u∥1≤1

Pcur
t (u) (2.6)

with

Pcur
t (u) =

{
p ∈ R|Z| :

∃(v̄, f, θ, t) ∈ [0, 1]|G| × R|L| × R|N | × {0, 1}|L| :∑
g∈G(z)

Qg v̄g − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn, ∀z ∈ Z

∑
g∈G(n)

Qg v̄g −
∑

l∈L(n,·)

fl +
∑

l∈L(·,n)

fl = Qn, ∀n ∈ N

− tlFl ≤ fl ≤ tlFl, ∀l ∈ L
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fl ≤ (1− ul)Bl(θm(l) − θn(l)) +M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L

fl ≥ (1− ul)Bl(θm(l) − θn(l))−M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L
}

The market clearing model under the N-1 security criterion with curative re-
dispatch can be represented through equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6).

The interpretation of equations (2.6) is as follows: a vector of net positions
is acceptable if, for every contingency, there exists a dispatch that respects all
grid constraints. Note the fundamental difference with the case of preventive
re-dispatch: in curative re-dispatch, the dispatch can be different for every
contingency, while in the case of preventive re-dispatch, the dispatch must
be the same for every contingency. The reader is referred to Appendix 2.A
for an illustrative example of the difference between a day-ahead model with
preventive and curative re-dispatch.

Mathematically, the main difference between the flow-based domain de-
scribed by equation (2.5) and the domain described by equation (2.6) is that,
in equation (2.5), the intersection over all contingencies is over a set of dimen-
sion |G|; instead, in equation (2.6), the intersection is over a set of dimension
|Z|, which is much smaller. This has computational implications, as we discuss
later.

Hybrid preventive-curative re-dispatch

Combining the two previous models, we can easily extend them to the case of
a re-dispatch that is neither purely preventive nor purely curative: the hybrid
preventive-curative model. A hybrid model corresponds to a dispatch that
is preventive for a subset of contingencies Uprev, and curative for all other
contingencies Ucur = U\Uprev. The flow-based domain for this hybrid model
can be written as follows:

PFB
hyb =

{
p ∈ R|Z| : ∃ v̄ ∈ [0, 1]|G| :∑
g∈G(z)

Qg v̄g − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn, ∀z ∈ Z (2.7a)

v̄ ∈ Vt(u) ∀u ∈ Uprev, (2.7b)

p ∈ Pcur
t (u) ∀u ∈ Ucur

}
(2.7c)

Model (2.7) is a direct extension of the preventive and the curative cases. Equa-
tions (2.7a)-(2.7b) express the fact that the acceptable net positions should
disaggregate in a dispatch that is feasible for all contingencies belonging to set
Uprev, at the same time. Equation (2.7c) express the fact that for any contin-
gency belonging to Ucur, the net positions disaggregate in a dispatch that is
feasible for the grid, after the realization of that contingency.
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2.3.3 Real-time re-dispatch and balancing

The goal of the re-dispatch and balancing process is to modify the day-ahead
dispatch so as to balance the system at minimum cost in real time, while
respecting network constraints. We assume that there is no uncertainty in de-
mand and renewable production. Uncertainty can only materialize in a trans-
mission line outage. Thus, we focus on the re-dispatch and balancing actions
that are required (i) in case the zonal day-ahead auction violates any inter or
intra-zonal transmission constraints and (ii) in case the operator is required
to react to a transmission contingency that may occur between the day-ahead
and real time.

We consider various real-time models in the case study, depending on the
objective of the TSO and the degree of coordination among TSOs. The ideal
standard in terms of coordination and cost minimization is the perfectly coor-
dinated re-dispatch and balancing model which aims at minimizing real-time
cost. We introduce reactive transmission switching to this model, and formu-
late it as an optimization problem as follows:

min
v∈[0,1]
f,θ,t

∑
g∈G

PgQgvg

s.t.
∑

g∈G(n)

Qgvg −
∑

l∈L(n,·)

fl +
∑

l∈L(·,n)

fl = Qn,

∀n ∈ N
− Fltl ≤ fl ≤ Fltl, ∀l ∈ L
fl ≤ Bl(θm(l) − θn(l)) +M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L
fl ≥ Bl(θm(l) − θn(l))−M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L

We stress the fact that, although this second-stage real-time problem is nodal,
the day-ahead zonal market clearing drives the real-time behavior because of
the fixed unit commitment decisions that must be respected. We do not repre-
sent here the dependence of real-time dispatch on day-ahead unit commitment
decisions, in order to simplify the exposition, but enforce this requirement for
the simulations presented in the case study.

2.4 An algorithm for proactive transmission switch-
ing

In this section, we present an algorithm for solving the zonal day-ahead market
clearing model under N-1 robustness with proactive transmission switching
and a purely curative re-dispatch. We then discuss how the algorithm can be
adapted to the case of a preventive re-dispatch. The zonal day-ahead market
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clearing problem can be written as:

min
v∈[0,1],p,
t∈{0,1}

∑
g∈G

PgQgvg (2.8)

s.t.
∑

g∈G(z)

Qgvg − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn, ∀z ∈ Z (2.9)

p ∈ ∩
∥u∥1≤1

Pt(u) (2.10)

The difficulty in solving this problem lies in the fact that its equivalent mono-
lithic formulation is too large to be solved directly, while the non-convexity of
the set of feasible net positions prevents the use of a cutting plane approach
similar to the one proposed by [ALPS21].

Our idea for solving this problem is to rewrite it as an adaptive robust
optimization problem with mixed integer recourse (AROMIP), and to use a
known column-and-constraint generation (C&CG) algorithm for this class of
problems. The general AROMIP that we consider can be described as follows:

min
x∈X

cx+ max
u∈U

min
z,y∈F(u,x)

dy + gz (2.11)

where X = {x ∈ Rm+ × Zm+ : Ax ≥ b},F(u,x) = {(z,y) ∈ Zn+ × Rp+ : E(u)y +
G(u)z ≥ f(u)−Ru−D(u)x}, and the uncertainty set U is a bounded binary
set in the form of U = {u ∈ Bq+ : Hu ≤ a}. This formulation is similar
to that of [ZZ12]. The only difference is that we restrict ourselves to a pure
binary uncertainty set U, which corresponds in our case to the set of line
contingencies. We also consider a more general form of F(u,x), where every
parameter (E,G, f,D) can depend on the realization of uncertainty.

Let us now show how we can reformulate our problem in the general form
(2.11). First, notice that in problem (2.8) - (2.10) it is equivalent to replace
constraint (2.10) by

d(p, ∩
∥u∥1≤1

Pt(u)) = 0 (2.12)

where d(p, ∩
∥u∥1≤1

Pt(u)) is the L1 distance of injection p to the set of net posi-

tions.
We then penalize this function in the objective and show in Proposition 2.1

that there exists a penalizing factor λ such that problem (2.8) - (2.9), (2.12) is
equivalent to

min
v∈[0,1],p,t

∑
g∈G

PgQgvg + λ
(
d(p, ∩

∥u∥1≤1
Pt(u))

)
(2.13)

s.t.
∑

g∈G(z)

Qgvg − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn, ∀z ∈ Z (2.14)
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Proposition 2.1. Consider the following two optimization problems:

(P1) : min
p,t

cp

s.t. Ap ≤ b
d(p,Pt) = 0

and

(P2) : min
p,t

cp+ λ d(p,Pt)

s.t. Ap ≤ b

where Pt is a general polyhedron described by a set of linear inequalities im-
plicating an integer vector of variables t, and where d(·, ·) is the L1 distance
function of a vector to a polyhedron. There exists a scalar λ such that (P1)
and (P2) are equivalent2.

Proof. The proof is inspired by [SMBP19]. Suppose, without loss of generality,
that Pt = {p ∈ RZ : ∃t ∈ {0, 1}|L| : V p + Ut ≤ W}, where V and U are
matrices and W is a vector of appropriate dimensions. Then,

(P1)⇔ min
t

min
p,p̃,s1,s2

cp

s.t. Ap ≤ b
1
⊤s1 + 1

⊤s2 ≤ 0 [λ(t)]

s1i ≥ pi − p̃i ∀i = {1, ..., Z}
s2i ≥ p̃i − pi ∀i = {1, ..., Z}
V p̃ ≤W − Ut
s1, s2 ≥ 0

where the scalar λ(t) is the inner-problem dual variable of the constraint on
the distance between p and p̃, that depends on t. Let λ be an upper bound of
λ(t) for each t ∈ {0, 1}|L|. By using Lemma 1 of [SMBP19], we have that

(P1)⇔ min
t

min
p,p̃,s1,s2

cp+ λ(1⊤s1 + 1
⊤s2)

+

s.t. Ap ≤ b
s1i ≥ pi − p̃i ∀i ∈ {1, ..., Z}
s2i ≥ p̃i − pi ∀i ∈ {1, ..., Z}
V p̃ ≤W − Ut

2Note that this proposition also holds for distances to more general forms of sets. The
only property that we use in the proof is that the set Pt can be formulated as a set of linear
inequalities involving a vector of integer variables. The proposition could thus also be applied
to the L1 distance to the union of nonempty polyhedra that, as is well known, can be written
in this form (see, for instance, [CSF19]).
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s1, s2 ≥ 0

By the non-negativity of s1 and s2, (1
⊤s1+1

⊤s2)
+ = 1

⊤s1+1
⊤s2. Therefore,

we conclude, by the definition of the L1 distance, that

(P1)⇔

[
min
p,t

cp+ λ d(p,Pt)

s.t. Ap ≤ b

]
⇔ (P2)

We now define explicitly the distance function as the following max-min
problem:

d(p, ∩
∥u∥1≤1

Pt(u)) = max
u∈U

min
p̃,t
∥p− p̃∥1 (2.15)

s.t. p̃ ∈ Pt(u) (2.16)

With the formulation (2.13) - (2.14) which is justified by the result of Propo-
sition 2.1, we are now in the framework of adaptive robust optimization with
mixed integer recourse. The correspondence in notation between the generic
AROMIP and our specific application is the following: x = (v, p)3, z = t,
y = (s1, s2, p̃), dy + gz =

∑
g∈G s1,g + s2,g, Y = {v, p :

∑
g∈G(z)Qgvg − pz =∑

n∈N(z)Qn ∀z ∈ Z}, U is the set of all possible contingencies such that

∥u∥1 ≤ 1, and

F(u,x) =
{
p̃ : p̃ ∈ Pt(u)

s1,g ≥ pg − p̃g, ∀g ∈ G

s2,g ≥ p̃g − pg, ∀g ∈ G
}

which can be written as a mixed integer linear feasibility set if Assumption 2.1
holds.

2.4.1 Outer-level column-and-constraint generation algo-
rithm

Two different classes of methods have been proposed in the literature for solv-
ing two-stage robust optimization problems [ZZ13a]. Benders dual methods, as
in Benders decomposition, use the dual information of the second-stage prob-
lem to sequentially approximate the first-stage value function. Column-and-
constraint generation methods gradually include the variables and constraints

3Note that block bids were omitted in this section for simplicity of the exposition, but the
equivalence with the AROMIP and correctness of the algorithm remain when these types of
bids are considered. Indeed, in case of block bids, some elements of the vector v would have
binary restrictions, which would imply that the corresponding vector x would have binary
restrictions. This is in line with the definition of x in (2.11).
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of the monolithic formulation. In [ALPS21], the first approach has been used,
leading to a cutting plane based algorithm for solving the market clearing prob-
lem. However, as mentioned previously, the presence of binary variables in the
second-stage problem, which correspond to transmission switching decisions,
prevents the use of Benders dual methods in the context of our problem. In
contrast, [ZZ12] describes how a column-and-constraint generation method can
be used for solving adaptive robust optimization problems with integer vari-
ables in the recourse problem, provided we can solve exactly the second-stage
max-min problem for a given choice of first-stage decisions.

Let us therefore assume that we can solve this second-stage problem (which
corresponds, in our case, to computing the distance of a net position vector to
the set of net positions). We will then explain how we can solve the second-
stage problem in section 2.4.2. Algorithm 1 presents the column-and-constraint
generation algorithm of [ZZ12] applied to our problem.

Algorithm 1 can be further simplified by noticing that, by definition of
λ, η∗ = 0 at each iteration of the algorithm. This renders the algorithm
totally independent of λ, for λ sufficiently large. This also implies that LB =∑
g QgPgv

∗
g at each iteration, and thus that the algorithm will terminate when

d(p∗, ∩
∥u∥1≤1

Pt(ui)) < ϵ ∀i ∈ {1, ..., k},

i.e. when the optimal net position obtained with only a subset of the possible
contingencies is actually robust to all contingencies.

2.4.2 Inner level max-min problem

So far, we have assumed that we were able to solve exactly the second-stage
problem. To have a complete algorithm, it remains to show how we can solve
the second-stage problem. Recall that the second-stage problem can be written
as follows:

d(p, ∩
∥u∥1≤1

Pt(u)) = max
u∈U

min
p̃,t
|p− p̃|

s.t. p̃ ∈ Pt(u)
(2.17)

Zhao and Zeng [ZZ12] propose solving this inner problem by using a column-
and-constraint generation algorithm, exactly in the same fashion as the outer
problem. With this method, the master problem first considers only a sub-
set of topologies. The master problem clears with the best net position that
corresponds to this subset of topologies. Then, the subproblem identifies the
best topology than can react to the vector of net positions identified and this
topology is added to the master problem. This procedure repeats until no more
new topologies are added to the master. The drawback of this method is that,
for each topology under consideration, the other variables (v, f, θ in our case)
must be duplicated. This quickly introduces a bottleneck in terms of efficiency
in the master problem, which increases the run time of the algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Column-And-Constraint Generation Algorithm

1. Set LB = +∞, UB = −∞ and k = 0

2. Solve the following master problem:

MP: min
v∈[0,1]

p,ti,η

∑
g

QgPgvg + λη

s.t.
∑

g∈G(z)

Qgvg − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn

η ≥ |pi − p|, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., k}
pi ∈ Pti(ui), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., k}

Update LB =
∑
g QgPgv

∗
g + λη∗, where v∗ and η∗ are the optimal value

of v and η in this subproblem. If UB − LB < ϵ, terminate.

3. Call the oracle to solve subproblem d(p∗, ∩
∥u∥1≤1

Pt(u)) and update UB as

min

(
UB,

∑
g

QgPgv
∗
g + d(p∗, ∩

∥u∥1≤1
Pt(u))

)

If UB − LB < ϵ, terminate.

4. Create variable pi and add the following constraints

η ≥ |pi − p|
pi ∈ Pti(u∗i )

where u∗ is the optimal value of variable u in the subproblem of step 3.
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In what follows, we propose a new approach for the inner max-min problem
that avoids the bottleneck of the nested C&CG method. Our approach builds
on the observation that this problem falls in the class of interdiction games,
i.e. two-player Stackelberg games where the decision variables of the leader are
binary. When set to 1, these variables force the corresponding follower variables
to be 0, thereby interdicting the follower from choosing certain actions. In our
context, the leader is Nature and is looking for the line to place out of service
so as to maximize the disruption to the system operator. The system operator
can react with switching.

Based on [FLMS19], we will first show how a cutting plane formulation of
our problem can be obtained. Let Q be the set Pt(0) in the space of p and t, i.e.
the feasible set of net positions and switching variables under no contingency.
Then, problem (2.17) can be formulated equivalently as

max
u∈U

min
p̃,t
|p− p̃|

s.t. (p̃, t) ∈ Q
tlul = 0 ∀l ∈ L

(2.18)

We also have the following result.

Proposition 2.2. Let us consider the following problem for a fixed vector u∗:

min
p̃,t
|p− p̃| (2.19a)

s.t. (p̃, t) ∈ Q (2.19b)

tlu
∗
l = 0 ∀l ∈ L (2.19c)

If λl is an optimal Lagrangian dual multiplier of constraint (2.19c), then prob-
lem (2.19) is equivalent to

min
p̃,t
|p− p̃|+

∑
l∈L

λltlu
∗
l

s.t. (p̃, t) ∈ Q,
(2.20)

i.e. there is no Lagrangian duality gap for constraint (2.19c)4.

Proof. First notice that, because constraint (2.19c) is an equality constraint, if
the solution of problem (2.20) satisfies tlu

∗
l = 0 ∀l ∈ L, then the duality gap

is zero. We define the following two quantities:

α = min
p̃,t
|p− p̃|

s.t. (p̃, t) ∈ Q
and

βl = min
p̃,t
|p− p̃|

s.t. (p̃, t) ∈ Q
tlu

∗
l = 0

4We use here the generalization of Lagrangian duality to mixed-integer programs that is
defined in, e.g. [Tan05]. In general, the Lagrangian duality gap is nonzero for MIP.
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If u∗ is the zero vector, every real value is a dual optimal multiplier, the
constraint tlu

∗
l = 0 is naturally satisfied ∀l ∈ L, and the duality gap is zero.

Else, u∗ is a vector of zeros with one entry set to one. Let m be the index of
that entry. Note that the optimal objective value of problem (2.19) is βm by
definition. Let t∗m be the optimal value of problem (2.20) with λl = βl−α ∀l ∈
L. If t∗m = 1, then the optimal objective value of problem (2.20) is α+βm−α =
βm. If t∗m = 0, then its optimal objective is also βm. We conclude that the
duality gap is zero and that βl − α is a dual optimal Lagrange multiplier.

Using Proposition 2.2, we deduce that if λl is a dual optimal multiplier,
problem (2.18) is equivalent to

max
u∈U

min
p̃,t
|p− p̃|+

∑
l∈L

λltlul

s.t. (p̃, t) ∈ Q
(2.21)

Note that the feasible set of the inner level of problem (2.21) does not depend
on u anymore. Moreover, as its objective function is linear, at least one extreme
point of conv(Q) is optimal, where conv denotes the convex hull. Let us denote
by ext(Q) the set of extreme points of Q. Then, problem (2.21) is consequently
also equivalent to

max
u∈U

min

{
|p− p̃|+

∑
l∈L

λltlul : (p̃, t) ∈ ext(Q)

}

and to
max
ζ,p
u∈U

ζ

s.t. ζ ≤ |p− p̃|+
∑
l∈L

λltlul, ∀(p̃, t) ∈ ext(Q)
(2.22)

where our problem has been rewritten in the form of a cutting plane formu-
lation. Using this formulation, a cutting plane algorithm can be obtained by
noticing the two following facts: (i) if problem (2.22) is solved with a subset of
ext(Q), then we obtain an upper bound as well as an interdiction plan u; (ii)
solving the inner level of problem (2.21) for a fixed u gives a lower bound as
well as a new extreme point for the set conv(Q). Algorithm 2 formalizes the
method that is suggested above.

If λl is a dual optimal multiplier, Algorithm 2 is guaranteed to converge in
a finite number of iterations. Note, however, that if λl is a dual optimal mul-
tiplier, then every λ̃l such that λ̃l > λl is also a dual optimal multiplier. This
method also results in the decomposition of the problem into two subproblems,
as in the case of Zhao and Zeng [ZZ12]. The difference is that the Worst Un-
certainty Oracle subproblem is solved much more efficiently than the master
problem of [ZZ12]. Since the master problem is the bottleneck of [ZZ12], our
approach achieves a material improvement over Zhao and Zeng.
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Algorithm 2 Inner Level

1. Set LB = +∞, UB = −∞, k = 0 and ext(Q)0 = ∅

2. Solve the following Worst Uncertainty Oracle :

max
ζ,p
u∈U

ζ

s.t. ζ ≤ |p− p̃|+
∑
l∈L

λltlul, ∀(p̃, t) ∈ ext(Q)k

Denote by u∗ the optimal value of variable u and update UB to the
optimal objective value.

3. Solve the following Best Reaction Oracle :

min
p̃,t
|p− p̃|+

∑
l∈L

λltlu
∗
l

s.t. (p̃, t) ∈ Q

Denote by p̃∗ and t∗ the optimal values of variables p̃ and t respectively.
Let ext(Q)k+1 ← ext(Q)k ∪ (p̃∗, t∗).
Let LB ← max {LB, |p− p̃∗|+

∑
l∈L λlt

∗
l ul}.

4. If UB − LB < ϵ, terminate. Else, let k ← k + 1 and go back to step 2.
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The speed of convergence is largely determined by the value of the dual
multiplier. Notice that the smaller λl is, the tighter the formulation (2.22)
is. Thus, the goal is to find the smallest possible dual optimal multiplier of
constraint (2.19c). If λl is set to a large trivial value, the algorithm will have
to generate almost all possible values of u before converging. In contrast, if the
value chosen is close to its optimal value, the convergence can be much faster.
In what follows, we present our idea for generating values for λl that yield fast
convergence in the case of our problem.

We first mention that the proof of Proposition 2.2 highlights how we can
obtain the best value of λl, which we denote by λ∗l . Indeed, let

γl =min
p̃,t
|p− p̃|

s.t. (p̃, t) ∈ Q
tl = 0

Then, λ∗l = γl − α. This value can be interpreted as the cost of robustness,
i.e. the price to pay for being robust to the contingency of line l. It turns
out that it can be easily upper bounded as follows: Let δl be defined as the
objective value of the inner problem when we are robust to the contingency of
line l without the possibility for switching as a recourse action:

δl = min
v∈[0,1]
p̃,f,θ

|p− p̃|

s.t.
∑

g∈G(z)

Qgvg − p̃z =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn, ∀z ∈ Z

∑
g∈G(n)

Qgvg −
∑

j∈L(n,·)

fj +
∑

j∈L(·,n)

fj = Qn, ∀n ∈ N

− Fj ≤ fj ≤ Fj , ∀j ∈ L
fj = Bj(θm(j) − θn(j)), ∀j ∈ L\{l}
fl = 0

(2.23)

The value δl can be obtained much more efficiently than the value γl as it is a
simple monolithic LP. Then, the following inequalities naturally hold:

α ≤ γl ≤ δl.

It follows that λ∗l is bounded from above by δl−α. Algorithm 2 with λl = δl−α
is the approach that we use for solving (2.17).

2.4.3 Extension to preventive dispatch

It is straightforward to adapt the algorithm to the case of a purely preventive
dispatch. In the master problem, instead of adding constraints

p ∈ Pti(ui), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., k}
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we will add the following set of constraints, which describe the fact that the
dispatch should be the same for every contingency:∑

g∈G(z)

Qg v̄g − pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

Qn, ∀z ∈ Z

v̄ ∈ Vti(ui), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., k}

The inner problem, that identifies the next contingency to add in the master
problem, now reads as follows:

d(v̄, ∩
∥u∥1≤1

Vt(u)) = max
u∈U

min
ṽ,t
|v̄ − ṽ|

s.t. ṽ ∈ Vt(u)
(2.24)

The structure of problem (2.24) is exactly the same as that of problem (2.17).
The same cutting plane algorithm can thus be used to solve the inner problem.
Note, however, that although the algorithm can be adapted in a straightforward
way, the problem with preventive re-dispatch and the problem with curative
re-dispatch vary in terms of solution difficulty. This is due to the fact that, in
the case of a preventive re-dispatch, the inner problem computes the distance
to a set that is significantly higher dimensional than in the case of curative
dispatch. Whereas the set Pt(u) has dimension |Z|, the number of zones in the
system, the set Vt(u) is of dimension |G|, which corresponds to the number of
generators. For instance, in our case study on a realistic instance of the CWE
system, there are 5 zones, whereas the number of generators is almost 2000.
This translates to an additional computational burden for achieving preventive
N-1 robustness, compared to curative robustness.

2.4.4 Extension to hybrid dispatch

A simple combination of the algorithm for the preventive case and for the cura-
tive case can be used to clear the market with a hybrid N-1 robust dispatch. We
note, however, that the important question of how to determine the set Uprev

(i.e. the set of contingencies to be considered in a preventive way) remains. Our
column-and-constraint generation algorithm for solving the day-ahead model
suggests a way of defining this set. In this algorithm, each iteration generates
a severe contingency that is added to the master problem, until convergence is
reached. We propose that Uprev should consist of the n first contingencies pro-
duced by the algorithm, where n is an arbitrary parameter. By construction,
these contingencies are selected among the most severe contingencies that the
system operator is called to react to.

Note that this hybrid model, being a combination of the preventive and
curative case, has a computational complexity that is intermediate between
that of the curative and that of the preventive model. This complexity is
increasing with n.
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2.5 Case study on Central Western Europe

2.5.1 Simulation setup

In this case study, our goal is to quantify the impacts of different short-term
market design options on the total day-ahead and real-time costs on a realistic
instance of the CWE network. All simulations are performed on 32 different
representative snapshots of system operation. Each snapshot corresponds to
different demand forecasts, renewable forecasts and maintenance schedules for
thermal generators.

Our analysis focuses on the impact of transmission switching on mitigating
costs. As we discuss in the literature review, the transmission switching prob-
lem is computationally expensive, and one means of reducing its computational
burden is by imposing a switching budget, i.e. a limit on the number of lines
that can be switched. We use a switching budget of 6 lines in our analysis.

We use the same version of the CWE system as the one used in [ALPS21].
We present the topology of the system in Figure 2.3. The model consists
of 6 countries: Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Austria, Luxembourg and
Germany. These countries are grouped into 5 zones, with Luxembourg and
Germany forming one single zone.

We separate the producing units into two sets, according to their flexibility
and start-up capabilities. The on-off status of non-flexible units, which we refer
to as slow units, is decided in the day-ahead, and must be respected during
real-time operations. In contrast, the production of flexible units, which we
refer to as fast units, is independent of the day-ahead schedule. This model of
unit commitment with separation between slow and fast units follows the idea
initially proposed by Ruiz et. al. [RPZ+09] and used in subsequent unit com-
mitment models applied both to US markets [POO11] and European markets
[AP17].

The system consists of: (i) 346 slow generators with a total capacity of 154
GW; (ii) 301 fast thermal generators with a total capacity of 89 GW; (iii) 1312
renewable generators with a total capacity of 149 GW; (iv) 632 buses; and (v)
945 branches. The average demand of the system amounts to 134 GW.

The formulations of the zonal market based on flow-based market coupling
that we use are generalized versions of those presented in section 2.3, and are
inspired by [ALPS21]. The day-ahead market clearing model considers com-
mitment (on-off) decisions for slow generators5, reserves and the N-1 security
criterion6.

All models and algorithms used in this study are implemented in Julia 1.0.1

5We allow slow generators to submit block bids (i.e. bids that are either entirely accepted
or rejected) in the day-ahead auction.

6We assume that the commitment is determined along with the topology with the objective
of maximizing welfare. Prices can be computed after the binary decisions have been fixed
[OHK+10]. A full analysis of the implications of our zonal day-ahead model on pricing is
however outside the scope of this work.
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Figure 2.3: The CWE network model (top) and its zonal aggregation (bottom).
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[BEKS17] using JuMP 0.18.4 [DHL17]. The models are solved with Gurobi
8.0. We parallelize the simulation over the different snapshots and we use
the Lemaitre3 cluster, hosted at the Université catholique de Louvain, for the
computations. The total cpu time for solving the day-ahead market clearing
model with switching amounts to 10 hours and 36 minutes. We have also
implemented the nested column-and-constraint approach of [ZZ12] for solving
the max-min problem with MIP recourse, and record a 246% time increase
compared to our proposed approach.

2.5.2 Benefits of switching in the benchmark flow-based
market coupling model

In this section, we propose a benchmark model for FBMC with transmission
switching and N-1 robustness and discuss the impacts of transmission switch-
ing on the total cost. As we explain in section 2.3, the way in which the N-1
security criterion is modeled in our day-ahead zonal market clearing model de-
pends on whether costly remedial actions are preventive or curative. In theory,
all remedial actions can be either preventive or curative [Eur18b]. In prac-
tice, however, TSOs consider that costly remedial actions (i.e. re-dispatching)
should be fully preventive. As we discuss in section 2.3, simulating FBMC with
switching and a purely preventive dispatch is computationally intractable for
our instance. What we propose instead is to simulate the results for a hybrid
preventive-curative model that is computationally manageable. The idea of the
hybrid version of the model is that the dispatch should be robust in a preven-
tive way to a subset of contingencies, Uprev, and robust in a curative way to all
other contingencies, Ucur = U\Uprev. We denote the number of contingencies
considered in a preventive way by n. The computational complexity of solving
the hybrid day-ahead model increases with n. This number should thus be
selected as the highest number that keeps the model tractable for our instance.
For FBMC with switching, we identify experimentally that n should be chosen
equal to 5. Our benchmark FBMC model corresponds, therefore, to a hybrid
preventive-curative model with n = 5.

Let us now analyse the impacts of transmission switching on this bench-
mark. Figure 2.4 presents the box plot of the hourly total cost of the flow-based
market coupling benchmark under different assumptions about the timing of
transmission switching (proactive or reactive switching).

We do not observe any significant difference between proactive and reactive
switching. On the other hand, the introduction of switching improves sub-
stantially the efficiency of operations, as compared to FBMC without switch-
ing. The annual savings of using transmission switching are evaluated at 294
M€/year, which corresponds to a 3.0% reduction in total (day-ahead and real-
time) costs.
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Figure 2.4: Hourly total cost of the different cases studied on 32 snapshots of CWE.
“FBMC” refers to the case of a cost-minimizing real-time model without switching.
The suffix “ rea” is for reactive (day-ahead) switching, “ pro” is for proactive (day-
ahead and real-time) switching.

2.5.3 Sensitivity against the security criterion model

In this section, we discuss the sensitivity of the results with respect to our
assumptions about N-1 robustness. As we discuss above, different assumptions
on whether the TSO resorts to preventive or curative remedial actions lead to
different FBMC models. Based on this distinction, in section 2.5.2, we propose
a benchmark that corresponds to a hybrid preventive-curative model. The size
of the preventive set Uprev, which we denote by n, needs to be determined so
as to maintain a tractable day-ahead market clearing model when switching
is considered. As we show in section 3, the difference between proactive and
reactive switching is negligible. We therefore focus on the case of reactive
switching, which is computationally less demanding, and analyse the evolution
of the total cost with respect to n.

Figure 2.5 presents the evolution of the average hourly total cost on the 32
snapshots, as a function of n. We observe that the different choices of n exhibit
similar performance, both for the situation with as well as without switching.
The largest difference in total cost is observed for the case without switching,
and amounts to less than 0.5%.

The results presented in Figure 2.5 correspond to the results for the so-
called N case, i.e. the case where no contingency occurs in real time. As the
models with different n differ in how they cope with N-1 robustness, we are
also interested in analyzing an N-1 case in real time, i.e. a situation where
a line fails between the day ahead and real time. We focus our analysis on
a contingency that is hard for each model. For this purpose, we analyse the
contingencies that are generated during the column-and-constraint generation
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of the average hourly total cost on the 32 snapshots, as a
function of the size of set Uprev in the N case. “no switching” refers to the case of
a cost-minimizing real-time model without switching, while “switching” corresponds
to reactive switching.

algorithm that is described in section 2.4. We identify a specific contingency
that appears to be consistently severe. This line corresponds to a cross-border
line between Avelgem in Belgium and Avelin in France.

In Figure 2.6 we present the equivalent of Figure 2.5 for the N-1 case. The
efficiency gap between purely curative N-1 robustness and the hybrid case with
n = 20 now increases to 0.8% in the case without switching, and to 1.2% in
the case with switching. We note that cases n = 15 and n = 20 are almost
identical. This suggests that considering 20 lines in the definition of set Uprev

may be sufficient, since the results appear to reach a stable behavior with 15
preventive contingencies. We further note that the benefits of reactive switching
in FBMC are more important than in the N case, and amount to 3.5%.

2.5.4 Benchmarking of the results against a nodal market

In this section, we benchmark our results against a nodal market model with
Locational Marginal Pricing (LMP). The model maintains the same two-stage
structure as the zonal model that we have analyzed so far: unit commitment
for slow units is determined in the day ahead, and re-dispatch and balancing
are decided in real time. The difference with the zonal model is that the day-
ahead unit commitment is now determined under a full nodal network model
that includes all transmission constraints. Similarly to [ALPS21], we define
N-1 security for LMP markets as the ability of a system to withstand any
single-element transmission contingency, while maintaining its current nodal
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Figure 2.6: Evolution of the average hourly total cost on the 32 snapshots, as a
function of the size of the set Uprev in the N-1 case. “no switching” refers to the case of
a cost-minimizing real-time model without switching, while “switching” corresponds
to reactive switching.

injections and without violating any security constraints. Unlike in zonal mar-
kets, proactive transmission switching is currently not applied in practice in
nodal electricity markets (e.g. the US market) to the best of our knowledge.
Therefore, we simulate only reactive switching for the LMP benchmark. We
use the same cutting-plane algorithm as the one developed in [ALPS21] for
clearing the N-1 secure nodal unit commitment model.

Hereafter, we compare the results of LMP and the most efficient FBMC
model (i.e. reactive switching with hybrid dispatch and n = 20) in the N state
(i.e. no contingency). Figure 2.7 presents the box plot of the 32 snapshots
for both LMP and FBMC, with and without reactive switching. As there is a
significant difference between the mean and the median for the FBMC model,
we also display the mean in a dashed line.

The first observation based on these results is that, when no contingency
occurs, transmission switching contributes partially towards recovering the gap
between nodal and zonal pricing. This gap is evaluated in our analysis at 2.1%
(difference of “LMP” and “FBMC”) when there is no reactive switching, and
decreases to 0.9% (difference of “LMP rea” and “FBMC rea”) with reactive
switching. This translates to annual savings of 208M€ and 85M€ respectively.
We thus observe that the benefits of switching are greater in the zonal setting
than in the nodal setting, which is aligned with intuition.

The situation differs in the case where a contingency occurs in the system.
Figure 2.8 is the equivalent of Figure 2.7 when a transmission line contin-
gency has occurred. As in the case of section 2.5.3, we consider a failure of
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Figure 2.7: Hourly total cost of the different cases studied on 32 snapshots of CWE in
the N case. “FBMC” refers to the case of a cost-minimizing real-time model without
switching. The suffix “ rea” is for reactive switching.

the cross-border line between Avelgem (Belgium) and Avelin (France). Under
this contingency, the gap between LMP and FBMC increases to 3.2% without
switching, and to 2.2% with reactive switching. This suggests that the dis-
patch obtained with the nodal model is more robust to contingencies than that
obtained by FBMC.

2.5.5 Additional sensitivities

Sensitivity on TSO coordination

In order to represent the possibility that the real-time operations of TSOs may
not be perfectly coordinated, we fix day-ahead net positions of each zone to
the result of the day-ahead market, and assume that each TSO is responsible
for identifying re-dispatch and balancing actions that relieve congestion, while
maintaining the day-ahead net position of its zone.

Note that this assumption is in line with the European viewpoint that
considers the day-ahead market as the spot market, and relegates re-dispatch
and balancing to a set of services that are deployed for supporting the day-ahead
market positions. In recent years, this view has (fortunately) been relaxed with
the emergence of a liquid intra-day market in Central Western Europe and
with the move towards integrated pan-European platforms for balancing. As
we demonstrate in the following paragraph, the view of treating the day-ahead
market as the spot market for trading is detrimental towards efficiency, and
there is therefore great value in coordinating inter-zonal dispatch closer to real
time.

In Figure 2.9 we present the results of re-dispatch and balancing both for
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Figure 2.8: Hourly total cost of the different cases studied on 32 snapshots of CWE
in the N-1 case. “FBMC” refers to the case of a cost-minimizing real-time model
without switching. The suffix “ rea” is for reactive switching.

the case where the net positions are free to deviate, and also for the case where
they are fixed to their day-ahead values. Two interesting observations can be
made, based on Figure 2.9. The first one is that TSO coordination has con-
siderable value. In the case without any switching action, the annual benefits
of coordination are evaluated at 596M€. The second interesting observation
is that the benefits of switching are significantly more important when the
net positions are fixed. Whereas the cost decrease due to reactive switching
with a budget of 6 lines amounts to 3.0%, this value increases to 6.6% if we
assume that the net positions of the day-ahead must be maintained in real
time. The intuition here is that when net positions are fixed, the TSO cannot
take advantage of cross-border re-dispatch and has consequently less degrees
of freedom for restoring a feasible dispatch. The additional degree of freedom
that switching provides has, therefore, a greater relative importance.

Deviations from cost-minimization

In contrast to the transmission-constrained economic dispatch which takes
place in real-time US operations, assuming that TSOs use a perfect cost-
minimization in real time may not be the case in practice in European system
operations, both due to the fact that (i) certain European TSOs do not use
optimization algorithms in real time, but also because (ii) real time is not neces-
sarily perceived as an “appropriate moment” for economic trade to take place.
We thus simulate the two following variants. (i) In order to represent the view
which supports that real time should be used for balancing the system, and
not enhancing economic trade, we simulate a volume-based model, where the
objective is to minimize the deviation with respect to the day-ahead schedule.
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Figure 2.9: Hourly total cost of the different cases that are studied on 32 snapshots
of CWE. The suffix “ fix” refers to the case where the net positions are fixed to their
day-ahead values.

(ii) In order to represent the fact that certain TSOs do not use optimization
algorithms, but rather heuristics, for determining real-time set-points, we simu-
late a PTDF-based heuristic for re-dispatching and balancing the system. Both
models are presented in detail in appendix section 2.C.

Figure 2.10 presents the performance of a cost-minimizing real-time model
with the performance of alternative methods. These results demonstrate that
the assumptions about how re-dispatch and balancing are performed have a
very significant impact on the analysis. Clearly, the perfectly coordinated cost-
minimizing real-time model is the golden standard and outperforms the alter-
native methods by a large margin. It is worth pointing out that the relative
advantage of using transmission switching is much less significant than the ef-
fect of using a real-time method that is aimed at operational efficiency. For
instance, Figure 2.10 illustrates that the minimum volume model is almost
insensitive to the method of switching that is used.

Switching more lines with a heuristic method

An important observation, that is discussed in section 2.5.4 and demonstrated
in Figure 2.8, is that when a severe contingency occurs in the system, the gap
between LMP and FBMC when reactive switching is allowed is still significant
(more than 2%). As the benefits of switching have been found to be more
important for FBMC, we might wonder whether this finding is sensitive to
the number of lines that can be switched. Recall that we use a switching
budget of 6 lines for this study. We solve the real-time models to a MIP
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Figure 2.10: Hourly total cost of the different re-dispatch and balancing methods on
32 snapshots of CWE. In this figure, the “FBMC” series refers to the same series
as the “FBMC” series of Figure 2.4, i.e. a cost-minimizing real-time model without
switching. The suffix “ vol” is for the volume-minimizing real-time model, “ ptdf” is
for the PTDF-based heuristic. Note that, for the latter, there is no switching action
possible, as it is based on the PTDF obtained for a reference topology.

gap of 1% in order to keep the computation tractable. We now consider the
LMP-based heuristic presented by Fuller et al. [FRC12] as an alternative real-
time switching heuristic. We describe this heuristic in detail in section 2.B
of the appendix. The number of lines that can be switched off is indicated by
parameterMax iter in Algorithm 3 of Appendix 2.B. We set this parameter to
40, thereby allowing up to 40 lines to be switched. This parameter is validated
a posteriori by checking that it is never binding, i.e. that the best result is
obtained at an iteration strictly less than 40.

Figure 2.11 demonstrates that it can indeed be beneficial to switch more
than 6 lines. For FBMC, we evaluate this benefit at 50M€ annually, which cor-
responds to less than half a percent. However, the LMP-based market clearing
still outperforms FBMC with reactive switching in the N-1 case when both
models use Fuller’s switching heuristic. The efficiency gain of LMP remains at
2.2%, the same as with the budget method.

2.6 Conclusion

In the first part of this chapter, we propose a two-stage model of a zonal
electricity market with transmission switching at both the day-ahead and real-
time stage. We cast the problem as a robust optimization problem (ARO)
with mixed integer recourse, and we describe a novel algorithm for solving
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Figure 2.11: Hourly total cost of the different cases studied on 32 snapshots of CWE.
The suffix “ heu” refers to the results when Fuller’s heuristic is used, as described in
Algorithm 3 in appendix.

ARO problems with mixed integer recourse that respect a certain structure.
We apply the algorithm to the case of day-ahead market clearing with proactive
line switching.

In the second part of the chapter, we propose a benchmark FBMC model,
and we analyze the impacts of both proactive and reactive transmission switch-
ing on the operating costs of a realistic case study of the Central Western Euro-
pean system. We then perform a detailed sensitivity analysis in order to iden-
tify the sensitivity of our results on various assumptions related to short-term
electricity operations. In particular, we consider (i) the influence of preventive
versus curative security practices, (ii) the impact of contingencies, (iii) the level
of TSO coordination and (iv) deviations from real-time cost minimization.

We summarize below the main observations that we can draw from our case
study:

• The performance of proactive and reactive switching are similar.

• The number of contingencies that are considered in a preventive way in
the day-ahead market clearing problem influences significantly the to-
tal cost when a contingency occurs in real time. This improvement is
evaluated at 1.2% for reactive switching.

• Transmission switching is more beneficial for FBMC than for LMP. Con-
sidering transmission switching thus contributes towards recovering par-
tially the efficiency gap between zonal and nodal market clearing. This
gap is estimated at 1% in the N case, but increases to 2.2% in the N-1
case under the occurrence of a severe contingency.
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• The impact of TSO coordination is significant, and is more important in
the absence of transmission switching.

• Performing re-dispatch and balancing without aiming at operational effi-
ciency may eclipse the potential efficiency gains of transmission switching.

We have not discussed the potential pricing and policy issues that can arise
as a consequence of the additional non-convexities that are introduced to the
market clearing procedure by transmission switching. These, however, are im-
portant questions that were already partially discussed in [OHK+10]. Further
research is needed in order to develop a viable framework for quantifying the
impact of transmission switching on market clearing prices.
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Figure 2.12: Network data of the three-node two-zone example that is presented in
section 2.A.

2.A Illustration of the difference between pre-
ventive and curative re-dispatch

In this appendix, we describe an illustrative example that highlights the differ-
ence between a day-ahead model with preventive versus curative re-dispatch.
We consider a three-node two-zone network, as shown in Figure 2.12. Zone A
consists of two buses, An and As. Zone B consists of a single bus, bus B. Buses
An and As are connected by two lines, each with a reactance of 0.01 per unit
(p.u.). Bus An is connected to bus B by two lines, each with a reactance of
0.001 p.u. Bus As is connected to bus B by two lines, each with a reactance
of 0.001 p.u. All lines obey a capacity limit of 1 GW. In order to simplify the
exposition, we consider only contingencies that involve cross-zonal lines.

In the case of purely curative re-dispatch, the net position of zone A
could reach up to 3 GW. Indeed, if a contingency occurs on a line between bus
An and bus B, the transmission limits on the remaining elements can still be
respected by a net injection of 1 GW in bus An and a net injection of 2 GW
in bus As. If a contingency occurs on a line between bus As and bus B, the
transmission limits on the remaining elements can still be respected by a net
injection of 2 GW in bus An and a net injection of 1 GW in bus As.

However, in the case of purely preventive re-dispatch, the nodal net
injections cannot be modified when the contingency occurs. In that case, it
is not possible to inject more than 1083 MW in bus An and more than 1083
MW in bus As. In the day-ahead market clearing problem, the maximum net
position of zone A is thus limited to 2.17 GW (preventive), and not to 3 GW
(curative).
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2.B Heuristic switching algorithm

We use the LMP-based heuristic presented by Fuller et al. [FRC12] as an
alternative real-time switching heuristic. is summarized in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 LMP-based switching heuristic

1. Set k = 0 and Ok = ∅, where Ok is the set of lines that are disconnected,
at iteration k.

2. Obtain ranking parameter αl for all lines l ∈ L as follows:

• Fix the topology as zl = 0 if l ∈ Ok and zl = 1 otherwise and solve
the corresponding real-time model, which is an LP.

• Let πn be the LMP of node n. Let αl = πm(l) − πn(l)

3. Solve the following switching problem, with a subset of the lines fixed:

min
v∈[0,1]
f,θ,t

∑
g∈G

PgQgvg

s.t.
∑

g∈G(n)

Qgvg −
∑

l∈L(n,·)

fl +
∑

l∈L(·,n)

fl = Qn,

∀n ∈ N
− Fltl ≤ fl ≤ Fltl, ∀l ∈ L
fl ≤ Bl(θm(l) − θn(l)) +M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L
fl ≥ Bl(θm(l) − θn(l))−M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L
zl = 0, ∀l ∈ Ok
zl = 1, ∀l s.t. αl ≥ 0∑
l∈L

(1− zl) ≤ 1 + length(Ok)

4. Let k ← k + 1. If k ≥Max iter, stop. Else, go back to step 2.

2.C Non cost-based re-dispatch and balancing

2.C.1 Volume-based heuristic

The volume-minimizing model can be straightforwardly described with the
same constraints as the cost-minimizing model that is presented in section
2.3. Instead, the objective function now corresponds to minimizing the total
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deviation from the day-ahead dispatch. The motivation for this model is the
fact that European market operations prioritize the balancing of portfolios as
real time approaches. The model can be described as follows:

min
v∈[0,1]
f,θ,
t∈0,1

∑
g∈G

Qg
∣∣vg − vDA

g

∣∣
s.t.

∑
g∈G(n)

Qgvg −
∑

l∈L(n,·)

fl +
∑

l∈L(·,n)

fl = Qn,

∀n ∈ N
− Fltl ≤ fl ≤ Fltl, ∀l ∈ L
fl ≤ Bl(θm(l) − θn(l)) +M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L
fl ≥ Bl(θm(l) − θn(l))−M(1− tl), ∀l ∈ L

Here, vDA
g is the acceptance/rejection of generator g in the day-ahead process.

It is fixed as a parameter for the real-time model.

2.C.2 PTDF-based heuristic

The idea of the PTDF-based heuristic that we propose for approximating the
fact that certain TSOs do not employ optimization in real time is to use the
PTDF matrix of the system in order to identify, for each overloaded line, the
generators that contribute the most to the flow on this line. For these genera-
tors, we can compute the amount of reduction in production that is necessary
in order to alleviate congestion on the line. By doing so, it is possible that
other lines will be affected. We thus iterate over this process until no more
lines are congested, as shown in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: CRH (Congestion Removal Heuristic)

Input: initial dispatch v
Output: new dispatch that respects network constraints

1 let Lcong be the set of congested lines, sorted by congestion magnitude
2 while Lcong ̸= ∅ do
3 for every l ∈ Lcong do
4 let Nsorted be the set of nodes sorted w.r.t. PTDFl,n
5 for n ∈ Nsorted until fl ≥ Fl do
6 for g ∈ G(n) until fl ≥ Fl do
7 vg = max{vg − (fl−Fl)

PTDFl,n
, 0}

8 restore power balance

9 update Lcong
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3 An analysis of zonal pricing from a
long-term perspective

3.1 Introduction

The energy transition will require considerable investment in various technolo-
gies located throughout Europe. Except for remaining subsidies to particular
technologies that are progressively dismantled, this investment process is meant
to be driven by market forces. This means that investors will invest when and
where their capacities are profitable. The condition for investment is nothing
more than the standard principle that the present value of the cash flow accru-
ing to a generation facility over its lifetime in a certain location should cover
its overnight investment cost in that location. In this dissertation, we suppose
that we have restated the investment criterion in its standard single-period
expression that the annual cash flow accruing to the plant should cover the
annualized investment cost.

The peculiar aspects of the power sector have required extensive discus-
sions since the early days of the restructuring to competition. Some of these
discussions are reflected in market designs and have implications on the cash
flow generated by power plants. In other words, the choice of a market de-
sign influences the cash flows accruing to specific equipment and, because of
the relation between investment cost and cash flows, the market design also
influences the structure of the capital stock of the system and consequently the
cost of the energy transition. The implication of the market design on the cash
flows accruing to plants is thus an important question in the energy transition.

The relevance of the market design on investment is indeed well recognized
in the notion of “missing money” that has now been discussed since more than
a decade. Forward capacity markets, energy-only markets, and energy-only
markets supplemented by operating reserve demand curves and strategic re-
serve (in some EU countries) are variations of market designs that are aimed
at producing cash flows that are sufficient to cover investment cost. The under-
lying reasoning in these discussions is that prices based on short-run variable
(essentially fuel) costs, which typically lack a scarcity premium, are not equal
to short-run marginal costs (including the cost of unserved energy) and do not
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lead to cash flows that are sufficient for covering investment costs. This reason-
ing has been elaborated by various authors, with [Jos07] offering a particularly
insightful presentation of the “missing money” problem. The paper also ex-
plains how this shortcoming stems directly from an early fundamental result
of power system economics, that is attributed to [Boi60] and [Boi64], and was
later quoted extensively in the literature. This result is of particular interest
for our discussion, and can be stated very simply: short and long-run marginal
costs (where short-run marginal costs include a scarcity premium and long-run
marginal cost corresponds to the cost of investment) should be equal in an op-
timally designed system. The proposition implies that electricity prices based
on marginal fuel costs are by construction unable to cover investment costs.
Thus, prices based on marginal fuel costs distort investment, and therefore,
require special measures in order to drive optimal investment.

The proposition is derived under standard convexity assumptions. This is
the usual context in which capacity expansion problems are discussed. The
result was developed by [Boi60] for a monopoly system where energy is, by
regulation, priced at marginal cost. It directly applies to a restructured power
system, where, because of market design, energy would be priced at marginal
cost. Barring for indivisibilities related to unit commitment issues, this is the
basic principle that underpins market restructuring. Summing up, cash flows
based on marginal fuel cost, complemented by an appropriate instrument for
removing the missing money, would provide the adequate cash flow for covering
investment costs in the ideal world of perfect competition.

The special features of electricity systems make it difficult to submit the
sector to standard competition. The market design is meant to achieve this
task with some degree of approximation. Market designs can be different, and
the question then arises whether they all reflect the same cash flows, and hence
an economically viable environment for the same set of technologies. If this is
not the case, then they will naturally not cover the same investment costs and
hence will not lead to the same investment. The goal of this chapter is precisely
to understand the impacts of the difference in market designs on investment,
with a focus on market designs that implement nodal and zonal systems.

It is relatively straightforward to model capacity expansion based on nodal
systems and analyse the relationship between cash flows and investment. In-
deed, one notes that it is straightforward to show that Boiteux’s result that
relates long and short-run marginal cost in an optimized system extends using
the same methodology to short and long-term nodal pricing. The statement
is then that one can find short and long-run nodal prices that are equal in a
system with a geographically optimal capacity mix. The same cannot be said,
however, about zonal systems. Unlike in nodal systems, there is no unique way
of implementing zonal pricing and different designs have been proposed. Al-
though it is possible to generalize Boiteux’s result on a very specific variation
of zonal pricing, it does not hold on flow-based market coupling (FBMC), the
methodology currently implemented in a large part of the European market.
To state it differently, the classical result of equivalence between the central
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planning approach and the decentralized market ceases to hold. This is what
we discuss in detail in the first part of this chapter.

Existing literature on missing money has, to a large extent, omitted con-
siderations related to congestion. [CS05] does recognize that capacity markets,
justified as a response to the missing money problem, need to have a loca-
tional component, but their treatment does not go beyond that. Past research
has instead focused on proposing and assessing remedies to the missing money
problem. One can identify from this literature two main classes of remedies: ca-
pacity remuneration mechanisms, advocated for instance in [CS05, FP08], and
scarcity pricing based on operating reserve demand curves [Hog13]. There are,
nowadays, still active discussions about these remedies and their ability to solve
the missing money problem with sometimes contradictory results: [MT19] find
that capacity markets can mitigate the missing money problem, while [New16]
argues that they tend to exacerbate it.

The consideration of transmission constraints in the classical capacity ex-
pansion problem leads us to identify two new types of missing money problems:

1. The first missing money problem relates to zonal pricing in general and
originates from the simplification of the transmission constraints. It is the
effect that leads to a lack of investment in a system with zonal pricing
compared to one with nodal pricing.

2. The second missing money problem is specific to zonal pricing with FBMC
and leads to the breakdown of the equivalence between its centralized and
decentralized formulations.

These two new types of missing money problems are different from the classical
missing money problem that we mentioned above and that has been discussed
extensively in the literature. In order to focus on these new inefficiencies,
we abstract from the discussions on the classical missing money problem by
assuming a perfect scarcity pricing mechanism based on the VOLL that entirely
represents consumers’ willingness to pay. This assumption leads to optimal
investments when there is no congestion, or in the case of nodal pricing, and
enables us to isolate the effects of the two new missing money problems that
we identify in this work.

The chapter is organized as follows: we start by reviewing existing litera-
ture on the long-term impacts of a zonal design on investment in section 3.2.
In section 3.3, we review in a uniform notation the long-term market equilib-
rium under nodal pricing and under the above-mentioned specific form of zonal
pricing that allows its formulation as a Nash equilibrium. Then, in section 3.4
we describe how zonal pricing with FBMC can be modelled and we discuss
the long-term equilibrium both from the perspective of a central planner and
in a decentralized market. Finally, we perform a comparison of the different
policies that we model in the chapter on a reduced version of our instance of
the Central Western European (CWE) system. Section 3.6 provides a brief
conclusion.
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3.2 Literature review and contributions

3.2.1 Literature review

Recently, a stream of literature has emerged that studies the long-run effects of
zonal pricing. A first series of papers is focused on transmission and generation
investment in a zonal environment. The first paper of this series is [GMS+16].
In this paper, the authors propose a model of investment in the network by the
TSO and in generation by private firms, by explicitly accounting for both the
market interaction between unbundled transmission and generation companies
and a zonal pricing model. The authors also analyse the impact of different
network fee regimes for the recovery of network costs. In this paper, the focus is
not on a careful modeling of zonal transmission constraints, instead a simplified
zonal version of Kirchhoff’s first law is used. It is assumed that inter-zonal lines
can be used up to their full capacity and the model ignores intra-zonal lines.
The model proposed in [GRSZ21] is similar: the structure remains the same,
with a tri-level model that accounts for network investment by the TSO in
the upper level, generation investment by private firms, and re-dispatch by the
TSO at the lowest level. The main difference with [GMS+16] is the size and
realism of the case study, which is now calibrated to the German electricity
market. This allows the authors to draw conclusions on the effect of certain
market improvements (market splitting, curtailment of renewable energy and
redispatch-aware network investment) on the efficiency of operation. We note
that the way in which zonal transmission constraints are represented in this
second paper differs from [GMS+16]. Here, ATC market coupling is assumed
with exogenous ATC values. A third paper in this stream of work is [EGK+21],
in which the authors extend the models previously developed in order to model
cross-zonal effects on the interaction between the regulator and private firms.

A second series of papers that considers both zonal pricing and long-term
effects is targeted at studying the optimal delimitation of bidding zones. A
notable contribution in this area is [GMWZ16], where the authors highlight
the importance of accounting for long-term effects when considering the delim-
itation of bidding zones. The paper shows, using small illustrative examples,
that more price zones might decrease welfare in the long run, which could seem
counter-intuitive. The authors argue that more price zones could imply over-
investment of generation capacity that would not be able to produce in real
time, due to congestion that was omitted in the spot market. A subsequent pa-
per [GKL+19] is focused on methods for solving the large tri-level mixed-integer
mathematical program, which is how the studied problem is formulated by the
authors. Two solution approaches are proposed: first, the reformulation of the
problem as a single, but large, mixed-integer quadratic program; second, a tai-
lored version of generalized Benders decomposition. The generalized Benders
decomposition approach is then applied on a realistic but simplified representa-
tion of the German network in [AGK+20], in order to derive certain insights on
the splitting of bidding zones in Germany. In this second series of papers, all
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contributions that we have mentioned so far are based on similar assumptions
and structure: the authors employ multi-level models where a TSO or a reg-
ulator plays first, assuming perfect knowledge of the outcome of the capacity
expansion by private firms. By contrast, in [FHK+21] the authors study the
impact of a German zone split using an agent-based simulation model, where
the regulator and market participants interact under imperfect information.
The model is applied to a detailed instance of the German electricity grid in
a multi-period setting that also considers auxiliary nodes in neighboring coun-
tries, in order to account for cross-border effects. The authors find that, under
a split of the German bidding zone, congestion management costs would de-
crease by 2025 but slightly re-increase by 2035, due to the fact that the bidding
zone delimitation would become outdated by then. This leads the authors to
suggest that bidding zones should be adjusted regularly.

3.2.2 Contributions

In this section, we specify our contributions with the present chapter and de-
scribe how our models are positioned relative to the ones proposed in the ex-
isting literature.

In terms of the modeling of zonal pricing, our work contributes to the state
of the art in the two following ways: First, we extend the model of FBMC
proposed in [ALPS21] in order to account for generation investment by private
firms. As we show in section 3.4, the specific methodology of FBMC introduces
several challenges when viewed from a long-term point of view. Second, and in
order to highlight the challenges that are associated with FBMC, we introduce
a new model of zonal transmission constraints that is not subject to the same
challenges. This model, that we refer to as zonal pricing with Price Aggregation
(PA), is obtained by going back to the fundamental idea of zonal pricing which
is that prices within the same zone should be the same. It is introduced in
section 3.3.2.

In terms of modeling the long-term effects of the zonal design, our work
differs from existing literature by modeling the interactions between invest-
ment by private firms and zonal transmission constraints. This is achieved in
the present chapter by employing the model of FBMC with exact projection
(FBMC-EP) which, as we discuss in section 1.2.2 of the introduction to the the-
sis, is independent of exogenous parameters. This enables us to identify a new
inefficiency that occurs in FBMC when viewed from a long-term perspective,
which is a key element of our work. Instead, existing papers on the subject
either use simplified zonal transmission constraints or are based on exogenous
parameters that prevent them from measuring the above-mentioned inefficien-
cies. Another key difference between existing literature and the present work
relates to the structure of the model that we employ. As discussed above, ex-
isting papers either use multi-agent or multi-level models. In the latter case,
the authors adopt the assumptions that some agent, in general the regulator
or the TSO, will act as a leader of the game. We follow instead a formulation
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of capacity expansion models where all players act simultaneously, which is
common in the literature on capacity expansion [ES11, Ozd13].

Finally, we mention here two features that we do not consider in this work:
transmission line investment by the TSO, which is accounted for in the first
stream of papers cited above, and endogenous bidding zone delimitation, which
is the focus of the second stream.

3.3 Capacity expansion models in transmission-
constrained electricity markets

Quoting Paul Joskow in [Jos06], “the goal of a well functioning market should
be to reproduce the ideal central planning results”. More precisely, if we assume
a perfectly competitive market, the key question in market design is whether
there exists a set of prices that would lead price-taking profit-maximizing agents
to reproduce the centralized solution in a decentralized way. In the context of
capacity expansion in electricity markets, one can deduce the set of prices
that reproduce the centralized results from the theory of marginal cost pricing,
subject to a careful interpretation of this theory: the cost, here, has to include
the long-term development cost [Boi60]. These pricing principles extend easily
to transmission-constrained electricity markets. This is what we discuss in the
present section, first in the case of nodal pricing, and then for zonal pricing.

3.3.1 Nodal pricing

Considering that the central planner accounts for all transmission constraints,
in the form of the DC approximation, one can derive Locational Marginal Prices
(LMP) that recover the optimal long-term solution in a decentralized way. In
order to demonstrate this in a formal setting, let us recall the definition of the
set of all net injections at the network buses that are feasible for the DC power
flow equations, denoted by R :1

R =
{
r ∈ R|N |

∣∣∣∃f ∈ R|K| :

fk =
∑
n∈N

PTDFkn · rn, k ∈ K∑
n∈N

rn = 0,−TCk ≤ fk ≤ TCk, k ∈ K
} (3.1)

The notation in this set of equations is as follows: fk is the power flow on
line k ∈ K, rn is the net injection at node n ∈ N , PTDFkn is the power
transfer distribution factor of line k and node n, and TCk is the thermal limit

1For the sake of simplicity of the analysis, we only consider here pre-contingency trans-
mission constraints. We note, however, that all our models can easily be extended to the
case of N-1 robustness [ALPS21].
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of line k. Note that this formulation of R is completely equivalent to the
one that we introduced in section 1.2.2 of the introduction, in equation (1.1).
The only difference is that we have projected the voltage angles out of the
formulation and replaced it with a generic linear relation between the flows and
the net injections, represented by the PTDF matrix. The reason why we use
the PTDF formulation in this chapter is that, unlike in chapter 2, we consider
here that the topology is fixed. Therefore, the voltage angle variables are not
necessary to describe the transmission constraints and can be projected out of
the formulation through the PTDF matrix. The set R describes completely
the network constraints in the case of nodal pricing. Using this set, one can
define the capacity expansion model from the central planner perspective as
follows:2

min
x,y,s,r

∑
i∈I,n∈N

ICi · xin +
∑

i∈I,n∈N,t∈T
MCi · yint +

∑
n∈N,t∈T

V OLL · snt

(3.2a)

(µint) : yint ≤ xin +Xin, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.2b)

(ρnt) : rnt =
∑
i∈I

yint + snt −Dnt, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.2c)

r:t ∈ R, t ∈ T (3.2d)

x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, s ≥ 0 (3.2e)

Here, ICi is the annualized investment cost of technology i ∈ I, xin is the
investment in technology i at node n, MCi is the marginal cost of technol-
ogy i ∈ I, yint is the power production by technology i in node n and period
t ∈ T where T is the set of hours in the year, V OLL is the value of lost load,
snt is the demand curtailment at node n in period t, Xin is the existing in-
stalled capacity of technology i at node n and Dnt is the demand at node n
in period t. Dual variables are indicated between parentheses to the left of
the associated constraints. The objective of the central planner in this op-
timization problem is to minimize total cost, which includes investment and
operating costs, while respecting the operational constraints (3.2b), the net-
work constraints (3.2d) and nodal balance (3.2c). In this model, the optimal
values of ρnt correspond to the optimal LMPs that, as mentioned above, allow
for a decentralized solution to the problem in a market context, as shown in
[Ozd13]. The decentralization is obtained when assuming perfect competition
in a market with 4 types of agents: producers, consumers, the TSO and an
auctioneer that ensures market clearing. The market is modeled as a Nash
equilibrium of the simultaneous game between the 4 groups of agents who are
price takers and maximize their profit3. In particular, the TSO maximizes the
value of its grid, i.e. the congestion rent, in line with the literature on markets

2Although the assumption of infinitesimal generation expansion is acceptable, it will likely
not be a useful assumption for lumpy transmission expansion.

3We deal here with a special type of game that represents the equilibrium in a competitive
market with utility functions that are quasilinear with respect to the payments. As a result,
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max profit
s.t. operational

constraints

Producers

max profit
s.t. capacity constraints

Consumers

max congestion rent
s.t. transmis-

sion constraints

TSO

market clearing

Auctioneer

⇔

max welfare
s.t. market clearing

producers operational constraints
consumers capacity constraints

transmission constraints

Central agent

decentralized

centralized

Figure 3.1: Equivalence between the decentralized game of the 4 groups of agents in
the market and the welfare maximization problem of the central agent.

with transmission operations [Hog92, BS01, Ozd13]. Regarding consumers, we
assume that electricity is priced at VOLL by the regulator in case of demand
curtailment. Figure 3.1 represents the profit maximization problem of the 4
groups of agents and their relationship with the welfare maximization problem
of the central planner. We do not describe the full set of conditions that char-
acterizes the decentralized market-based model here, but we simply highlight
one important complementarity condition from the set of KKT conditions of
this problem:

0 ≤ xin ⊥ ICi −
∑
t∈T

µint ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, n ∈ N (3.3)

This equation implies that an investment will be made in technology i at node
n if the investment cost can be covered by scarcity rents µint, which are equal
to the difference between the marginal cost and the price when the plant pro-
duces at its maximum capacity, and 0 otherwise. The formal decentralization
interpretation is detailed in appendix 3.A.

Now that we have formally defined the capacity expansion problem under
nodal pricing, let us examine its outcome on a small illustrative example. We
will use this example throughout the chapter in order to illustrate the different
models that we present. The data of the example is presented in Figure 3.2.
The instance is a three-node, two-zone system with a load duration curve that

the Nash equilibrium is the solution to an LP and the solution set is convex. This is a specific
situation that is in contrast with general games where there can be multiple disjoint Nash
equilibria.
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B

An

As

TC = 100 MW

TC = 50 MW

TC = 200 MW

A B

100MW Oil

D1

600MW Gas

D2

Technology MC [€/MWh] IC [€/MWh]
Coal 25 16
Gas 80 5

Nuclear 6.5 32
Oil 160 2

D1 [MW] D2 [MW] Duration [h]
0 7086 1760
0 9004 5500
300 10869 1500

VOLL = 3000€/MWh

Figure 3.2: Three-node two-zone network used in the illustrative example.

is aggregated into three demand blocks of different duration. The two nodes on
the left belong to the same zone and contain existing capacity with 600 MW
of gas in the upper node and 100 MW of oil in the lower node. Zone B on the
right consists of a single node and hosts most of the demand, with no existing
capacity.

The optimal solution in this example is to install 1918 MW of coal, 7086
MW of nuclear and 1715 MW of gas capacity in node B, and to install 300MW
of gas capacity in the lower node of zone A. One observes that the optimal
solution carries more capacity than the demand. The first reason is congestion.
Although there is significant gas capacity in node An, not all this capacity can
be used for serving demand due to the limited capacity of the lines. In the
peak period, one observes that only 150 MW out of the 600 MW are used. The
second reason is the large marginal cost of the oil generator which makes it
more interesting to invest in gas capacity in node As instead of using the Oil
unit to cover the peak demand at As. To summarize, the nodal pricing solution
amounts to an investment cost of 267,515€ and an operating cost of 114,033€
which yields a total cost of 381,548€.

3.3.2 Zonal pricing

Under the zonal pricing paradigm, the nodes of the network are aggregated
into a set of zones and electricity is priced at the zonal level. Unlike in nodal
pricing, there is no unique and unambiguous way of representing the network
constraints in a zonal market. However, there is a natural zonal pricing model
that emerges if we go back to the fundamental property of zonal pricing which
is that there should be a unique price per zone. This natural model can thus
be obtained by taking the dual of the nodal market clearing problem, imposing
that all nodal prices within the same zone are equal and going back to the primal
space. The result of this manipulation is that the control variable in the balance
constraint is now a zonal net position, that we denote by pz, which is simply
obtained as the projection of the nodal net injections into the space of zonal
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net positions. The reader is referred to appendix section 3.C for the details
of this derivation. We now denote by PPA the set of all network constraints
under the zonal pricing paradigm, which can be seen as the equivalent of set
R in nodal pricing. The exponent PA stands for Price Aggregation and is
used for distinguishing the model from other variations of the set of zonal net
positions that we have introduced in the introduction of the thesis (section
1.2.2). Mathematically, PPA can be defined as follows:

PPA =

{
p ∈ R|Z|

∣∣∣∣∃(f, r) ∈ R|K| × R|N | : pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

rn ∀z ∈ Z,

fk =
∑
n

PTDFkn · rn ∀k ∈ K,
∑
n

rn = 0,

− TCk ≤ fk ≤ TCk ∀k ∈ K
} (3.4)

Note that, although every line of the network is accounted for in equation
(3.4), and could potentially be binding, the control variables are the zonal net
positions pz. This implies that the dispatch within each zone is based solely
on the merit order and it will be, in general, infeasible regarding the complete
set of grid constraints. In particular, market clearing based on equation (3.4)
is not equivalent to the ideal zonal pricing model proposed in [BJ01]. In fact,
as discussed in [Wei17], ideal zonal pricing is quite different than any other
zonal pricing model as it is not a relaxation of nodal pricing but, instead, adds
constraints to the nodal market clearing problem. A dispatch obtained with
ideal zonal pricing is guaranteed to be feasible. This implies that, unlike in
other zonal pricing models, no re-dispatch is needed. This comes with a major
drawback, which is that ideal zonal pricing might be infeasible, as mentioned in
[ES05]. This is in contrast with our zonal PA model, which is a more classical
zonal pricing model: existence of a market-clearing solution is guaranteed, but
re-dispatch will in general be needed.

For the specific case of the illustrative example of Figure 3.2, the set PPA

can be made explicit as follows:

PPA =

{
p ∈ R2

∣∣∣∣∃(r, f) ∈ R3 × R3 :

pA = rAn
+ rAs

, pB = rB

f1 =
1

3
rAn +

2

3
rAs ,−200 ≤ f1 ≤ 200

f2 =
2

3
rAn +

1

3
rAs ,−100 ≤ f2 ≤ 100

f3 =
1

3
rAn −

1

3
rAs ,−50 ≤ f3 ≤ 50

rAn + rAs + rB = 0

}
(3.5)
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−100 ≤ f2
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the feasible set of net injections in the nodal model (light
blue area) and the feasible net positions in the zonal model (thick blue line) for the
3-node 2-zone network. The feasible set of zonal net positions in the PA model is a
projection of the set of feasible nodal net injections on the space of zonal net positions.

Note that, because rAn
+ rAs

+ rB = 0, the feasible set of nodal net injections
has only 2 independent dimensions. It can thus be represented in a 2D space.
This is what we do in Figure 3.3, where the line capacity constraints and the
feasible set of net injections are shown on the (rAs , rB) space. Similarly, the
feasible set of zonal net positions PPA has 1 independent dimension and can
be represented on a 1D space. It is represented by the thick blue line in Figure
3.3 on space pB = rB . As shown on the illustration (dashed grey lines), the
feasible set of zonal net positions can be interpreted as the projection of the
feasible set of nodal net injections on the space of zonal net positions.

Similarly to the case of nodal pricing, one can define the capacity expansion
model from the central planner perspective, using the set PPA, as follows:

min
x,y,s,p

∑
i∈I,z∈Z

ICi · xiz +
∑

i∈I,z∈N,t∈T
MCi · yizt +

∑
n∈N,t∈T

V OLL · szt (3.6a)

(µizt) : yizt ≤ xiz +Xiz, i ∈ I, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.6b)

(ρzt) : pzt =
∑
i∈I

yizt + szt −Dzt, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.6c)

p:t ∈ PPA, t ∈ T (3.6d)

x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, s ≥ 0 (3.6e)

As we discuss in the introduction (section 1.2.3), bidding zone borders in Eu-
rope correspond mostly to the borders between Member States, with only a
few exceptions. This indicates that the current delimitation of bidding zones
is not the outcome of a technical analysis, but is rather the most acceptable
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solution from an institutional point of view4. This institutional decision has a
simple consequence: there is a unique price per zone in the electricity market.
This constitutes the fundamental property of zonal pricing, and this is the only
thing that we impose in order to obtain model (3.6). We note that this does
not mean that internal congestion is omitted. As one can observe in equation
(3.4), every line in the network can influence the feasible set of net positions
and thus the results of the zonal market.

The physical consequences in terms of congestion management of this po-
litical decision are, however, not trivial, and the simplicity of the economic
interpretation of zonal pricing (i.e. unique price per zone) can quickly become
confused with the physics. An evidence of this confusion can be found in the
extensive use of the so-called “copper plate” assumption to describe the zonal
market. It is often said in the literature that the zonal design relies on the
copper plate assumption, but a precise definition of this terminology is rarely
offered. One exception is [CRE17], which lists the two properties of a copper
plate: unlimited internal transmission capacity and zero internal impedance.
Under these conditions, the equivalence between nodal and the zonal model of
equation 3.4 indeed holds. But one can also mention other definitions of the
copper plate assumption that do not lead to the equivalence: [VD16] defines
it as “ignoring transmission constraints within a zone”, and [Har18] refers to
a copper plate when transmission capacity is assumed to be unlimited within
each bidding zone.

One should also note that the concept of copper plate is only an abstraction.
In practice, a network can neither have unlimited capacity nor have zero inter-
nal impedance. In Proposition 3.1, we clarify the conditions for an equivalence
between the two pricing models based on physical quantities.

Proposition 3.1. Let us define the zonal network as the network obtained
by aggregating the nodes of a zone into a single zone and by keeping only the
cross-zonal lines. If,

1. the transmission capacity constraints of intra-zonal lines are never bind-
ing, and

2. the zonal network is radial (i.e. the graph associated to the network is a
tree),

then the nodal model (3.2) and the zonal model (3.6) are equivalent.

Proof. We prove this statement formally in the end of appendix section 3.C.
Note that the fact that unlimited transmission capacity within each zone

is not a sufficient condition for equivalence between nodal and zonal pricing
when the zonal network is not radial was already recognized at the time of the
debates on nodal versus zonal pricing in the US [Hog98].

4We elaborate more on the links between the European institutional setting and market
design choices in the conclusion of this dissertation, section 5.3.
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The reasoning relating to the decentralization of the solution extends easily
to the case of zonal pricing using model (3.6), where the dual variables ρzt are
interpreted as zonal prices. Once again, under this design, investment costs are
covered by zonal scarcity rents, i.e. the equation

0 ≤ xiz ⊥ ICi −
∑
t∈T

µizt ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, z ∈ Z (3.7)

holds from the KKT conditions. The main difference between model (3.2) and
model (3.6) is that decision variables x, y, s and p are now indexed on the zones.
This difference raises two major questions concerning the implementation of the
zonal market in real operations:

• How does the zonal dispatch yizt translate into an implementable dispatch
yint in real time?

• How does the zonal investment xiz translate into an actual nodal invest-
ment?

The first question is related to re-dispatch, that we have introduced in the
previous chapter. Two main approaches regarding the implementation of re-
dispatch currently co-exist in Europe. The traditional approach is a cost-based
regulatory re-dispatch, whereby the TSO remunerates producers for being re-
dispatched up or is remunerated in case of downward re-dispatch, in a pay-
as-bid fashion, based on cost estimates derived from the competent regulatory
authorities. The second approach that has started to gain importance more
recently in Europe is a market-based re-dispatch [HS18]. Under this approach,
the spot market is followed by a re-dispatch market where producers are allowed
to bid freely and are remunerated based on a uniform price. In Europe, market-
based re-dispatch is currently implemented in the UK, Italy, the Netherlands
and in the Nordic market [GMS+18, HSMT19]. It should also be noted that
the European Commission seems to favor market-based re-dispatch. It has
made it the new default rule through Article 13 of the Electricity Regulation
[Eur], although the article is subject to a list of strong exceptions. As the
present work, in particular the large-scale case study presented in section 3.5,
is focused on CWE in which most countries use cost-based re-dispatch, we
assume cost-based re-dispatch for the entire CWE region. The case of the
long-term equilibrium with zonal pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch
is analyzed in the next chapter of this dissertation.

In theory, if generators are completely flexible and there are no unit com-
mitment decisions made based on the zonal dispatch, zonal market-clearing
followed by cost-based re-dispatch leads to the same welfare as nodal market
clearing and only induces a welfare re-allocation5. In practice, however, a loss
of welfare is associated to zonal unit commitment, as we discuss in chapter 2.

5This statement also assumes a unique TSO that manages the re-dispatch phase, a TSO
with the goal of maximizing welfare (as opposed to minimizing deviations from day-ahead
market clearing, which may sometimes be the case in practice), that there is no uncertainty
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One can only be less affirmative in answering the second question, as it is
not related to existing rules or procedures. The origin of the problem is that
when one enforces a uniform price over all buses of a given zone, it becomes
ambiguous where exactly a specific technology will choose to invest within
that zone, and this despite exerting different levels of physical stress on the
network of the zone. In this work, we adopt the optimistic assumption that the
investment is made in the best possible location for the system. This enables us
to compare nodal investment to a best-case version of zonal investment. This
assumption is effectively equivalent to granting the TSO the power of deciding
where the zonal investment will be located in the grid, with the objective of
minimizing total re-dispatch costs.6

Putting everything together, we model the re-dispatch phase as a cost-
based minimization problem with the full nodal network constraints available
to the TSOs, and where the TSOs can choose the nodal disaggregation of zonal
investment. We represent the re-dispatch phase as follows:

min
x,y,s,r,f

∑
i∈I,n∈N,t∈T

MCi · yint +
∑

n∈N,t∈T
V OLL · snt (3.8a)

∑
n∈N(z)

xin = x̄iz, ∀z ∈ Z (3.8b)

yint ≤ xin +Xin, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.8c)

rnt =
∑
i∈I

yint + snt −Dnt, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.8d)

r:t ∈ R, t ∈ T (3.8e)

x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, s ≥ 0 (3.8f)

where x̄iz is the solution from the zonal investment problem.
Let us now discuss the results of this zonal pricing model on our illustrative

example. The optimal solution is to invest in 1918 MW of coal, in 7086 MW of
nuclear and in 1615 MW of gas capacity. No investment is made in zone A, all
in node B. One observes that the zonal solution leads to an under-investment of
400 MW of gas capacity in total (100 MW less than optimal in zone B and 300
MW less than optimal in zone A), compared to the nodal solution. This implies

in the system, no strategic behavior and that there are no irrevocable decisions taking place
in the day ahead. Said differently, the conditions in the day ahead and in real time are
identical. In this case, the dispatch solution found by re-dispatch and by the nodal pricing
market are the same. Producers keep their infra-marginal rent, which induces a welfare re-
allocation. This point of view is obviously not satisfied in practice, and it overlooks a number
of important negative side-effects of a zonal price signal, such as inducing non-truthful bidding
(inc-dec gaming) and a failure to provide an appropriate locational investment signal (which
is the focus of the present chapter).

6Past experience suggests that real outcomes can violate our optimistic assumption. A
case in point is the extensive development of wind capacity in the McCamey region in West
Texas, despite the fact that the transmission export capabilities of the area were insuffi-
cient. The investments were based on the price of the entire Western Texas zone, which had
insufficient granularity in order to guide optimal siting decisions [AZ06].
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that producers cannot cover the full demand in the peak hour and there is a
curtailment of 200 MW in node An and 100 MW in node B. In terms of cost,
the zonal solution is significantly more expensive, with a total cost of 530,917€.
This decomposes into an investment cost of 265,515€ and an operating cost
(which includes re-dispatch costs) of 265,403€. One can observe that the zonal
solution achieves minor savings in terms of investment cost, but faces a severe
increase in operating cost, in part due to the demand curtailment that takes
place in the peak hour.

Although interesting from a theoretical point of view, zonal pricing markets
based on PPA have not been implemented in practice. Instead, other methods
have been proposed and used over the years to define the set of acceptable
zonal net positions P, as described in section 1.2.2 of the introduction to the
dissertation. Currently, FBMC is the default approach for market coupling.
From a long-term perspective, however, FBMC raises certain concerns that we
shall discuss in detail in the next section.

3.4 Flow-based market coupling in the context
of capacity expansion

FBMC deviates from the Price Aggregation (PA) model by introducing a set
of rules in order to approximate the expected flows on inter-connectors. In
this section, we will integrate Aravena’s model (i.e. the set PFBMC-EP defined
in equation (1.4)) into a capacity expansion model in order to focus on the
efficiency of FBMC from a long-term perspective.

We start by recalling Aravena’s model of the network constraints in FBMC
in section 3.4.1. We then present respectively the capacity expansion model of
a central planner under FBMC and its decentralized version in sections 3.4.2
and 3.4.3, as well as their respective results on the small illustrative example
introduced in the previous section.

3.4.1 Network constraints in FBMC

Using Aravena’s model [ALPS21], the network constraints in FBMC can be
written as follows:

PFBMC-EP =

{
p ∈ R|Z|

∣∣∣∣∃(f, r, ỹ) ∈ R|K| × R|N | × R|I||N | :

pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

rn ∀z ∈ Z, rn = ỹint −Dnt ∀n ∈ N,

0 ≤ ỹint ≤ Xin ∀i ∈ I, n ∈ N,
∑
n

rn = 0

fk =
∑
n

PTDFkn · rn,−TCk ≤ fk ≤ TCk, ∀k ∈ k
}

(3.9)
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In this set of equations, variables ỹint can be understood as an auxiliary nodal
dispatch. By introducing PFBMC-EP, TSOs ensure the existence of an auxil-
iary dispatch that respects the cleared zonal net positions and that can serve
demand without curtailment.

The important thing to note here is that, in this setting, the TSOs do
not only use grid quantities to provide network constraints to the market,
but they also use quantities related to demand (Dnt) and installed capacity
(Xin). The efficiency and practicability of this approach can be questioned
from a short-term perspective. Indeed, it can be hard to forecast correctly Dnt

and know exactly Xin for the system operator, and one can expect that this
will be increasingly the case in the future as demand response and renewable
integration will increase the uncertainty and variability in the grid. These
difficulties, however, are not the subject of this chapter, where our focus is on
the long-term efficiency of this design. In the long-term problem, the installed
capacity is not known by the system operator but is rather a decision variable
of the system. Therefore, one needs to include the capacity expansion variables
xiz into the set PFBMC-EP. We denote this extended set by PXFBMC-EP that
is now defined on the space of zonal net positions p and zonal investment x:

PXFBMC-EP =

{
p ∈ R|Z|, x ∈ R|I||Z|

∣∣∣∣∃(f, r, ỹ, x̃) ∈ R|L| × R|N | × R|I||N | × R|I||N |
+ :

pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

rn ∀z ∈ Z, xiz =
∑

n∈N(z)

x̃in ∀i ∈ I, z ∈ Z,

rn = ỹin −Dn ∀n ∈ N, 0 ≤ ỹin ≤ Xin + x̃in ∀i ∈ I, n ∈ N,

fk =
∑
n

PTDFkn · rn ∀k ∈ K,

∑
n

rn = 0,−TCk ≤ fk ≤ TCk, ∀k ∈ K
}

(3.10)
Note that the set PXFBMC-EP creates a dependency between the decisions of
different agents in the model, hence the generalized Nash equilibirum (GNE)
structure that is developed in further detail in section 3.4.3 and in appendix
section 3.B. Finally, let us note that PX defines a polytope on the set of zonal
net positions and zonal investment. That is, it can be expressed as a set of M
linear inequalities on p and x, and there exists V ∈ RM×|Z|, U ∈ RM×|I||Z|

and W ∈ RM such that

(p, x) ∈ PXFBMC-EP ⇔
∑
z∈Z

Vmzpz+
∑

i∈I,z∈Z
Umizxiz+Wm ≥ 0 ∀m ∈ {1, ...,M}

(3.11)
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3.4.2 Centralized capacity expansion under FBMC

Using set PXFBMC-EP and its expression as linear constraints defined in (3.11),
one can easily define the capacity expansion problem from the central planner’s
perspective:

min
x,y,s,p

∑
i∈I,z∈Z

ICi · xiz +
∑

i∈I,z∈N,t∈T
MCi · yizt +

∑
n∈N,t∈T

V OLL · szt

(3.12a)

(µizt) : yizt ≤ xiz +Xiz, i ∈ I, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.12b)

(ρzt) : pzt =
∑
i∈I

yizt + szt −Dzt, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.12c)

(γm) :
∑
z∈Z

Vmzpz +
∑

i∈I,z∈Z
Umizxiz +Wm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ {1, ...,M}, t ∈ T

(3.12d)

x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, s ≥ 0 (3.12e)

Problem (3.12) is an optimization model of investment in the zonal system. It
is similar to the nodal investment problem except for the zonal representation
of the grid, represented by constraints (3.12d). Very much like the nodal model
and the zonal model with price aggregation, its KKT conditions define prices.
Because the optimization problem contains the zonal network constraints, that
depend on both the zonal net position and the investment, these constraints
are priced in the KKT conditions. This takes place through dual variables γm
that modify the investment criterion of the generators by imposing revenue that
induces them to modify their investment so that the FBMC network constraints
are respected. This variable results in truly internalizing the dependence of
investment on the network constraints. It can be interpreted as a zonal subsidy
that internalizes this dependence. It has the same role as in environmental
policy: when imposed at the right value (like the right value of a CO2 tax)
it guarantees that the externality caused by the investment in capacity in a
particular location is internalized.

The KKT condition associated to the investment variables can now be writ-
ten as follows:

0 ≤ xiz ⊥ ICi −
∑
t∈T

µizt −
∑

m∈{1,...,M}

Umizγm ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, z ∈ Z (3.13)

One observes an important difference between condition (3.13) and the con-
dition under the PA zonal pricing model (3.7): the investment cost in the
centralized FBMC model is not covered solely by the scarcity rents obtained
from selling electricity. Revenues associated to the network constraints must
be added to cover it. This implies that model (3.12) cannot be readily decen-
tralized using zonal prices ρzt associated to constraint (3.12c). Energy-only
markets under FBMC are thus imperfect and network constraints must be
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Figure 3.4: Representation of the flow-based constraints on the space of rAs and rB .
The PA polytope is shown in blue. The additional constraints imposed in FBMC are
shown in red with no oil capacity invested (left) and 400MW of oil capacity invested
in node As (right). One observes that the problem is infeasible in the first case. The
investment of 400MW of capacity makes the problem feasible in the second case, as
shown with the red dot and its projection on the space of net positions (blue dot).

priced if we want to restore the link between the problem of the central plan-
ner and the decentralized problem. The decentralization would not only be
based on energy prices ρzt but also on these network prices γm.

Returning to our illustrative example, the results of the FBMC model of
the central planner are the same as the PA model in node B, i.e. 1918 MW of
coal, 7086 MW of nuclear and 1615 MW of gas capacity. However, the solution
differs in zone A, with the investment of 400 MW of additional Oil capacity in
node As. In terms of cost, this yields 120,882€ for operating cost, 266,315€
for investment cost, and a total cost of 387,197€. The total cost is higher
than in nodal pricing, but is considerably reduced compared to the PA model.
The reason is that, in the FBMC model, re-dispatch is ensured to be feasible
without load shedding. This results in significant operating cost savings. One
should note that, as we mention earlier, investment costs are not covered by
the sole sale of electricity in this case. Indeed, the price in zone B amounts to
12.56€/MWh, 27.2€/MWh and 97.52€/MWh in the first, second and third
period respectively. If we focus on the specific case of gas capacity in node B,
we observe that it will only produce in the peak period. It will thus achieve a
net profit of 97.52− 80 = 17.52€/MWh in the 1500 hours of the peak period,
which gives 17.52·1500

8760 = 3€/MWh of net profit and is below the investment
cost of 5€/MWh.

In order to further illustrate the FBMC model and highlight its differences
with the PA model, we represent the constraints of set PXFBMC-EP on the
space (rAs

, rB) in Figure 3.4. Unlike in the case of zonal PA, the flow-based
polytope depends on the capacity invested in every node. On the left panel, we
present the flow-based constraints with the generation capacity corresponding
to the results of the PA model. On the right panel, the capacity corresponds
to the results of the centralized FBMC model. The FBMC model imposes
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additional constraints on the nodal net injection variables, compared to the
PA model. These additional constraints are presented in red. The important
thing to observe is that with the capacity of the PA model (Figure 3.4a), the
flow-based polytope is empty and the dispatch problem is thus infeasible. The
centralized FBMC model will invest in capacity in node As until the polytope
becomes non-empty, which is represented by the red dot in the nodal space and
the blue dot, its projection, in the zonal space (Figure 3.4b). The result is that
there is an additional 400MW of oil capacity that is invested in node As.

Regarding the precise value of the term γm, one should note that the market
clearing price in zone A in the peak period does not change compared to the
PA model. It remains at 80€/MWh, the marginal cost of the gas capacity
that is in excess in zone A. This implies that the oil capacity built in the
south is not cleared and its scarcity rent

∑
t∈T µizt is zero. By equation (3.13),∑

m∈{1,...,M} Umizγm = ICi = 2€/MWh. The same value of 2€/MWh also
holds for all technologies in zone B, which confirms what we have just discussed
in the case of gas above: the investment cost of 5€/MWh from which we
subtract the net profit of 3€/MWh equals the term in γm of 2€/MWh.

Finally, we note that the set PXFBMC-EP of feasible net positions defined
by the TSOs depends on the decision variables of the producers only through
the investment xiz. Therefore, the term in

∑
m∈{1,...,M} Umizγm is a capacity-

based term that does not depend on the time period. Moreover, additional
capacity can only expand the set PXFBMC-EP, not restrict it. For this reason,
the term in γm is always positive and can thus be interpreted as a subsidy.

3.4.3 Decentralized capacity expansion under FBMC

Let us now consider the case where one does not complete the market by the
incentive represented by γm. This is the situation corresponding to the current
FBMC market design, in which the network constraints (3.12d) are not priced
and there is no revenue associated with γm, while the market is decentralized by
definition in a liberalized electricity market. One then drops this variable from
the KKT conditions of problem (3.12). This corresponds to replacing equation
(3.13) by (3.7) in its KKT conditions. One obtains a new complementarity
problem and the question is to understand what it represents. Given that we
no longer have an optimization problem, one may wonder whether one ends
up with a Nash equilibrium problem. This would be quite compatible with an
unpriced externality: a set of agents, each maximizing its profit in a world with
a non-internalized externality, is typically a Nash equilibrium. But the gener-
ation/transmission problem raises an issue that is rooted in the separation of
these functions. While the separation was motivated by the competitive nature
of generation and the monopoly of the grid, it raises a difficulty in the zonal
system that is absent from the nodal system. All lines are priced in the nodal
system and the separation between the two functions can then be decentralized
by prices. This is not as straightforward in a zonal system, as information about
the generation and load are usually used in the determination of the network
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the decentralized game and the problem of
the central planner. In the case of FBMC, the feasible set of the TSO depends
on generation investment, which corresponds to decision variables of the producers.
The appropriate solution concept of the game is thus the GNE and the equivalence
between the centralized and decentralized formulations is broken.

constraints, as it is the case in flow-based market coupling, for example. One
could also decentralize by prices in the zonal system if one would modify the
design so that it does not use information about generation and load in the net-
work constraints (as in the PA model) or if one prices the network constraints
through the γm variable, as discussed above. A difficulty with the nature of
the equilibrium arises when one does not resort to this and one requires the
decentralization of the imperfect market. The coordination between generation
and transmission achieved by pricing the network constraints (3.12d) must now
be achieved by quantities when this price is absent. The technical consequence
is that the expected Nash equilibrium (NE) among generators becomes a GNE
between generators and the TSO because of the integration of investment vari-
ables in the TSO network constraints. Figure 3.5 illustrates the difference in
the structure of the game in the case of FBMC compared to that of nodal
pricing and zonal with PA that was shown in Figure 3.1. The overall problem
can be described as a linear complementarity problem which characterizes the
KKT conditions of the profit maximization problems of the four market agents
of Figure 3.5. We insist on the fact that the difficulty discussed here regarding
the transition from a NE to a GNE is not a fundamental property of the zonal
system itself, but a consequence of how transmission capacity is currently com-
puted in the flow-based market coupling methodology implemented in Europe.
The reader is referred to appendix section 3.B for the full developments of this
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decentralization, including the justification of the GNE nature of the problem
and the complete set of equations that defines it.

The GNE structure also raises questions regarding existence and unique-
ness. As it turns out, the problem might be infeasible in general because of
the condition that each accepted zonal net position should disaggregate into
at least one nodal dispatch that meets the forecast demand. One can already
understand this from a very simple example of a one-zone two-node network.
Assume that there is an existing capacity of 2 MW in one node, a demand of
1 MW in the other node, and that the two nodes are connected by a fictitious
line of 0 MW of capacity. Clearly, because of congestion on the line, capacity
must be built on the second node to cover the entire demand without curtail-
ment. However, the zonal market does not see this internal congestion and will
understand the demand and capacity as zonal quantities. The zonal price will
thus be bounded by the marginal cost of the existing unit and this revenue will
in general be insufficient for investing in new capacity.

In our model, we therefore assume that TSOs can also invest in capacity in
order to ensure the feasibility of re-dispatch at any time. This capacity can be
assimilated to a network reserve, such as the one that has been implemented in
Germany in order to support generators in Southern Germany. These genera-
tors were necessary for the security of supply, but were not financially viable
without this aid [BC19]. Existence of solutions on this modified model is guar-
anteed and, in general, there will be disjoint sets of solutions, as we prove
formally in appendix section 3.D.

Let us now examine the results of this new model on the illustrative example.
In the case without network reserve investment from the TSOs, the model is
infeasible. This can be understood from the results of the problem of the central
planner: if one wishes to impose feasibility of re-dispatch, some investment will
be made that leads to revenues from the short-term market that do not cover
the investment costs. For the case with network reserve, let us assume that
this network reserve has an investment cost of 200€/MWh, i.e. higher than all
other market-based technologies, but that its marginal cost is 0€/MWh. The
following solution is found: 1918 MW of coal, 7086 MW of nuclear and 2015
MW of gas capacity in node B and 50 MW of network reserve in the lower
node of zone A. The operating costs amount to 113,868€, the investment costs
to 277,515€, thus resulting in a total cost of 391,383€. In terms of efficiency,
this model is more costly than the one of the central planner, due to the need
of investment in network reserve, but is less expensive than the PA model.

Finally, one should note that the results of the PA model are obtained under
the assumption of no network reserve. However, it could also be profitable for
the TSOs in that model to invest in network reserve in order to mitigate the
costs of demand curtailment at the re-dispatch phase. Therefore, in order to
provide a fair comparison between zonal with PA and zonal with FBMC, we
propose another model which is the same as the zonal PA, but where the TSO
is allowed to invest in network reserve, in order to improve the efficiency of the
re-dispatch, even if this is not strictly necessary to make the problem feasible.
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Policy Inv. in node B Inv. in node As Op. costs Inv. costs Total costs

Nodal
Coal: 1918MW

Nuclear: 7086MW
Gas: 1715MW

Gas: 300MW 267,515€ 114,033€ 381,548€

PA
Coal: 1918MW

Nuclear: 7086MW
Gas: 1615MW

265,403€ 265,515€ 530,917€

PA-NR
Coal: 1918MW

Nuclear: 7086MW
Gas: 1615MW
NR: 100MW

NR: 200MW 107,042€ 325,515€ 432,557€

FBMC-C
Coal: 1918MW

Nuclear: 7086MW
Gas: 1615MW

Oil: 400MW 120,882€ 266,315€ 387,197€

FBMC-D
Coal: 1918MW

Nuclear: 7086MW
Gas: 2015MW

NR: 50MW 113,868€ 277,515€ 391,383€

Table 3.1: Summary of the results of the different policies on the illustrative example.
PA-NR is the PA model presented in section 3.3.2, with network reserve. FBMC-C is
the centralized FBMC model of section 3.4.2 and FBMC-D is its decentralized version
(section 3.4.3).

We refer to this model as PA-NR. Taking this possibility into account, we
do observe an investment of 100 MW of network reserve in node B and 200
MW in node As, which reduces the total cost of the PA solution to 432,557€.
Even in this case, the PA-NR solution is still significantly more costly than
the decentralized FBMC solution. This shows that the equivalence between
centralized and decentralized solutions is not sufficient to arrive to an efficient
zonal model.

A summary of the results of all the different policies on the illustrative
example is provided in Table 3.1.

3.5 Results on the CWE case study

The goal of this section is to present the results of the different policies on
a realistic instance of the CWE area. The dataset, models and algorithms
used for this case study are provided in an online Git repository: https:

//github.com/qlete/ZonalLongterm.

The capacity expansion problems and re-dispatch problems for the Nodal,
centralized FBMC and Price Aggregation policies correspond to single linear
optimization problems that can be readily solved. The models are implemented
in Julia [BEKS17] using JuMP v0.21.5 [DHL17] and solved with Gurobi 9.1.
The decentralized capacity expansion FBMC model is solved using a linear
splitting-based method that we regularize in order to improve convergence.
The method essentially corresponds to iteratively solving modified versions of
the centralized FBMC model until a fixed point is reached. We refer the reader
to Appendix section B for the details of our solution methodology.

https://github.com/qlete/ZonalLongterm
https://github.com/qlete/ZonalLongterm
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Type Number of units Total installed capacity [GW]

Nuclear 73 77.67

Natural gas 403 56.38

Coal 93 30.7

Lignite 59 20.82

Oil 75 6.37

Other 189 6.08

Table 3.2: Total installed capacity of conventional units in the database per type of
fuel.

3.5.1 Dataset

Our starting point is the dataset used in previous work by the authors [ALPS21].
The network data is an updated version of the European grid model of [HB13].
The generation data is obtained from [Ope20]. Table 3.2 presents the total
installed capacity per generator type for the entire CWE region.

The network model of [HB13] does not contain the latitude and longitude
of buses, but is accompanied by coordinates on an internal coordinate system
that is employed in the PowerWorld software, which we assume to correspond
to a linear transformation of true geographical coordinates. In order to assign
generators to network buses, we first perform a geo-referencing of the network
data by obtaining the locations of known substations and use a linear regression
in order to extrapolate the remaining locations. We then collect approximate
locations of the generators and assign them to the closest network bus7. Our
time series data (hourly demand, solar and wind production in each country)
are obtained from the ENSTO-E Transparency Platform for the year 2018. Be-
cause of the complexity of solving the GNE corresponding to the decentralized
FBMC capacity expansion problem, we perform a dimensionality reduction on
the dataset. Using clustering techniques, the 8760 hours of the year are reduced
to 20 representative time periods and the network is reduced from 632 buses to
100 buses. More details on this dimensionality reduction method are provided
in Appendix A.

The models that we use for the case study are generalized versions of the
models presented in sections 3.3 and 3.4. In the models of the CWE case study,
we also consider revenues from reserve provision, where reserve is assumed to
be cleared simultaneously with energy. We also consider fixed operating and
maintenance costs. Existing units that cannot cover their fixed costs are de-
commissioned. We assume that investment is possible in 3 different technolo-
gies, similarly to [AGK+20]: CCGT units, OCGT units and Combined Heat
and Power CCGT units. We use the same cost data as [AGK+20], which are

7In most cases, the locations of generators are given in our dataset. When this is not the
case, the precise location or approximate location of the municipality is collected individually
for each unit.
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Type IC [k€/MW yr] FC [k€/MW yr] MC [€/MWh]

CCGT 80.1 16.5 61.29

OCGT 56.33 9.33 100.4

CCGT&CHP 94.39 16.5 41.37

Table 3.3: Annualized investment cost, annualized fixed operating and maintenance
cost and marginal cost for the three investment technologies considered for investment
in the CWE case study.

Type FC [k€/MW yr] MC [€/MWh]

Nuclear 92 9.1

Natural gas 9.33 93.42-121.37

Coal 46.29 44.5-58

Lignite 101.5 36.7-42.12

Oil 9.33 116-210

Other 113.16 38.64

Table 3.4: Annualized fixed cost and marginal cost range of existing open-cycle gen-
erators per type of fuel.

presented in Table 3.3.

Wind and solar expansion are accounted for in an exogenous way. The
fixed and marginal costs of existing capacity are also sourced from [AGK+20]
and completed from [Ope21] when missing. We distinguish between CHP and
non-CHP generators. The marginal cost of CHP generators is reduced by
20€/MWh in order to represent the additional revenues from the sale of heat.
Finally, we assume a capacity expansion horizon of 2035. Consequently, we
remove from the dataset the generators that will be shut down by then, based
on the information available in the OPSD dataset [Ope20]. We also remove
all nuclear units from Belgium and Germany and integrate the planned clo-
sure of 14 nuclear reactors by EDF by 2035 for France [Int20]. A common
concern with nodal pricing that is sometimes raised in the literature through
non-quantitative arguments is that it is expected to increase price volatility
and decrease liquidity in local trading hubs [AHT19, AVFM20]. This can be
related to the proposal of Hogan for contract networks [Hog92, Hog99], which
are designed to address the problem in a hierarchical fashion. Hogan antici-
pates that, in markets with nodal pricing, zonal hubs with high liquidity can
be identified [Hog99]. These zonal hubs form a contract network, different from
real network, on which transmission congestion contracts can be traded. The
contracts obtained at these zonal hubs are indeed imperfect hedges for mar-
ket participants that are located at the local buses. These imperfect hedges
could in turn have a negative effect on the risk of investment and its cost. In
order to test the robustness of our findings and understand the impact of such
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Policy Op. costs [M€/yr] Inv. costs [M€/yr] Total costs [M€/yr] Efficiency losses [%]

Nodal 15,855 10,432 26,287 -

Nodal risky 15,858 10,529 26,387 0.38

FBMC-C 16,314 10,221 26,535 0.94

FBMC-D 16,368 10,700 27,068 3.0

PA-NR 16,835 10,909 27,744 5.5

Table 3.5: Performance comparison of the different policies.

increase in investment costs under nodal pricing, we consider an additional
simulation where the investment costs in the nodal design are increased by 5%.
One should note, however, that to the best of our knowledge, an increase of
investment costs due to limited liquidity in nodal pricing compared to zonal
pricing has not been formally proven in the literature and is, at this stage,
speculative. In particular, a decrease in liquidity has not been observed in US
markets when they transitioned to a nodal design, and US nodal markets are
considered to be sufficiently liquid nowadays [NB11, Dua19].

3.5.2 Efficiency comparison of the different policies

We start by presenting a comparison between Nodal, Nodal risky (5% increase
in investment costs), centralized FBMC, decentralized FBMC and zonal with
price aggregation in terms of their investment and operating cost performance.
FBMC-D, as a design that is both decentralized and based on FBMC, is our
closest proxy to the design of the current market. The other policies that we
model are benchmarks against which we evaluate the efficiency of the exist-
ing design. In particular, FBMC-C enables us to quantify the inefficiencies
that are due to the break of equivalence between the centralized and decen-
tralized versions. Table 3.5 presents the investment cost, operating cost and
total cost of each of the 5 policies. The efficiency ranking that we observe in
the illustrative example also holds for the CWE case study: the nodal policy
is the one that achieves the lowest total cost. Notably, this result still holds
when the investment costs in nodal are increased by 5%, although the differ-
ence with the centralized FBMC policy is reduced. The centralized FBMC
policy outperforms significantly its decentralized version, which leads to two
notable conclusions: (i) the inefficiencies introduced by the interaction between
zonal transmission constraints and investment in the long run are important
and (ii) completing the market with network subsidies associated to the dual
variables γm discussed in section 3.4.2 could, in theory, result in significant
benefits. Regarding the zonal price aggregation policy, although its centralized
and decentralized formulations are equivalent, one observes that it is the most
expensive. This is important: it demonstrates that the PA zonal design is not
a simple remedy to the inefficiencies that we have described in this chapter.
Comparing the nodal policy with FBMC-C, one observes that nodal pricing
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Figure 3.6: Total investment per zone and per technology for each policy.

exhibits higher investment costs, but these are more than compensated by an
improvement in operating efficiency. This difference stems mostly from a better
locational allocation of revenues within each zone, which allows the nodal pol-
icy to better identify profitable decommissioning than the zonal policies (24.7
GW for nodal compared to 21.9 GW for FBMC-C, dropping to 12.2 GW for
zonal pricing with price aggregation). The efficiency gap between FBMC-C and
FBMC-D is mostly due to the cost of network reserve investment. While there
is no investment in network reserve in nodal and the centralized FBMC, both
FBMC-D and PA exhibit significant out-of-market network reserve investment
(7 GW and 12.6 GW respectively).

3.5.3 Qualitative difference between policies

In this section, we analyse in additional detail the qualitative differences in
the solutions of the different policies. We focus on three specific aspects: i)
the difference in the type of technologies of the final capacity mix, ii) the
decommissioning behavior of the different policies, and iii) welfare re-allocation.

Capacity mix

In Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7, we present respectively the total investment and
decommissioning per zone and per technology for each policy. We have already
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Figure 3.7: Total decommissioning per zone and per technology for each policy.

observed that the nodal policy leads to more decommissioning. In Figure 3.7,
we can observe that this is particularly marked for coal and lignite plants in
Germany. This more important coal and lignite decommissioning under the
nodal policy can be explained by the lower nodal price that some of these units
face. Figure 3.8 presents the locational distribution of the average price under
each policy as well as the amount of existing coal and lignite capacity in each
bus, represented by the relative size of the node. One observes that the second
largest nodal coal and lignite capacity is located in a bus in eastern Germany
that faces a large decrease in price under the nodal policy, which implies that
these plants do not achieve the profits that are required for covering their
fixed operating and maintenance costs. This result can also be related to the
observation made in [CRE19] that lignite and hard coal take advantage of
structural downward re-dispatch in Germany. The fact that these production
units are often re-dispatched down indicates that they benefit from an infra-
marginal rent from the day-ahead market that would not exist with nodal
pricing. Our results suggest that this also has an impact in the long term, with
some of these coal and lignite units being kept profitable only with these rents.

Decommissioning behavior

Another interesting observation that can be based on Figures 3.6 and 3.7 is
that both the nodal and the centralized FBMC policies sometimes invest in and
decommission the same technology in the same zone. This is clearly observed,
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Figure 3.8: Locational distribution of the average price under the four different poli-
cies. The size of the nodes is proportional to the amount of existing coal and lignite
at these locations.
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Figure 3.9: Total surplus difference with the nodal solution for the different types
of agents. Negative surplus means that the agent earns more surplus in the nodal
solution.

for instance, for CCGT in Germany. The reason why this can occur under the
nodal policy is straightforward: because of the high locational variability in the
nodal prices, one CCGT unit could be profitable in a node with a high price
while this same unit would be incapable of recovering its fixed operating and
maintenance cost in a low-price node. The same phenomenon for the centralized
FBMC policy could seem counter-intuitive at first glance because of the zonal
nature of the price. One should, however, recall that the nodal location of
capacity does influence the price under centralized FBMC, as it is directly used
when defining the transmission constraints, as one can observe in equation
(3.10). The zonal pricing policy with price aggregation, in contrast, would
never lead to such a situation as it is incapable of differentiating capacities of
the same technology within the same zone.

Welfare re-allocation

Finally, we wish to stress that, while each policy leads to a different total wel-
fare, as discussed in section 3.5.2, the allocation of welfare is also not homoge-
neous between the different agents. Figure 3.8 already highlights the important
welfare re-allocation between the different locations. In Figure 3.9, we display
the difference between the total economic surplus of the different agents in each
zonal policy and in the nodal policy. We split the welfare between producer
surplus, consumer surplus, TSO congestion rents, and TSO surplus due to re-
dispatch. A negative value corresponds to a higher surplus in the nodal policy,
whereas a positive value corresponds to a higher surplus in the corresponding
zonal policy. Clearly, ignoring internal congestion improves price convergence,
which benefits mostly consumers (in terms of surplus, but not necessarily in
terms of final electricity price paid, as we explain below). The revenues of the
TSO under the nodal policy result from the auctioning of valuable transmis-
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sion capacity. If we limit these revenues solely to cross-zonal congestion, they
decrease drastically. Moreover, the congestion will have to be handled out of
the market, which results in a cost to the TSO.

Regarding the difference between the zonal policies themselves, we observe
that FBMC-C is the zonal policy that imposes the largest price differences
among zones. When cross-zonal transmission constraints are further simpli-
fied, the price in France increases, which leads to a transfer of surplus from
consumers to producers.

One should finally note that the increased economic surplus for consumers
is counter-balanced by the fact that the loss of revenues and increased costs for
the TSO will be compensated by increased network tariffs. Different rules co-
exist in Europe for designing transmission tariffs. One thing that is safe to say
is that the costs are not allocated homogeneously among market participants.
Some important differences in tariffs exist, for instance, between producers and
consumers [ENT18] and among industrial and local consumers [Män15]. Con-
sumers, and especially local consumers, are thus expected to bear the greater
part of this loss of TSO revenues.

Finally, one may wonder whether network tariffs could play a role in mit-
igating the inefficiencies in investment caused by zonal pricing by introducing
a locational component to these tariffs. It is important to stress that tariffs
alone cannot solve the issues that we identified in this chapter, as these issues
are related to missing money problems associated to zonal pricing. Therefore,
additional revenues to producers are required in order to obtain a closer to op-
timal investment plan, not additional charges. Locational network tariffs could
however play a role in combination with other zonal missing money remedies
in order to steer investment to the right location. This is the subject of the
next chapter of this dissertation.

3.6 Conclusion

The capacity expansion problem is a key analytical tool in an era of energy
transition. In this chapter, we have revisited this problem in light of the
ongoing discussion regarding capacity allocation in European zonal markets.
We propose a model of capacity expansion in zonal pricing markets based on
FBMC and we show that the equivalence between the formulation of the central
planner and the decentralized formulation ceases to hold. The decentralized
problem is thus formulated as a GNE. We then perform a case study on a real-
istic instance of CWE and we provide a comparison of the four designs that we
discussed: nodal pricing, centralized FBMC, decentralized FBMC and zonal
pricing with price aggregation.

We find large efficiency gaps between the four designs, with nodal pric-
ing significantly outperforming the different zonal variations. In particular,
we evaluate the efficiency losses of the current decentralized FBMC design at
around 3%. According to our simulations, about two thirds of these losses are
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due to the break of equivalence between the centralized and the decentralized
versions of capacity expansion. The efficiency losses are even greater for the
zonal PA policy, which shows that equivalence between centralized and de-
centralized formulations is not a sufficient condition for a zonal design to be
efficient.

From a qualitative point of view, we discuss some specific differences be-
tween the solutions of the considered designs. One first important difference
relates to the final capacity mix of the solutions. We observe that the higher
granularity in nodal prices leads to more decommissioning of coal and lignite
power plants in Germany and their replacement by gas-fired units. We also
provide observations on the welfare re-allocation. We observe that the zonal
policies lead to a significant increase in consumer surplus at the expense of de-
creased TSO revenues and increased TSO costs. We remark, however, that the
net effect of this phenomenon will be decreased consumer surplus, the amount
of which depends on the tariff design policies of individual Member States.
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3.A Decentralized capacity expansion in nodal
pricing

In this section, we formally describe the decentralized capacity expansion prob-
lem and show its equivalence with the central planning formulation. The de-
centralization of electricity markets with transmission constraints was first sug-
gested in [Hog92] and formally described in [BS01]. We repeat these results
here using the same notation as in the present chapter.

We distinguish four types of agents: producers, consumers, the TSO and a
Walrasian auctioneer that clears the market at each location and determines the
market clearing price. We describe sequentially the profit maximizing problems
of each type of agent as well as the corresponding necessary and sufficient KKT
conditions.

Producers. For each i ∈ I, n ∈ N

max
xin

∑
t∈T

(
(ρnt −MCi)yint

)
− ICixin

(µint) :Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0

xin ≥ 0, yint ≥ 0

(3.14)

KKT system:

0 ≤ xin ⊥ ICi −
∑
t∈T

µint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N

0 ≤ yint ⊥MCi + µint − ρnt ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T
0 ≤ µint ⊥ Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

(3.15)

Consumers. For each n ∈ N

max
snt

∑
t∈T

(V OLL− ρnt)(Dnt − snt)

s.t. (δnt) :Dnt − snt ≥ 0, t ∈ T
snt ≥ 0

(3.16)

KKT system:

0 ≤ snt ⊥ V OLL− ρnt + δnt ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T
0 ≤ δnt ⊥ Dnt − snt ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

(3.17)
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TSO. The TSO maximizes its congestion rent while respecting network con-
straints, i.e.

max
rnt

−
∑

n∈N,t∈T
rntρnt

(ψkt) : fkt −
∑
n∈N

PTDFkn · rnt = 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

(ϕt) :
∑
n∈N

rnt = 0, t ∈ T

(λ−kt, λ
+
kt) : − TCk ≤ fkt ≤ TCk, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

(3.18)

KKT system:

rnt free ⊥ ρnt + ϕt −
∑
k∈K

PTDFkn · ψkt = 0

fkt free ⊥ ψkt + λ+kt − λ
−
kt = 0

ψkt free ⊥ fkt −
∑
n∈N

PTDFkn · rnt = 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

ϕt free ⊥
∑
n∈N

rnt = 0, t ∈ T

0 ≤ λ+kt ⊥ TCk − fkt ≥ 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
0 ≤ λ−kt ⊥ TCk + fkt ≥ 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

(3.19)

Auctioneer. The Walrassian auctioneer maximizes the excess demand at
each node and at each period, i.e. for each n ∈ N, t ∈ T

max
ρnt

ρnt(rnt +Dnt −
∑
i

yint − szt) (3.20)

KKT system:

ρnt free ⊥ rnt +Dnt −
∑
i

yint − snt = 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.21)

A pure strategy Nash equilibrium is obtained when all agents solve simul-
taneously their profit-maximization problem, that is when the KKT conditions
of each agent hold simultaneously. It is thus equivalent to the following linear
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Mixed Complementarity Problem (MCP):

0 ≤ xin ⊥ ICi −
∑
t∈T

µint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N

0 ≤ yint ⊥MCi + µint − ρnt ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T
0 ≤ µint ⊥ Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T
0 ≤ snt ⊥ V OLL− ρnt + δnt ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T
0 ≤ δnt ⊥ Dnt − snt ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

rnt free ⊥ ρnt + ϕt −
∑
k∈K

PTDFkn · ψkt = 0

fkt free ⊥ ψkt + λ+kt − λ
−
kt = 0

ψkt free ⊥ fkt −
∑
n∈N

PTDFkn · rnt = 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

ϕt free ⊥
∑
n∈N

rnt = 0, t ∈ T

0 ≤ λ+kt ⊥ TCk − fkt ≥ 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
0 ≤ λ−kt ⊥ TCk + fkt ≥ 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

ρnt free ⊥ rnt +Dnt −
∑
i

yint − snt = 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

(3.22)

One observes that this MCP is exactly equivalent to the set of KKT conditions
of the central planner’s capacity expansion problem in nodal pricing (3.2).
This shows the equivalence between the centralized and decentralized capacity
expansion problem in nodal pricing.

3.B Decentralization of capacity expansion un-
der FBMC

In order to describe the decentralization of the capacity expansion problem
under FBMC, we proceed similarly to the nodal pricing case of appendix sec-
tion 3.A. We first formulate the profit maximization problem of the four types
of agents (consumers, producers, TSO and auctioneer). The problem of the
producers, the consumers and the auctioneer are essentially the same, except
that the variables are zonal. The problem of the TSO is modified to take into
account the FBMC constraints.
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Producers. For each i ∈ I, z ∈ Z

max
xiz

∑
t∈T

(
(ρzt −MCi)yizt

)
− ICixiz

(µizt) :Xiz + xiz − yizt ≥ 0

xiz ≥ 0, yizt ≥ 0

(3.23)

where Xiz =
∑
n∈Z(n)Xin.

Consumers. For each z ∈ Z

max
szt

∑
t∈T

(V OLL− ρzt)(Dzt − szt)

s.t. (δzt) :Dzt − szt ≥ 0, t ∈ T
szt ≥ 0

(3.24)

where Dzt =
∑
n∈Z(n)Dnt.

TSO. The TSO maximizes its congestion rent while respecting the FBMC
network constraints, i.e.

max
pzt
−

∑
z∈Z,t∈T

pztρzt

(νz) :
∑
i∈I

xiz −
∑

n∈N(z)

x̃n = 0, z ∈ Z

(ρ̃zt) : pzt −
∑

n∈N(z)

r̃nt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

(ρ̃nt) : r̃nt − ỹnt +Dnt = 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

(µ̃nt) :
∑
i∈I

Xin + x̃n − ỹnt ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

(ψkt) : f̃kt −
∑
n

PTDFnk · r̃nt = 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

(ϕt) :
∑
n

r̃nt = 0, t ∈ T

(λ−kt, λ
+
kt) : − TCk ≤ f̃kt ≤ TCk, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

(3.25)

The tilde notation is used here in order to represent variables that do not
correspond directly to physical quantities, but are used as extended variables
for representing the feasible set of net positions in FBMC.
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Auctioneer. The Walrasian auctioneer maximizes the excess demand at each
node and at each period, i.e. for each n ∈ N, t ∈ T

max
ρnt

ρnt(rnt +Dnt −
∑
i

yint − szt) (3.26)

Here, we are not in the classical setting of a Nash equilibrium because the
set of possible decisions of the TSO depends on the decisions of other agents,
namely the investment xiz of the producers. We are thus in the setting of a
GNE [Har91], which corresponds to the joint solution of the KKT conditions
of all agents. It can thus be formulated as the following MLCP:

0 ≤ xiz ⊥ ICi −
∑
t∈T

µizt ≥ 0, i ∈ I, z ∈ Z

0 ≤ µizt ⊥ Xiz + xiz − yizt ≥ 0, i ∈ I, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T
0 ≤ yizt ⊥MCi + µizt − ρzt ≥ 0, i ∈ I, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T
0 ≤ szt ⊥ V OLL− ρzt + δzt ≥ 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T
0 ≤ δzt ⊥ Dzt − szt ≥ 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

νz free ⊥
∑
i∈I

xiz −
∑

n∈N(z)

x̃n = 0, z ∈ Z

ρzt free ⊥ −pzt +
∑
i∈I

yizt + szt −Dzt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

ρ̃zt free ⊥ −pzt +
∑

n∈N(z)

ỹnt −Dzt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

0 ≤ ỹnt ⊥ µ̃nt − ρ̃Z(n)t − ρ̃nt ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

0 ≤ x̃n ⊥ −
∑
t∈T

µ̃nt + νZ(n) ≥ 0, n ∈ N

pzt free ⊥ ρzt + ρ̃zt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

rnt free ⊥ ρ̃nt − ϕt +
∑
k∈K

PTDFkn · ψkt = 0

fkt free ⊥ −ψkt + λ+kt − λ
−
kt = 0

0 ≤ µ̃int ⊥ Xin − ỹint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T
ρ̃nt free ⊥ −rnt + ỹnt −Dnt = 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

ϕt free ⊥
∑
n∈N

rnt = 0, t ∈ T

ψkt free ⊥ fkt −
∑
n∈N

PTDFkn · rnt = 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

0 ≤ λ+kt ⊥ TCk − fkt ≥ 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
0 ≤ λ−kt ⊥ TCk + fkt ≥ 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

(3.27)
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3.C Zonal model with price aggregation

Let us first write the economic dispatch problem with nodal transmission con-
straints and fixed nodal capacity Xin:

min
y,r,f

∑
i∈I,n∈N

MCiyin

(µin) :Xin − yin ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N

(ρn) : − rn +
∑
i∈I

yin −Dn = 0, n ∈ N

(ψk) : fk −
∑
n∈N

PTDFkn · rn = 0, k ∈ K

(ϕ) :
∑
n∈N

rn = 0

(λ−k , λ
+
k ) : − TCk ≤ fk ≤ TCk, k ∈ K

y ≥ 0

(3.28)

The nodal market clearing prices can be obtained by solving the dual of this
problem:

max
ρ,µ,ψ,ϕ,λ

∑
n

Dnρn −
∑
in

Xinµin −
∑
k

TCk(λ
+
k + λ−k )

(rn) : ρn +
∑
k

PTDFknψk − ϕ = 0, n ∈ N

(yin) :MCi − ρn + µin ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N
(fk) : − ψk − λ−k + λ+k = 0, k ∈ K

µ, λ+, λ− ≥ 0

(3.29)

Applying directly the fundamental property of zonal pricing, which is that
the prices within the same zone should be equal, we obtain a natural zonal
extension of nodal pricing by adding to model (3.29) the following constraints:

ρn1 = ρn2 , ∀(n1, n2) ∈ z,∀z ∈ Z (3.30)

This is equivalent to introducing a new variable ρz for each zone z, correspond-
ing to the price of the zone, and imposing the following constraints:

ρn = ρz, ∀n ∈ N(z),∀z ∈ Z (3.31)
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This in turn is equivalent to replacing every occurrence of ρn by ρZ(n) in (3.29),
yielding:

max
ρ,µ,ψ,ϕ,λ

∑
n

DnρZ(n) −
∑
in

Xinµin −
∑
k

TCk(λ
+
k + λ−k )

(rn) : ρZ(n) +
∑
k

PTDFknψk − ϕ = 0, n ∈ N

(yin) :MCi − ρZ(n) + µin ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N
(fk) : − ψk − λ−k + λ+k = 0, k ∈ K

µ, λ+, λ− ≥ 0

(3.32)

Model (3.32) will thus produce zonal market clearing prices and is thus a model
for clearing the market under the zonal pricing paradigm. As every zonal
pricing model, it involves a simplification of the transmission constraints, that
will become clear when moving back to the primal space:

min
y,r,f

∑
i∈I,n∈N

MCiyin

(µin) :Xin − yin ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N

(ρz) : −
∑

n∈N(z)

rn +
∑

i∈I,n∈N(z)

yin −
∑

n∈N(z)

Dn = 0, z ∈ Z

(ψk) : fk −
∑
n∈N

PTDFkn · rn = 0, k ∈ K

(ϕ) :
∑
n∈N

rn = 0

(λ−k , λ
+
k ) : − TCk ≤ fk ≤ TCk, k ∈ K

y ≥ 0, s ≥ 0

(3.33)

We observe that nodal variables yin of the same zone are not distinguished
in the transmission constraints. They can therefore be aggregated into yiz.
Finally, we can introduce a variable corresponding to the zonal net injection
pz defined by

pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

rn
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Problem (3.32) is thus found to be equivalent to the following zonal problem:

min
y,r,f

∑
i∈I,z∈Z

MCiyiz

Xiz − yiz ≥ 0, i ∈ I, z ∈ Z

− pz +
∑
i∈I

yiz −Dz = 0, z ∈ Z

pz −
∑

n∈N(z)

rn = 0, z ∈ Z

fk −
∑
n∈N

PTDFkn · rn = 0, k ∈ K∑
n∈N

rn = 0

− TCk ≤ fk ≤ TCk, k ∈ K
y ≥ 0, s ≥ 0

(3.34)

We now go on to prove the conditions of equivalence between the nodal and
zonal models stated in section 3.3.

Proof of Proposition 3.1. We start by clarifying that the zonal graph is the pair
(Z,Linter) where Z is the set of zones and Linter is the set of inter-zonal lines,
i.e.

Linter =

{(
Z(m(k)), Z(n(k))

)
∀k ∈ L s.t. Z(m(k)) ̸= Z(n(k))

}
, (3.35)

where m(k) and n(k) are respectively the source and destination nodes of line
k. Similarly, one can define the set of intra-zonal lines: Lintra = L\Linter. The
first hypothesis, stating that the intra-zonal transmission constraints are never
binding, implies that λ+k = λ−k = 0 ∀k ∈ Lintra in the dual of the nodal model
(3.29). This in turns implies that ψk = 0 ∀k ∈ Lintra. Using the first equation
of model (3.29), we get

ρn = −
∑

k∈Linter

PTDFknψk + ϕ, n ∈ N

We show that the right-hand side of this equation is the same for nodes in the
same zone by looking specifically at the PTDF. Let us consider a given zone
z. For this zone, one must distinguish two cases: (i) the hub node used to
construct the PTDF belongs to zone z and (ii) the hub node does not belong
to the zone. If the hub node belongs to zone z, then, by the second hypothesis
stating that the zonal network is radial, there is no path of power from a node
of that zone to the hub node that passes through an inter-zonal line, which
implies that PTDFkn = 0 for all k ∈ Linter and for all n ∈ z and, in turn,
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that ρn = ϕ, ∀n ∈ z. If the hub node does not belong to zone z, then, by
the second hypothesis, there is a unique path in the zonal graph between zone
z and the zone to which the hub node belongs. Let us denote by Linter

z the
set of lines (that are all inter-zonal) that belong to this unique path. Clearly,
every path from any node in zone z to the hub node passes through every line
of Linter

z and there is no path of power that goes through Linter\Linter
z . This

means that, for every node in zone z, PTDFkn, k ∈ Linter will be either 1 if
k ∈ Linter

z or 0 if k ∈ Linter\Linter
z . This yields the following equation:

ρn = −
∑

k∈Linter
z

ψk + ϕ, ∀n ∈ z

Once again, the right-hand side of this equation does not depend on n. One
can thus conclude that, under the two hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, the nodal
market will clear with equal nodal prices for nodes in the same zone. As this is
the only thing that we impose for deriving (3.32) from (3.29), (3.29) and (3.32)
are equivalent, which in turn implies that (3.28) and (3.33) are equivalent.
Note that the result is proven for the short-term market, but the proof can be
adapted using the same arguments for capacity expansion models.

3.D Existence and uniqueness of solutions to
the decentralized problem

In this section, we discuss the properties of the decentralized FBMC problem
regarding existence and uniqueness of solutions.

3.D.1 Existence

We have already mentioned that the decentralized investment problem with
FBMC might not have a solution if the TSO does not invest. When the TSO is
allowed to invest in strategic reserve, a solution can be recovered. We discuss
here whether the existence of a solution is guaranteed in this second case. It
turns out that it is indeed the case, as we now show. To prove existence, we
rely on the theory of LCP and in particular on the properties of LCP with
copositive matrices and their homogeneous counterpart. We start by noting
that, using the transformation of MLCPs to LCPs introduced in section 1.3,
the decentralized FBMC capacity expansion problem with strategic reserve can
be formulated as the following LCP:

0 ≤ xiz ⊥ ICi −
∑
t∈T

µizt ≥ 0, i ∈ I, z ∈ Z (3.36a)

0 ≤ µizt ⊥ Xiz + xiz − yizt ≥ 0, i ∈ I, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.36b)

0 ≤ yizt ⊥MCi + µizt − ρ+zt + ρ−zt ≥ 0, i ∈ I, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.36c)
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0 ≤ szt ⊥ V OLL− ρ+zt + ρ−zt + δzt ≥ 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.36d)

0 ≤ δzt ⊥ Dzt − szt ≥ 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.36e)

0 ≤ νz ⊥
∑
i∈I

xiz −
∑

n∈N(z)

x̃n ≥ 0, z ∈ Z (3.36f)

0 ≤ ρ+zt ⊥ −p+zt + p−zt +
∑
i∈I

yizt + szt −Dzt ≥ 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.36g)

0 ≤ ρ−zt ⊥ p+zt − p−zt −
∑
i∈I

yizt − szt +Dzt ≥ 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.36h)

0 ≤ ρ̃+zt ⊥ −p+zt + p−zt +
∑

n∈N(z)

ỹnt +
∑

n∈N(z)

znt −Dzt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

(3.36i)

0 ≤ ρ̃−zt ⊥ p+zt − p−zt −
∑

n∈N(z)

ỹnt −
∑

n∈N(z)

znt +Dzt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.36j)

0 ≤ ỹnt ⊥ µ̃nt − ρ̃+Z(n)t + ρ̃−Z(n)t − ρ̃
+
nt + ρ̃−nt ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.36k)

0 ≤ x̃n ⊥ −
∑
t∈T

µ̃nt + νZ(n) ≥ 0, n ∈ N (3.36l)

0 ≤ p+zt ⊥ ρ+zt − ρ−zt + ρ̃+zt − ρ̃−zt ≥ 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.36m)

0 ≤ p−zt ⊥ −ρ+zt + ρ−zt − ρ̃+zt + ρ̃−zt ≥ 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T (3.36n)

0 ≤ r̃+nt ⊥ ρ̃+nt − ρ̃−nt − ϕ+t + ϕ−t +
∑
k∈K

PTDFkn · (ψ+
kt − ψ

−
kt) ≥ 0 (3.36o)

0 ≤ r̃−nt ⊥ −ρ̃+nt + ρ̃−nt + ϕ+t − ϕ−t −
∑
k∈K

PTDFkn · (ψ+
kt − ψ

−
kt) ≥ 0 (3.36p)

0 ≤ f+kt ⊥ −ψ
+
kt + ψ−

kt + λ+kt − λ
−
kt ≥ 0 (3.36q)

0 ≤ f−kt ⊥ ψ
+
kt − ψ

−
kt − λ

+
kt + λ−kt ≥ 0 (3.36r)

0 ≤ µ̃nt ⊥
∑
i∈I

Xin − ỹnt ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.36s)

0 ≤ ρ̃+nt ⊥ −r̃+nt + r̃−nt + ỹnt + znt −Dnt ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.36t)

0 ≤ ρ̃−nt ⊥ r̃+nt − r̃−nt − ỹnt − znt +Dnt ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.36u)

0 ≤ ϕ+t ⊥
∑
n∈N

r̃+nt − r̃−nt ≥ 0, t ∈ T (3.1v)

0 ≤ ϕ−t ⊥
∑
n∈N

r̃−nt − r̃+nt ≥ 0, t ∈ T (3.1w)

0 ≤ ψ+
kt ⊥ f

+
kt − f

−
kt −

∑
n∈N

PTDFkn · rnt ≥ 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (3.1x)

0 ≤ ψ−
kt ⊥ −f

+
kt + f−kt +

∑
n∈N

PTDFkn · rnt ≥ 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (3.1y)
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0 ≤ λ+kt ⊥ TCk − f
+
kt + f−kt ≥ 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (3.1z)

0 ≤ λ−kt ⊥ TCk + f+kt − f
−
kt ≥ 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (3.1aa)

0 ≤ Zn ⊥ ˜IC −
∑
t∈T

γnt ≥ 0, n ∈ N (3.1ab)

0 ≤ znt ⊥ M̃C + γnt − ρ̃+nt + ρ̃−nt − ρ̃+Z(n)t + ρ̃−Z(n)t ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.1ac)

0 ≤ γnt ⊥ Zn − znt ≥ 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T (3.1ad)

This is essentially problem (3.27) transformed into an LCP, and where we have
introduced two primal variables: Zn, which corresponds to the capacity in-
vested by the TSO in strategic reserve at node n, and znt, which corresponds
to the production by strategic reserve units at node n and in period t. The
TSO can participate to the re-dispatch with the strategic reserve and variables
γnt are thus added in the auxiliary dispatch. There is also a new dual vari-
able γnt which is associated to the capacity constraint on the strategic reserve
production. The parameters ˜IC and M̃C are respectively the investment and
marginal cost of the strategic reserve. All free variables have been decomposed
into two positive variables to write the problem in the form of an LCP. Note
that this problem is still exactly equivalent to the KKT conditions of the cen-
tralized FBMC problem with strategic reserve, except for the first equation,
which represents the condition for investment in which variable νz has been
removed.

To prove existence of solutions, we apply Theorem 1.1. We first show that
the matrix M of our LCP (3.36) is copositive. To do this, we note that M is
the sum of two matrices:

M = M̃ + Ñ

where M̃ is skew-symmetric (it is the matrix associated to the equivalent LCP
of the centralized problem) and where Ñ is of the following form (in block
formulation):

νz (3.2)

Ñ =

xiz


0 . . . I . . . 0

0 0 . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 . . . 0 0

 (3.3)

Here, I is the rectangular identity matrix, i.e. a matrix with 1 in the entries
associated to line xiz and column νz, and 0 otherwise. This implies that

v⊤Mv = v⊤M̃v + v⊤Ñv = v⊤Ñv =
∑
iz

xizνz

where v is the full vector of variables, which is indeed nonnegative if each xiz
and νz are nonnegative.
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Now, let v∗ = (x∗iz, y
∗
izt, . . . , γ

∗
nt) be a solution to the homogeneous version

of LCP (3.36). Using (3.1ab) and (3.1ad), we have that γ∗nt = 0. From (3.1ac),
we deduce that ρ̃∗+nt − ρ̃∗−nt ≤ −ρ̃∗+Z(n)t + ρ̃∗−Z(n)t. (3.36a), (3.36b) and (3.36c)

imply that ρ∗+zt −ρ∗−zt ≤ 0 which in turn leads to ρ̃∗+zt − ρ̃∗−zt ≥ 0 by (3.36m) and
(3.36n) and thus to ρ̃∗+nt − ρ̃∗−nt ≤ 0. Finally, we have that

q⊤v∗ =
∑
i,z

ICix
∗
iz +

∑
i,z,t

MCiy
∗
izt +

∑
z,t

V s∗z,t +
∑
kt

TCk(λ
+∗
k + λ−∗

k )+

∑
int

X̃inµ̃
∗
int +

∑
n

˜ICnZ
∗
n−∑

zt

Dzt(ρ
∗+
zt − ρ∗−zt + ρ̃∗+zt − ρ̃∗−zt )−

∑
nt

Dnt(ρ̃
∗+
nt − ρ̃∗−nt )

All the terms of the first and second lines are nonnegative, as they correspond
to the product of nonnegative quantities. In the third line, the first term is zero
by equations (3.36m) and (3.36n) and the second term is nonnegative by the
non-positivity of ρ̃∗+nt − ρ̃∗−nt that we have shown above. By Theorem 1.1, we can
conclude that the LCP (3.36) has a solution. We note that the non-positivity
of ρ̃∗+nt − ρ̃∗−nt has been obtained using the equations of the strategic reserve
investment and thus that this argument does not hold without the strategic
reserve, which is consistent with our observation that, in that case, the problem
is in general infeasible.

3.D.2 Uniqueness

In order to investigate the uniqueness of solutions to the decentralized FBMC,
we return to the illustrative two-zone, three-node example. Recall that we have
found the following solution to the problem:

Policy Inv. in node B Inv. in node As

FBMC-D
Coal: 1918MW

Nuclear: 7086MW
Gas: 2015MW

NR: 50MW

Initializing the solver with a large number of starting points, we identify a
second solution to the LCP (3.36), different from the one reported in section
3.4. This solution is the following:

Policy Inv. in node B Inv. in node As

FBMC-D
Coal: 1918MW

Nuclear: 7086MW
Gas: 1715MW

NR: 200MW

Using these two solutions, we can check whether their convex combination
is also part of the solution set, as would be the case in an LCP derived from
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a linear program. It turns out that this is not the case8 and thus that the
solution set of our problem is non-convex but is instead the union of finitely
many polytopes.

Moreover, the determinant of the Jacobian matrix at both solutions is zero,
which suggests that the solutions are not isolated. We confirm this numerically
by solving the problem of the maximization of the distance to a solution in its
implied polytope, which is unbounded. In the illustrative example, one extreme
ray is given by tν1 for t > 0.

We note that this potential multiplicity of equilibria can be considered as
an additional inefficiency related to the current methodology of FBMC as it
relates to investment. This source of inefficiency is distinct from the one that
is discussed in the main body of the chapter, and relates to the fact that the
total cost can be degraded in one of these equilibria compared to nodal and
centralized FBMC. In the main body of the chapter, we compute and discuss
only one of these potentially multiple equilibria. Computing several of them is
an interesting question. However, it is computationally intractable to do so in
a systematic way for the instance of the size that we consider in this chapter.
A more formal treatment of this multiplicity of equilibria and their implication
is thus relegated to future research.

8It can be checked that the mid point between the two identified solutions is not itself a
solution.



4
Locational instruments for efficient
power generation investment under

zonal pricing

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Motivation

The debate between nodal and zonal pricing is by all means an old story in the
US evolution of the power system. In their three-phase review of the history of
the process, [HO19] note, almost in passing, that the subject had been settled
in the first phase, that is after the Californian experience: the zonal system had
fundamental flaws that the nodal system avoided. The Texas experience came a
bit later but confirmed the observation [TW21]. The situation is quite different
in Europe: a recent report [ACE22] issued in response to criticisms against the
high prices observed in the power market in the end of 2021 (that is well before
the perturbations on the gas market induced by the events in Ukraine) argues
that the current European (zonal) system is functioning properly but that one
might consider some improvements, among which a reduction of the size of
the zones. In particular, the nodal system is mentioned as an example of this
reduction (page 27 of [ACE22]). This difference between the US and EU points
of view after so many years of theory and experience on a subject that looks
purely technical is strange and must have some fundamental explanation. It
cannot be a misunderstanding of the nodal system, which had been described
in the French literature as early as [BS52]. But institutions suggest a possible
reason for divergent points of view, as we discuss in detail in the conclusion
of this dissertation (section 5.3). The restructuring of the power system in
Europe was part of the integration of sectoral markets that created the internal
market in 1992, with delays expected in “difficult sectors”, electricity being
one of them. It suffices to note, here, that a nodal model in an integrated
European market would have merged national systems and interconnections
into a new supranational model where all components of national networks
would be placed on the same footing. Conversely, the coupling of the zonal
national systems maintained their individuality and developed a framework
facilitating exchanges between them through interconnections. In other words,
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the zonal system in the internal EU market would have had a supranational
flavor that the zonal system was thought to be able to bypass.

In contrast with what is sometimes common (both in public perception in
Europe and the US), Europe is a very weak supranational entity with resistance
against any further integration beyond what was acquired in the early days.
The supranational dimension implicit in nodal pricing certainly did not help
in accelerating its adoption in Europe. This chapter is an attempt to deal
with this issue: it takes the existing day-ahead zonal system as given but
attempts to complete it by addressing the needed integration at another level.
This is done by inserting features with a nodal flavor in market processes on
which stakeholders are still working. Needless to say, the economic and physical
requirements remain and one could argue that our proposals look like a covering
up of the nodal system (referring to Molière’s Tartuffe, “Cachez ce sein que
je ne saurais voir” adapted here into “Cover up that nodal system, which I
can’t endure to look upon”). Instead, in our work, we attempt the contrary:
we do not try to cover up the remedy, but to make it clearly visible. The
requirements of basic physics and economics embedded in the nodal system,
namely the need to internalize the externalities created by Kirchhoff’s laws,
come up in our analysis depending on the remedies considered and they are
always clearly referred to. Our attempt in this work is to fully insert them in
the zonal system.

Our main interest is to understand the theoretical conditions under which
additional market-based instruments could restore the efficiency of nodal pric-
ing in the long run. In order to identify candidate market-based instruments
for restoring the efficiency of the zonal design, we base ourselves on the thor-
ough review of existing locational instruments provided in [EKH20]. To the
list of [EKH20], we add market-based re-dispatch as a market-based way to
introduce a locational component in the price. In total, we consider three main
classes of candidates: capacity-based instruments, energy-based instruments
and market-based re-dispatch. The present chapter analyses the combination
of zonal pricing and these three classes of locational instruments under a unify-
ing modeling framework in order to study their efficiency, first from a theoretical
point of view and then, based on simulations, in a realistic case study.

4.1.2 Related literature

There is an emerging stream of literature on the study of the impact of lo-
cational instruments in zonal markets from a quantitative perspective. The
first paper that tackles this problem quantitatively is [GRSZ19]. The authors
propose a tri-level model of the long-run equilibrium of zonal pricing with cost-
based re-dispatch. The tri-level structure aims at representing the sequential
nature of the problem: grid investment by the TSO, capacity investment by
private firms and re-dispatching in the short term by the TSO. A simplified
spatially differentiated capacity signal based on average nodal prices is then
added to the model. The authors find that, although it influences the location
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of investment, the introduction of a well-calibrated capacity signal only slightly
improves welfare, as the signal fails to also impact the operational efficiency
of the system. [SZ20] study the impact of uniform pricing in Germany on the
siting of wind generation. They find that nodal pricing, by incentivizing the sit-
ing of investment closer to load centers and thereby reducing wind curtailment,
has a positive effect on welfare. The paper also investigates the restoration of
a locational component to the uniform price through capacity-based latitude-
dependent connection charges. However, the authors find that these simplified
locational instruments are not adequate for mitigating the inefficiencies asso-
ciated to uniform pricing. Finally, [Eic21] proposes a model for quantifying
the optimal capacity-based locational signal for restoring the efficiency of in-
vestment in zonal pricing with cost-based re-dispatch. Unlike the two papers
previously cited, this paper is the first to consider a technology-differentiated
signal. The author shows that differentiating by technology is a necessary con-
dition for restoring the efficiency of nodal pricing. The model of [Eic21] differs
in its structure from the model that we propose in the present chapter: it is
a two-stage model where the regulator first decides on the capacity signal and
then, private firms react to the regulator’s decision by investing in generation
capacities taking into account the capacity signal. The author finds that, al-
though locational capacity signals have a significant cost-saving potential, they
do not lead to a full recovery of the efficiency of nodal pricing.

Our work also relates to the literature on the quantitative analysis of zonal
pricing with market-based re-dispatch. In the early days of the discussions on
market-based congestion management in Europe, [DH02] analyzed five differ-
ent designs among which uniform pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch,
which was thus referred to as countertrading. The authors proposed a stylized
two-node one-zone example and concluded that, in theory, countertrading is
efficient in the short term. The model does not account for inc-dec gaming,
which is an important aspect in market-based re-dispatch. Potential inefficien-
cies stemming from deviations from this idealized setting analyzed in the paper
are discussed qualitatively in the work of [DH02].

One situation that could be associated to inefficiencies in market-based
re-dispatch in the short term takes place when the TSO does not act as a
price-taker in the re-dispatch market. This situation is analyzed by [GMS+18]
under the assumption of absence of inc-dec gaming. The authors show, on an
illustrative example, that, in this case, the outcome could be inefficient.

An important drawback of re-dispatch markets is that they offer the pos-
sibility to market participants to engage in arbitrage between the zonal and
re-dispatch price, the so-called inc-dec game, leading to a distortion of long-
run investment incentives as well as the extraction of short-term rents by those
exercising the gaming strategy for essentially offering nothing to the system.
This situation is analyzed quantitatively in [HL15]. The authors show that
inc-dec gaming is an arbitrage strategy that also occurs under perfect competi-
tion. They conclude that, under certain restrictive assumptions, zonal pricing
followed by market-based re-dispatch is efficient in the short term, and the
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outcomes only differ by a redistribution of the welfare.

More recently, [HS20] proposed a simple model on a two-node one-zone
example in order to analyze inc-dec gaming. The authors emphasize that the
design leads to undue arbitrage opportunities for market participants, even
when they cannot exercise market power. The authors further discuss the
conditions under which this arbitrage is exacerbated or can be mitigated.

4.1.3 Contributions

This chapter contributes to the existing literature in the following ways:

• Our main contribution is to propose a unifying modeling framework for
analyzing the long-run investment equilibrium resulting from different
market-based congestion management designs, including capacity and
energy-based locational instruments, market-based re-dispatch, and sev-
eral of their variations.

• Using this common framework, we establish theoretical conditions under
which the long-run efficiency of nodal pricing can be recovered in a zonal
pricing market.

• Regarding market-based re-dispatch, we propose a model that internal-
izes the investment decisions of private firms in generating capacity while
accounting for inc-dec gaming. From a mathematical point of view, we
show how the loss of efficiency of this design originates from the prop-
erty of generalized Nash equilibirum of the associated game and formally
establish the existence of such an equilibrium.

• We provide a comparison of the different designs on a large-scale instance
of the Central Western European (CWE) network area and show how
the generalized Nash equilibrium problem associated to market-based re-
dispatch can be solved by a splitting-based algorithm that leverages its
specific structure.

4.1.4 Organization of the chapter

The chapter is organized as follows: we start, in section 4.2, by providing a
roadmap to the study. The terminology used in the chapter is described, the
different designs that we analyze are listed and the main policy messages of
the chapter are summarized. Section 4.3 is the main section of the chapter: it
presents our models and our theoretical results. Then, in section 4.4, we pro-
pose a case study using a realistic instance of the CWE network area, on which
we compare the efficiency of the different designs considered in the chapter.
Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.
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4.2 Roadmap to the study

4.2.1 Terminology

Markets. Our focus in this work is on the restoration of the efficiency of
nodal pricing using additional market-based instruments. For this reason, to
any locational instrument considered in the chapter, a market will be associ-
ated. We distinguish in total four different markets: (i) the electricity market
which is the basic market, nodal or zonal, on which electricity is traded, (ii)
a capacity market, which is the market associated to capacity-based locational
instruments, (iii) an energy market, associated to energy-based locational in-
struments and (iv) a re-dispatch market which is a nodal market subsequent
to the zonal electricity market that arises under market-based re-dispatch.

Prices. To every market, a price is associated. The price in the electricity
market will be referred to as the electricity price, the price in the capacity
market as the capacity price and so on.

Two-sided vs one-sided markets The capacity and energy markets can
either be two-sided or one-sided. The two-sided case is the general case where
the TSO and producers can be both buyers and sellers on these markets. The
case of one-sided capacity or energy markets refers to the situation in which
the TSO is only a buyer or a seller on these markets. For instance, if the TSO
is only a buyer on the capacity market, it will only be willing to pay candidate
investors but will not be paid through the capacity market.

Positive or negative prices. In the case of one-sided capacity or energy
markets, there are two situations: either the TSO is a buyer and the producers
are sellers or the other way around. In the former situation, the price is positive
and the situation will thus be referred to as one-sided capacity (energy) market
with positive capacity (energy) price. In the latter situation, we have a one-sided
capacity (energy) market with negative capacity (energy) price.

4.2.2 Studied designs

In this section, we enumerate the main classes of designs that we analyze in
this paper as well as their variations. Table 4.1 summarizes the list and states
the main properties of each design.

We study three main classes of locational instruments combined with zonal
pricing: (i) locational capacity markets, (ii) locational energy markets and (iii)
market-based re-dispatch. In the two former classes, we assume that the re-
dispatch is cost-based. These designs are compared against two benchmarks:
(i) nodal pricing, which corresponds to the most efficient design possible under
our assumptions and (ii) pure zonal pricing with cost-based re-dispatch, which
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Design abbreviation Class Sense Locational Technological Temporal Literature

differentiation differentiation differentiation

TSCM capacity +/- ✓ ✓ [Eic21]

POSCM capacity + ✓ ✓

NOSCM capacity - ✓ ✓

TSCMNTD capacity +/- ✓ [GRSZ19, SZ20]

TSEM energy +/- ✓ ✓

OSEM energy + ✓ ✓

MBR re-dispatch ✓ ✓ [HL15, HS20]

MBRTSCM
re-dispatch &

+/- ✓ ✓ ✓
capacity

MBRPCM
re-dispatch &

+ ✓ ✓ ✓
capacity

Table 4.1: Summary of the studied design and their main properties. The literature
column cites existing papers in which the corresponding design has been studied.

is the closest to the currently implemented design in Europe. For each of the
three main classes of instruments, we study a certain number of variations.

For locational capacity markets, we consider four variations: (a) two-sided
capacity markets, (b) one-sided markets with a negative capacity price, (c) one-
sided markets with a positive capacity price and (d) two-sided markets with-
out technological differentiation. For the three former variations, we assume
that the capacity price is differentiated among both locations and technologies,
whereas the latter is only differentiated among locations.

For locational energy markets, we consider two variations: (a) two-sided
and (b) one-sided energy markets. In both of these markets, the price is differ-
entiated among locations and time periods.

For market-based re-dispatch, we consider three variations: (a) pure zonal
pricing with market-based re-dispatch, where there is no additional market, (b)
market-based re-dispatch with a two-sided capacity market, and (c) market-
based re-dispatch with a one-sided capacity market. Note that these two latter
variations therefore correspond to the only two designs among all that are
studied in this chapter that are comprised of three markets: a zonal electricity
market, a re-dispatch market and a capacity market. All other designs are
comprised either of one single market (the nodal and zonal pricing benchmarks)
or two markets.

4.2.3 Link with existing initiatives in Europe

We provide here a list of some of the closest examples of existing markets that
implement certain locational instruments in Europe.
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Locational capacity signal

Great Britain, Ireland and Sweden all implement a capacity-based instrument
that is differentiated among locations. The main difference between these ini-
tiatives and our modeling framework is that, in these markets, the price signals
are computed ex ante and, therefore, do not correspond to a market mech-
anism. Moreover, we note that none of these instruments are differentiated
among technology. We describe below the specificities of the initiatives of each
country.

Great Britain In Great Britain, generators are charged based on their in-
stalled capacity, and there is an explicit locational component based on a split-
ting of the network into 27 zones [THE19, EKH20]. The signal can be either a
charge or a premium.

Ireland In Ireland, there is a capacity charge with a locational component,
which is computed with the so-called reverse MW-mile approach. Quoting
[Com03], “This approach allocates a share of the fixed costs of the network to
the generator based on its usage of the transmission system, reflecting the fact
that cost depends on the distance and direction that power is being transmitted
as well as the level of power being transmitted.” Generators can be credited
for reducing overall transmission flows.

Sweden There is a nodal annual capacity charge in Sweden based on 51
nodes [THE19]. The locational differentiation is based solely on the latitude:
the charge is higher in the North for generation and higher in the South for
consumption, so that generators pay more in the North whereas consumers pay
more in the South.

Locational capacity market

France There is a capacity market in France, but it has no spatial differen-
tiation. However, as discussed in [EKH20], France has recently implemented
a specific tender to build new capacity in Brittany that was facing adequacy
issues. This particular capacity tender thus had explicit spatial differentiation.

Locational energy-based signal

Norway and Sweden are indicative examples of European markets that imple-
ment an energy-based signal with spatial differentiation. In both countries, the
signal corresponds to a multiplier on the zonal price [EKH20].

Norway The Norwegian system has an energy component to the tariffs, the
so-called “energiledd” (energy part). It depends on a “marginal loss rate”
that is different for every location in the system [Sta19]. The loss factors are
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Instrument Example country Specificity

Locational capacity signal

Great Britain Differentiation based on 27 zones.

Ireland Specific methodology called the reverse MW-mile approach.

Based on the distance, direction and level of transmitted power.

Sweden Depends only on the latitude.

Locational capacity market

France Specific tender on top of capacity market for Brittany.

Locational energy signal

Norway Marginal loss rate multiplier on energy price.

Updated on a weekly basis.

Sweden Loss coefficient multiplier on the energy price.

Linearly dependent on latitude.

Updated on a yearly basis and fixed for the whole year.

Market-based re-dispatch

Mandatory for units > 60MW.

Pay-as-bid.

Table 4.2: Summary of the different examples of existing implementations of loca-
tional instruments in Europe

updated every week based on a given load, and differentiated for day/night and
weekday/weekend. They are administratively limited at ±15%.

Sweden In Sweden, energy charges are based on a loss coefficient that de-
pends linearly on the latitude of the node [THE19]. The coefficients are updated
on a yearly basis.

Market-based re-dispatch

The Netherlands The Dutch market is an indicative example of a market
where re-dispatch is market-based, as documented in [Ten19]. Participation
to re-dispatch is mandatory for units with a capacity that exceeds 60MW and
voluntary for units with a lower capacity. The market is pay-as-bid.

Summary

Table 4.2 provides a summary of the different examples of existing implemen-
tations of locational market instruments in Europe.

4.2.4 Preview of the policy messages

From our analysis, we conclude that seven of the studied designs are theoret-
ically able to recover the efficiency of the nodal benchmark: two-sided capac-
ity markets with technology differentiation, one-sided capacity markets with a
negative capacity price and technology differentiation, all three energy markets
(whether two-sided or one-sided), market-based re-dispatch with a two-sided
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capacity market and market-based re-dispatch with a one-sided capacity mar-
ket and a positive capacity price. These conclusions only hold under a set of
strict assumptions. In particular, the efficiency of capacity and energy markets
only holds under specific conditions on the feasible set of zonal net positions.
These assumptions are not respected in the current European methodology of
capacity calculation. We find that, although it restores a locational component
in the electricity price, the least efficient solution is obtained in the case of zonal
pricing with market-based re-dispatch. This is due to the distortion of long-run
incentives due to arbitrage when the two markets co-exist, and confirms results
of the literature that are obtained with short-term models.

These results are revisited from a theoretical point of view in section 4.3,
and from an empirical point of view in section 4.4.

4.3 Analysis

4.3.1 Modeling framework and main assumptions

The goal of this chapter is to develop a modeling framework for comparing the
different designs of market-based congestion management in the long run. We
model the long-run economic equilibrium on the electricity market as a Nash
equilibrium between three types of agents: a single TSO, the producers, and a
Walrasian auctioneer that enforces market clearing conditions (i.e. as the power
exchange). In order to focus on the difference between the designs regarding
congestion management, we adopt a set of simplifying assumptions that allow
us to isolate the effects related to congestion management. In particular, we
assume that the market is perfectly competitive, and we model the agents
as price takers. This implies that we ignore market power. Although real
markets deviate from the situation of perfect competition, our view is that
it remains essential to understand the performance of market designs under
perfect competition, as it is unlikely that identified inefficiencies will disappear
in imperfectly competitive markets. The assumption of perfect competition
allows us to keep the models transparent and tractable.

We assume that the profit-maximizing problems of all agents are convex
and that there are no inter-temporal operating constraints: in the short run, all
periods are independent. We consider that producers can invest in generation
capacity in a continuous way, and we ignore transmission capacity expansion,
for which the continuity assumption would be unrealistic. Electricity demand
is assumed to be known and inelastic1.

The investment problem is a two-stage problem in which producers first
decide on their investment and then decide on their production at each period

1It is worth emphasizing that this is a strong assumption in the current and future elec-
tricity system where demand response is expected to play an increasingly important role.
More importantly, in a situation where it becomes very difficult to monitor the opportunity
costs of consumers, the importance of the assumption of perfect cost-based re-dispatch, which
is also a condition for the restoration of nodal efficiency, should not be underestimated.
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in the short-run market given their investment decision. Under the assumption
of perfect competition, however, the two-stage formulation is equivalent to a
single-stage formulation where the agents decide at the same time their invest-
ment and their production in the short-run market [GOS13]. For this reason,
throughout the chapter we consider only single-stage formulations.

In the simplest situation, i.e. when there is no additional market instru-
ment, agents compete on a single market, the electricity market, with location-
ally differentiated prices (with nodal granularity for nodal pricing and zonal
granularity for zonal pricing). Throughout the chapter, we add different mar-
ket instruments (capacity or energy-based locational instruments, as well as
market-based re-dispatch). These market instruments are represented as ad-
ditional markets in which the agents compete. For the same reason as the
one mentioned in the previous paragraph, we use a single-stage formulation in
which agents compete at the same time in the electricity market and in markets
for additional instruments.

For zonal pricing models, we consider both models with cost-based re-
dispatch and models with market-based re-dispatch. In the case of cost-based
re-dispatch, we assume that the variable cost of production is perfectly known
to the TSO when compensating the producers. Moreover, all resources are
available for re-dispatch, and there is no irrevocable decision based on the out-
come of the zonal pricing auction. In particular, there is no unit commitment
decision made based on the zonal auction, and we assume that the zonal net
positions cleared in the zonal auction are not firm and can be freely modified
during the re-dispatch phase.

We now describe the models for the different market designs that we con-
sider based on this common modeling framework and set of assumptions.

4.3.2 Nodal and zonal pricing benchmarks

Nodal pricing

As we describe in the previous chapter (in section 3.3), the nodal capacity
expansion problem can be written as follows:

min
xin,yint

∑
int

MCiyint +
∑
in

ICinxin

s.t. Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

rnt −
∑
in

yint +Dnt = 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

r:t ∈ R, t ∈ T

(4.1)

Note that we have omitted, here, the possibility for load shedding in Problem
(4.1) to lighten the formulations, but the analysis would be similar if it would be
accounted for. Problem (4.1) describes both the results of a centralized capacity
expansion problem and of its decentralized counterpart, where the three types
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of agents (TSO, producers and auctioneer) compete on an electricity market
with nodal pricing.

Within our set of assumptions, the nodal pricing market design achieves
the best efficiency possible while managing congestion in a market-based way,
in the sense that it achieves the lowest possible total operating and investment
cost in the long run. Therefore, the results of this nodal pricing problem are
used as a benchmark throughout the chapter. In particular, we say that a
market design is efficient if it achieves the same total cost as the nodal pricing
design.

Zonal pricing

The zonal pricing market design is a building block for the different designs
that we compare in the chapter, which correspond to market-based instruments
added on top of the pure zonal pricing design. For this reason, pure zonal
pricing is also an important benchmark in order to evaluate the impact of
each instrument on efficiency. The formulation of the equilibrium in pure zonal
pricing is a direct extension of its nodal pricing version, as we discuss in chapter
3, and can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem:

min
xin,yint

∑
int

MCiyint +
∑
in

ICinxin

s.t. Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

pzt −
∑

i,n∈N(z)

yint +Dzt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

p:t ∈ P, t ∈ T

(4.2)

Note that we have made an additional modification to the model of the previous
chapter (model (3.6)): we assume, here, that the investment cost depends on
the location and, as a consequence, that the investment decision has nodal
granularity. We make this assumption in order to obtain more general results
for the instruments that can restore the efficiency of zonal pricing.

We keep the definition of P general at this stage, and only assume that
it includes the power balance constraint (

∑
zt pzt = 0 ∀t ∈ T ) and that it

depends solely on grid quantities. This is a necessary condition for the equiva-
lence between centralized and decentralized formulations to hold. The reader is
referred to section 4.3.6 for a discussion of the impact of different formulations
of P on the analysis of this chapter.

Cost-based re-dispatch Problem (4.2) correctly represents the investment
and production decisions in the zonal auction that would result from zonal pric-
ing followed by cost-based re-dispatch within our set of assumptions. Indeed,
as cost-based re-dispatch does not modify the revenues of the producers, their
investment decision is based solely on the results of the zonal auction itself.
Problem (4.2), however, is not sufficient to understand the efficiency of zonal
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pricing in the long run as the obtained dispatch yint does not respect the real
nodal transmission constraints of the grid. The TSO must resort to re-dispatch
and its cost must be accounted for when computing efficiency. As stated in
section 4.3.1, we assume in this chapter that the TSO has full flexibility when
performing re-dispatch. The goal of the TSO is to minimize re-dispatch cost,
which is equivalent to solving a nodal economic dispatch problem at each period
given capacity investments x̄in:

min
yint≥0

∑
in

MCiyint

s.t. Xin + x̄in − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N

rn −
∑
i

yint +Dn = 0, n ∈ N

r:t ∈ R

(4.3)

TSO coordination for re-dispatch As we mention in section 4.3.1, this
model of re-dispatch assumes that there is no constraint on the final net po-
sitions obtained after re-dispatch, in line with the assumption made in the
analysis of the short-term efficiency of zonal pricing in chapter 2 (see, for in-
stance, the discussion in section 2.5.5). This implies that the TSOs coordinate
perfectly including in resorting to cross-border re-dispatch. This assumption is
important, as it implies that zonal pricing is efficient in the short run. Indeed,
in this case, the re-dispatch problem of the TSO is equivalent to the nodal
economic dispatch problem, and the final dispatch obtained is thus the same
as the dispatch obtained under nodal pricing. The two designs would thus
differ only by the allocation of revenues between the different agents. For this
reason, as we try to understand the designs that can restore the efficiency of
zonal pricing, this assumption can also be viewed in this work as a necessary
condition without which the recovery of efficiency is not guaranteed to take
place in zonal pricing.

Although this condition is not fully respected in the current European
practices, there is ongoing effort towards improved cross-border coordination.
Indeed, the Guideline on Capacity Allocation and Congestion Management
(CACM) of the European Commission states that TSOs should develop a
common methodology for coordinated re-dispatch and countertrading ([Eur15],
Art. 35, §1). Moreover, it is now stated explicitly that cross-border re-dispatch
must be considered for the calculation of available cross-border capacity in the
recent recast of the electricity regulation ([Eur19], Art.16, §4). This is the rea-
son why we do not penalize the deviation from day-ahead net positions in the
re-dispatch problem2.

2Recall that the sensitivity of the short-term market results with respect to this assump-
tion is analyzed in section 2.5.5
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4.3.3 Locational capacity markets

In this section, we investigate the potential of locational capacity markets for
improving the efficiency of investment under zonal pricing. In particular, we
would like to understand the conditions under which such an instrument could
lead to an equivalent efficiency between nodal and zonal pricing. We assume
that the producers and the TSO interact in a capacity market in addition to the
electricity market. The existing initiative in Europe that is the closest to the
situation that we model here is the case of France, with the spatially constrained
tender on top of the capacity market that was organized in Brittany, as we
discuss in further detail in section 4.2.3.

We assume that the TSO has a certain inflexible demand of capacity in
the capacity market that is based on the solution of a prospective resource
adequacy study. This corresponds to current practices, such as ENTSO-E’s
Mid-term Adequacy Forecast [ENT20].

Resource adequacy. We assume that the resource adequacy problem solved
by the TSO is a nodal capacity expansion problem with perfect information
on the state of the system, including on marginal and investment costs of the
producers. This is a strong assumption that can also be viewed in the context
of this work as a condition without which efficiency of nodal pricing is not
guaranteed be recovered. The TSO therefore solves a problem that is exactly
equivalent to problem (4.1) prior to its participation to the capacity market.
We denote by x̄in the value of the optimal investment in the solution of problem
(4.1).

Two-sided capacity market with locational and technological differ-
entiation

We start by considering the case of a capacity market that has full flexibility: it
is two-sided and depends on the location n and technology i of the investment.
We describe successively the profit-maximizing problem of each agent in the
electricity and capacity markets in this case.

Producers.

max
yint,xin

∑
t

(
ρZ(n)tyint −MCiyint

)
− ICinxin − πinxin

s.t. Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0

xin, yint ≥ 0

(4.4)

where πin is the capacity price. If it is positive (negative), it corresponds to an
additional cost (revenue) to the producers.
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TSO. The TSO maximizes its profit from the transmission of electricity, given
the zonal prices, by controlling the injection and withdrawal of power in every
zone while ensuring that the resulting zonal net positions belong to P, the set
of feasible zonal net positions:

max
pzt
−
∑
zt

pztρzt

s.t. p:t ∈ P
(4.5)

Auctioneer of the electricity market. The auctioneer determines zonal
prices while ensuring that the market clears in every zone of the network. This
function can be represented as a profit-maximizing problem for zone z and
period t as:

max
ρzt

ρzt(pzt +Dzt −
∑

i,n∈N(z)

yint) (4.6)

Auctioneer of the capacity market. In the capacity market, the auction-
eer determines the price that leads to a matching between the capacity invested
by the producers and the inflexible demand of the TSO:

max
πin

πin(x̄in − xin) (4.7)

Note that this way of modeling capacity markets is similar to the one pro-
posed in [GOS13]. However, compared to the formulation of [GOS13], we add
technological and locational differentiation in the capacity market.

Equivalent optimization problem. It can be easily checked (by comparing
KKT conditions) that, in this case, the Nash equilibrium can be obtained by
solving the following equivalent optimization problem:

min
xin,yint

∑
int

MCiyint +
∑
in

ICinxin

s.t. Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

pzt −
∑

i,n∈N(z)

yint +Dzt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

p:t ∈ P, t ∈ T
x̄in − xin = 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N

(4.8)

We are interested in the conditions under which Problem (4.8), which corre-
sponds to the equilibrium in zonal pricing with a two-sided capacity market, is
efficient in the long run. As stated in section 4.3.2, we already know that zonal
pricing followed by cost-based re-dispatch is efficient in the short run under
our assumptions. Moreover, any solution to Problem (4.8), if it exists, leads
to the same investment decisions as the nodal pricing benchmark. Therefore,
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any equilibrium in zonal pricing with a two-sided capacity market will be effi-
cient if it exists, and it only remains to determine the conditions on P under
which existence can be guaranteed. In the following definition, we propose a
condition, that we call nodal consistency, which is both natural to require for
a well-defined set of feasible net positions and sufficient for the existence.

Definition 4.1. The feasible set of zonal net positions P is said to be nodal
consistent if there exists a solution to the nodal capacity expansion problem,
with r∗ the vector of values of the nodal net injections in that solution, such
that

p∗:t ∈ P ∀t ∈ T

with

p∗zt =
∑

n∈N(z)

r∗nt ∀z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

In words, P is nodal consistent if it contains, at each time period, a vector of
zonal net positions that aggregates a vector of nodal net injections that solves
the nodal capacity expansion problem.

Proposition 4.1. If P is nodal consistent, then any equilibrium in zonal pric-
ing with a two-sided capacity market is efficient.

The proof of Proposition 4.1, as well as the proofs of all propositions of this
chapter, are relegated to Appendix 4.A of this chapter.

One-sided capacity markets

In the previous paragraphs we have established that two-sided capacity markets
can recover the efficiency of nodal pricing. One is thus naturally motivated to
pose the question whether it is possible to obtain an equivalence between nodal
and zonal investment with a one-sided capacity market.

Recovering the optimal spatial configuration of investment requires, in a
nodal pricing setting, to allow the market to produce electricity prices that
may penalize or subsidize investment of specific technologies in given locations.
The zonal price distorts this by imposing an average zonal price in all nodes
of a given zone. Thus, recovering the behavior of optimal nodal prices requires
the zonal market to be able to lift or depress the remuneration of specific
technologies in specific locations through locational capacity charges that are
sometimes positive, and sometimes negative. If we impose that these charges be
only positive or only negative, then a non-trivial question emerges of whether
one can still recover optimal investment. The answer is not a priori negative,
because what may ultimately drive investments is differentials between price
signals, but this needs to be examined more carefully, which is the exact task
that we undertake in this section, first in the case of a negative capacity price
and then, in the positive case.
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Negative capacity price. This is the situation of a capacity market where
investment in a certain technology and in a certain node is subsidized, but no
investment is penalized. This corresponds more closely to current practices
regarding capacity remuneration mechanisms in Europe, for which the goal is
indeed to remunerate investment, not penalize it (see [SM21] for a discussion
of the different mechanisms curretly implemented in Europe). In this case, the
optimization problem of the auctioneer of the capacity market is modified in
order to add a non-positivity constraint on the capacity price:

max
πin≤0

πin(x̄in − xin) (4.9)

Duality implies that, in the corresponding optimization problem, the capacity
invested can only be forced to be greater than or equal to the nodal investment:

min
xin,yint

∑
int

MCiyint +
∑
in

ICinxin

s.t. Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

pzt −
∑

i,n∈N(z)

yint +Dzt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

p:t ∈ P, t ∈ T
xin − x̄in ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N

(4.10)

It turns out that, in this case, efficiency can also be guaranteed under certain
conditions, as we show with Proposition 4.2. In order to determine a sufficient
condition for which efficiency holds in the one-sided case, we use the concept
of the nodal capacity factor.

Definition 4.2. The nodal capacity factor of a technology i in a node n, that
we denote by γin, is the proportion of time for which the technology produces a
positive quantity in a solution of the nodal capacity expansion problem, i.e.

γin =

∑
t∈T (ȳint > 0)

|T |
(4.11)

where ȳint is the production in an optimal solution of the nodal capacity expan-
sion problem.

Proposition 4.2. If P is nodal consistent and if ∀i, j ∈ I, n ∈ N, i ̸= j,

ICin
|T |

+MCi < MCj (4.12)

implies that
ICin
|T |

− ICjn
|T |

< γjn(MCj −MCi) (4.13)

with γjn > 0 in at least one solution to the nodal capacity expansion problem,
then any equilibrium in zonal pricing and a one-sided capacity market with a
nonpositive capacity price is efficient.
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In order to understand better this condition, assume a very simple two-
node one-zone network with a single transmission line with zero capacity. The
demand in the first node (node 1) is equal to D during the first half of the ca-
pacity expansion horizon and 0 in the second half. The opposite holds for node
2, with 0 demand in the first half and D in the second. There are two candi-
date technologies, A and B, with respective costs ICA,MCA and ICB ,MCB .
Assume that

ICA
|T |

+
1

2
MCA <

ICB
|T |

+
1

2
MCB (4.14)

This implies that the optimal nodal solution is to invest two units of technology
A in the two nodes, with capacities D. Is it possible that the zonal solution
with a lower bound xA ≥ D and xB ≥ 0 in the two nodes can deviate from
the nodal optimal investment? This would be the case if it is beneficial for the
system to invest an additional capacity D of technology B in the system so as
to cover the zonal demand, which is constant at a level D during the whole
horizon. This holds when

ICB
|T |

+MCB < MCA (4.15)

Conditions (4.14) and (4.15) are not mutually exclusive, and it is possible to
find values for the costs such that both conditions are respected (which would
mean that, although the optimal investment solution is to build technology
A only, the zonal solution would build technology B and thus be inefficient).
Take, for instance, ICA = 0,MCA = 10, ICB/|T | = 3,MCB = 3. But this
situation is very specific: it takes place due to the important congestion and
the specific choice of costs. The condition that we impose in Proposition 4.2
prevents such cases from occurring.

Intuitively, one understands that the problem here lies in the fact that the
marginal cost of the existing capacity of technology A is too high. Therefore, no
matter how the investment in technology A is subsidized (through a negative
capacity price), it will always be better to invest also in technology B in order
to cover the zonal demand, which is inefficient.

Positive capacity price. In the same vein, under this framework one can
easily model the situation in which a non-negative capacity price is imposed.
This corresponds to a market design with locationally and technologically dif-
ferentiated connection charges. In this case, the equivalent optimization prob-
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lem to the Nash equilibrium becomes as follows:

min
xin,yint

∑
int

MCiyint +
∑
in

ICinxin

s.t. Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

pzt −
∑

i,n∈N(z)

yint +Dzt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

p:t ∈ P
x̄in − xin ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N

(4.16)

The capacity of the nodal benchmark now implies an upper bound on the
investment. In this case, however, the efficiency is in general not recovered.
Here, the situation is quite different than with a negative price: one cannot
find a simple condition for which efficiency would be obtained. Indeed, let us
consider again our simple two-node one-zone example. Assume that there is
only a single technology, such that the condition for efficiency of the negative
price is trivially respected. In this case, the nodal solution is to invest D
capacity of the only technology available in both nodes. The upper bounds,
however, are not constraining in the zonal solution which will be optimal with
a single unit of capacity D invested.

Technology-independent capacity markets

The previous results have all been obtained under the assumption that the
capacity markets are differentiated between all technologies. Although this is
a necessary condition for a capacity-based market to be efficient [Eic21], it
is usually not the case in existing market-based price signals [EKH20]. This
assumption can easily be lifted within our modeling framework. In this case, the
dual variables of the capacity market clearing constraints depend only on the
node and so do the constraints. The equivalent optimization problem remains
the same, except for the capacity market clearing constraints which now read
as: ∑

i∈I
xin −

∑
i∈I

x̄in ≥ 0, n ∈ N (4.17)

The loss of efficiency associated to lack of technological differentiation can easily
be evaluated by solving this new optimization problem. We confirm, indeed,
experimentally that this design fails to recover nodal efficiency, as discussed in
detail in the case study of section 4.4.

4.3.4 Locational energy markets

The second class of instruments that we consider in this chapter are locational
energy markets. These additional markets imply that, in addition to the elec-
tricity price, a locationally differentiated energy price is added, which can be
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either positive or negative. The models of this section can be seen as closely
related to the exiting market design in Norway and Sweden, where a location-
ally differentiated multiplier is added on top of the zonal electricity price, as
we discuss in further detail in section 4.2.3.

Two-sided markets

Let us start with the case of a two-sided energy market by describing succes-
sively the profit-maximizing problems of each type of agent.

Producers. The objective of the producers is modified by the addition of the
locational energy price νnt to their marginal cost.

max
xin,yint

∑
t

(
(ρZ(n)t − νnt −MCi)yint

)
− ICinxin

s.t. Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0

xin ≥ 0, yint ≥ 0

(4.18)

In this setting, νnt plays the role of a nodal adder to the zonal electricity price,
in an analogous way as the multiplier on the zonal price in the Norwegian and
Swedish markets.

TSO. The TSO collects the zonal congestion rent as well as the revenues (or
costs) from its participation to the energy market, so that the total production
at each node n and time t is feasible with the nodal constraints of the grid.

max
pzt,ỹnt

−
∑
zt

pztρzt −
∑
nt

rntνnt

s.t. p:t ∈ P
r:t ∈ R

(4.19)

Note that the part of the TSO problem that relates to the zonal electricity
market (and involves variable p) and to the nodal energy market (with vari-
able r) are independent. Consequently, they could also be formulated in two
separate optimization problems. Here, we chose to represent them in the single
optimization problem (4.19) for conciseness.

Auctioneer of the electricity market. The problem of the auctioneer of
the zonal market does not change (see Problem (4.6)).

Auctioneer of the energy market. In the locational energy market, the
auctioneer determines the energy prices so that the total injection determined
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at node n and time t by the TSO (rnt) matches the demand Dnt and the total
power produced at node n and time t (

∑
i yint):

max
νnt

νnt

(
rnt −

∑
i

yint +Dnt

)
(4.20)

Note that, ultimately, these energy prices are determined so as to restore net-
work feasibility, represented by R in the TSO problem.

Equivalent optimization problem. Using the same reasoning as in the
previous section, a Nash equilibrium can be obtained by solving the following
equivalent optimization problem:

min
xin,yint

∑
int

MCiyint +
∑
in

ICinxin

s.t. Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

− pzt +
∑

i∈I,n∈N(z)

yint −
∑

n∈N(z)

Dnt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

p:t ∈ P, t ∈ T

− rnt +
∑
i

yint −Dnt = 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T

r:t ∈ R, t ∈ T

(4.21)

Using the definition of nodal consistency that we introduced in section 4.3.3
(Definition 4.1), it is quite straightforward to observe that (4.21) is equivalent
to the nodal problem and therefore leads to the same efficiency as the nodal
capacity expansion problem.

Proposition 4.3. If P is nodal consistent, then zonal pricing with an energy-
based tariff is efficient.

This result is identical to that obtained in the case of capacity-based tariffs
(Proposition 4.1). In both cases we are implicitly given the freedom to modify
energy remuneration both upward and downward, such that the scarcity rents
exactly match the investment costs of the optimal spatial technology configura-
tion; in the capacity-based case this is implicit, because it is a direct payment
on the invested capacity, whereas in the energy-based case it is clear that it is
a direct remuneration of energy.

One-sided markets

As in the case of capacity-based markets, one may wonder whether the equiv-
alence holds if we restrict ourselves to one-sided markets, i.e. when the energy
price is restricted to be non-negative or non-positive. If we consider a non-
negative price, which is probably the most realistic case in practice, as it could
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be assimilated to an energy-based tariff, using duality we can show that the
equivalent optimization problem is modified by transforming the market clear-
ing equality constraint to an inequality:

−rnt +
∑
i

yint −Dnt ≥ 0 (4.22)

One can observe that this does not impact the equivalence with the nodal
benchmark, as this inequality is always tight in any solution of Problem (4.21).
Indeed, the following equivalences hold successively:∑

zt

pzt = 0

⇔
∑
zt

( ∑
i,n∈N(z)

yint −
∑

n∈N(z)

Dnt

)
= 0

⇔
∑
nt

(∑
i

yint −Dnt

)
= 0

As
∑
nt rnt = 0, we deduce that∑

nt

(
− rnt +

∑
i

yint −Dnt

)
= 0

which, using the fact that each −rnt +
∑
i yint − Dnt must be non-negative,

leads to

−rnt +
∑
i

yint −Dnt = 0, ∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T

The reasoning holds also in the case of a non-positive price.

4.3.5 Market-based re-dispatch

The last class of models that we consider in this chapter are zonal pricing mod-
els with market-based re-dispatch. Unlike in cost-based re-dispatch that works
with mandatory participation and does not influence the payoff of the agents,
in market-based re-dispatch, the re-dispatch step is organized as a market with
voluntary participation in which participants can bid freely and make profit.
As the re-dispatch market is nodal, it is a natural candidate for restoring lo-
cational signals in zonal markets. Our goal is to understand the conditions
under which zonal pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch can recover
the efficiency of nodal pricing. We formulate the long-run equilibrium in the
same unifying modeling framework as the one that we developed for zonal pric-
ing with cost-based re-dispatch in the previous sections. We therefore use the
same assumptions as those introduced in section 4.3.1. In addition, we assume
as in [HS20] that the re-dispatch market is organized with marginal pricing
as opposed to pay-as-bid pricing, the latter being the rule in most existing
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re-dispatch markets. The reason is that, under the assumption of perfect com-
petition, the outcome of the two types of auctions is identical [HL15]. We also
follow the assumption of [HS20] by preventing pure financial arbitrage. Using
the terminology of [HS20], our model is based on asset-backed arbitrage which
implies that participants can only bid quantities that they would be able to
physically produce in both the zonal and the re-dispatch markets.

The models that we present in this section are closely related to the situation
in the Netherlands, where re-dispatch is partly market-based. We refer the
reader to section 4.2.3 for more details.

We now proceed to the sequential description of the profit-maximizing prob-
lems of each agent under our unifying framework.

Producers. The producers have the opportunity to participate in two dif-
ferent markets: the zonal market and the re-dispatch market. We denote by
yint the quantity cleared in the zonal market and ỹint the re-dispatch quantity
cleared in the re-dispatch market, which is positive (negative) in case of upward
(downward) re-dispatch.

max
yint,ỹint,xin

∑
t

(
ρZ(n)tyint + ρ̃ntỹint −MCi(yint + ỹint)

)
− ICinxin

s.t. (µint) :Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0

(µ̃int) :Xin + xin − yint − ỹint ≥ 0

(δint) : yint + ỹint ≥ 0

xin, yint ≥ 0

(4.23)

where ρzt is the zonal price and ρ̃nt is the nodal re-dispatch price.
Problem (4.23) represents a situation where the producers can take advan-

tage of arbitrage between the two markets. Indeed, observe that if ρZ(n)t > ρ̃nt,
then the producers have the possibility to extract a profit in the market with-
out actually producing, by setting yint = −ỹint = Xin+ xin. This corresponds
to a situation where the producers would be cleared a certain quantity in the
zonal market that would lead to the violation of certain nodal transmission
constraints. The producers would have to be re-dispatched down by the same
quantity in the re-dispatch market in order to recover a feasible dispatch and
would keep a revenue equal to the generating capacity multiplied by the dif-
ference between the two prices. This arbitrage is what is often called inc-dec
gaming in the literature and in practice.

Mathematically, the marginal revenue that the producers can extract through
arbitrage is quantified by the dual variable of the first constraint of Problem
(4.23), that we denote by µint. In the sequel, we refer to the total revenue
obtained from inc-dec gaming on the whole horizon, i.e.

∑
t∈T µint, as the

arbitrage rent.
We split the description of the TSO problems in the zonal and re-dispatch

markets in the interest of clarity. As the two problems are completely indepen-
dent, this can be done without loss of generality.
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TSO in the zonal market. This problem is the same as in the previous
sections (see Problem 4.5).

TSO in RDM. In the RDM, the TSO has to buy re-dispatch resources (r̃nt,
negative or positive) in order to recover a nodal dispatch (rnt) that is feasible
for the constraints of the DC approximation of the power flow equations.

max
r,r̃
−
∑
n

r̃ntρ̃nt

s.t. rn −
∑
i

yint +Dnt − r̃nt = 0

r:t ∈ R

(4.24)

Auctioneer in the zonal market. This problem is the same as in the
previous sections (see Problem 4.6).

Auctioneer in the RDM.

max
ρ̃nt

ρ̃nt(r̃nt −
∑
i

ỹint) (4.25)

It is important to note that the right solution concept for this game is that
of a generalized Nash equilibrium (GNE). Indeed, the feasible set of the TSO in
the RDM, as described in Problem (4.24), is based on the nodal net injections in
the physical dispatch, that depend on the production (yint) in the zonal market.
This has consequences in terms of the properties of the equilibrium. On the
one hand, the equilibrium is not equivalent to a single optimization problem.
On the other hand, the question of existence and uniqueness of equilibria is
not as straightforward as in the case of Nash equilibria that we encountered
in the other designs considered in this chapter. Although the equilibrium is
not equivalent to a single optimization problem, it can still be formulated as a
single problem in the form of an MLCP.

Equivalent MLCP. The equivalent MLCP can be obtained by aggregating
the KKT optimality conditions (which are necessary and sufficient for linear
programs) of the profit-maximizing problem of every agent. Using Greek letters
for denoting dual variables for each constraint, we obtain the following MLCP:

0 ≤ xin ⊥ ICin −
∑
t∈T

µint −
∑
t∈T

µ̃int ≥ 0 (4.26a)

0 ≤ yint ⊥MCi + µint + µ̃int − ρZ(n)t − δint ≥ 0 (4.26b)

ỹint free ⊥MCi + µ̃int − ρ̃nt − δint = 0 (4.26c)

0 ≤ µint ⊥ Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0 (4.26d)
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0 ≤ µ̃int ⊥ Xin + xin − yint − ỹint ≥ 0 (4.26e)

0 ≤ δint ⊥ yint + ỹint ≥ 0 (4.26f)

pzt free ⊥ ρzt +
∑
m

Vmzγmt = 0 (4.26g)

0 ≤ γmt ⊥Wm −
∑
z

Vmzpzt ≥ 0 (4.26h)

r̃nt free ⊥ ρ̃nt − νnt = 0 (4.26i)

rnt free ⊥ νnt +
∑
m

Ṽmnγ̃mt = 0 (4.26j)

νnt free ⊥ −rnt +
∑
i

yint −Dnt + r̃nt = 0 (4.26k)

0 ≤ γ̃mt ⊥ W̃m −
∑
n

Ṽmnrnt ≥ 0 (4.26l)

ρzt free ⊥ −pzt +
∑

i,n∈N(z)

yint −Dzt = 0 (4.26m)

ρ̃nt free ⊥ −r̃nt +
∑
in

ỹint = 0 (4.26n)

where we define V ∈ RM×|Z|, W ∈ RM and M ∈ N such that

p ∈ P ⇔Wm −
∑
z

Vmzpz ≥ 0,m ∈ {1, ...,M}

and Ṽ ∈ RM̃×|N |, W̃ ∈ RM̃ and M̃ ∈ N such that

r ∈ R ⇔ W̃m −
∑
n

Ṽmnrn ≥ 0,m ∈ {1, ..., M̃}

which are well-defined as both P and R are polytopes.

Validation. When the investment decisions are fixed, the MLCP (4.26) mod-
els the same equilibrium as the one described in [HS18] and one can check that
it reproduces the results of [HS18] when applied on the same instance.

Existence of solutions. It turns out that the existence of solutions is guar-
anteed for this problem under a few additional light assumptions, as we show
in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.4. If the marginal costs, the investment costs and the demand
in all nodes are positive and if the set P is such that Wm ≥ 0 ∀m ∈ M , then
model (4.26) has a solution.
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Market-based re-dispatch with locational capacity market

As the long-run equilibrium of zonal pricing followed by market-based re-
dispatch is not guaranteed to be efficient, which we also confirm in the exper-
iments of section 4.4, one may wonder whether its efficiency can theoretically
be recovered by adding locational capacity markets. This is what we analyze
in the present section.

Two-sided markets We start by considering the case of a two-sided capacity
market with locational and technological differentiation, as in section 4.3.3 for
cost-based re-dispatch. An auctioneer for the capacity market is added, which
leads to the following additional complementarity condition:

πin free ⊥ x̄in − xin = 0 (4.27)

The investment condition becomes

0 ≤ xin ⊥ ICin −
∑
t∈T

µint −
∑
t∈T

µ̃int + πin ≥ 0 (4.28)

Observe that the question of the efficiency of this design in the long run reduces
to the question of the efficiency of pure zonal pricing followed by market-based
re-dispatch in the short run. Indeed, equation (4.27) fixes the investment to x̄in,
the optimal investment of the nodal solution, while equation (4.28) becomes
trivial with the addition of the free πin variable. In the next proposition, we
establish the short-run efficiency of this design.

Proposition 4.5. Under the set of assumptions described in section 4.3.1,
zonal pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch is efficient in the short run.

Proposition 4.5 should be seen as being closely related to Proposition 4 of
[HL15], which also states that zonal pricing with market-based re-dispatch is
efficient in the short run under a slightly different framework and assumptions.
In particular, [HL15] assume that the TSO sets the inter-zonal flows to their
level in the efficient dispatch. This assumption is related to our assumption
of perfect TSO coordination in the re-dispatch stage: both assumptions imply
that the efficient dispatch can be recovered during the re-dispatch stage.

Corollary 4.6. Zonal pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch augmented
with a two-sided capacity market with locational and technological differentia-
tion is efficient.

One-sided capacity market One may wonder whether the same result can
be obtained with a one-sided capacity market. As we discuss when we introduce
the profit-maximizing problem of the producers (Problem (4.23)), market-based
re-dispatch results in general in an excess of profit for producers, as they can
extract additional revenues by taking advantage of arbitrage between the zonal
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market and the re-dispatch market. Therefore, the best candidate for recover-
ing nodal efficiency is a one-sided market with a positive capacity price πin ≥ 0.
The capacity market clearing condition now becomes:

0 ≤ πin ⊥ x̄in − xin ≥ 0 (4.29)

Proposition 4.7. There exists a locationally and technologically differentiated
capacity price that recovers the efficiency of nodal pricing followed by market-
based re-dispatch.

The proof of Proposition 4.7, which can be found in Appendix 4.A, is a
constructive proof that shows that it is theoretically possible to define a price
πin that restores the efficiency of zonal pricing with market-based re-dispatch.
The idea is to simply set this charge to the arbitrage profit that the producers
are expected to be able to make on the market.

Interestingly, this is a symmetrical situation compared to zonal pricing fol-
lowed by cost-based re-dispatch. With cost-based re-dispatch, there is missing
money for investment, and investment must be subsidized if we want to recover
the efficiency of nodal pricing. In zonal pricing followed by market-based re-
dispatch, on the contrary, there are excess profits to the producers that must
be taxed in order to restore efficiency.

One can go even further by noticing that the arbitrage rent
∑
t µint does

not depend on the technology i and will be the same for each technology at a
specific node. Indeed, the arbitrage rent is defined by the following equation:

0 ≤ yint ⊥MCi + µint + µ̃int − ρZ(n)t − δint ≥ 0 (4.30)

From the analysis of the complementarity conditions associated to the re-
dispatch, i.e. MLCP (4.43), we get that at equilibrium, the following must
hold:

µ̃int − δint = ρnt −MCi (4.31)

The complementarity condition on the zonal dispatch can thus be rewritten as:

0 ≤ yint ⊥ ρ̃nt + µint − ρZ(n)t ≥ 0 (4.32)

This equation implies that

µint =

ρZ(n)t − ρ̃nt if ρZ(n)t > ρ̃nt

0 otherwise

(4.33)

which shows that arbitrage rent does not depend on technology i. Therefore,
the result of Proposition 4.7 can be strengthened in the following way:

Proposition 4.8. There exists a locationally differentiated capacity price that
recovers the efficiency of nodal pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch.
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As it stands, the proposition only states that there exists a capacity price
that recovers the efficiency of nodal pricing, i.e. there exists an equilibrium that
is efficient. This means that the efficiency of the design would be guaranteed
to be recovered if an external entity would be able to compute and impose the
price to market participants. One may wonder whether the result still holds if
the charge is computed in a decentralized way, i.e. in a market.

Mathematically, the question of whether the mechanism remains efficient
in this case translates into the question of whether all solutions to the MLCP
augmented with the locational capacity market are efficient. In the case of a
locational capacity market, the investment conditions of producers become

0 ≤ xin ⊥ ICi −
∑
t∈T

µint −
∑
t∈T

µ̃int + πn ≥ 0 (4.34)

where πn is the capacity price. The capacity market clearing condition becomes

0 ≤ πn ⊥
∑
i∈I

x̄in −
∑
i∈I

xin ≥ 0 (4.35)

The result turns out to be affirmative:

Proposition 4.9. Zonal pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch aug-
mented with a locationally differentiated capacity market recovers the efficiency
of nodal pricing.

4.3.6 Feasible set of zonal net positions

In the previous sections, we kept the discussion abstract of considerations re-
garding the specific definition of the feasible set of zonal net positions P. We
have seen, however, that our results depend on the choice of P. In capacity
and energy markets, our results of efficiency hold when P satisfies nodal con-
sistency. The shape of P can also influence the magnitude of the prices of the
instruments needed to recover efficiency. In this section, we describe some of
the possible definitions for P and discuss their implications in the context of
the present study.

Price aggregation

The feasible set of zonal net positions with price aggregation, that we denote
by PPA, was introduced in the previous chapter, section 3.3.2. It can be readily
checked that PPA is nodal consistent.

Flow-based market coupling

FBMC is the default methodology for market coupling in Europe. As we discuss
in chapter 3, the specificity of FBMC is that it depends on the installed capacity
xin, which implies some inefficiency in the context of capacity expansion. In
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the present chapter, it also implies that the definition of nodal consistency must
be adapted to this situation.

Definition 4.3. The feasible set of zonal net positions P is said to be nodal
consistent if there exists a solution to the nodal capacity expansion problem
with r∗ and x∗ respectively the vector of values of the nodal net injections and
the investment in that solution, such that

p∗:t ∈ P(x∗) ∀t ∈ T

with
p∗zt =

∑
n∈N(z)

r∗nt ∀z ∈ Z, t ∈ T

It can be shown that our results of efficiency remain true with this new defi-
nition and it can be easily checked that PFBMC-EP,which is defined in equation
(1.4), is nodal consistent.

Min-RAM

By definition, a zonal market ignores the flows associated to intra-zonal trade,
which implies that re-dispatch is needed in general. As discussed in [Mee20],
TSOs tend to limit cross-border trade in order to decrease re-dispatch. As a
consequence, the European Commission introduced a minimum requirement of
70% for the capacity that should be made available for cross-border trade by
TSOs. This requirement, sometimes referred to as a min-RAM requirement,
can easily be modeled within our framework. Indeed, if we start from the
polytope PPA, we observe that the flow variables fk represent purely flows due
to inter-zonal trade. In zonal pricing with the 70% min-RAM, these flows on
each line should be allowed to reach 70% of the line capacity. Let us denote by
η the min-RAM requirement. The feasible set of zonal net positions under the
min-RAM rule can be written as:

PMR
η =

{
p ∈ R|Z|

∣∣∣∣ ∃(f, r) ∈ R|K| × R|N | : pz =
∑

n∈N(z)

rn ∀z ∈ Z,

fk =
∑
n

PTDFkn · rn ∀k ∈ K,
∑
n

rn = 0,

− η · TCk ≤ fk ≤ η · TCk ∀k ∈ K
} (4.36)

Note that PMR
η is not guaranteed to be nodal consistent, which implies that

our results of efficiency in capacity and energy markets do not hold in this case.

4.4 Simulation results

In this section, we present simulation results for a reduced instance of the CWE
network area. We use the same dataset as the one used in the previous chapter
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and that is presented in section 3.5.1.
Most models that we have presented in section 4.3 can be formulated as lin-

ear programs (LP) and can thus be readily solved by state-of-the-art LP solvers.
The only one that cannot be formulated as an LP is the long-run equilibrium
of zonal pricing with market based re-dispatch which, instead, is equivalent to
the MLCP (4.26). As mentioned in section 4.3.5, this equilibrium corresponds
in fact to a GNE. In this sense, this problem is similar to the decentralized
capacity expansion problem with FBMC, described in the previous chapter in
section 3.4.3. For this reason, the same splitting-based algorithm can be used
for solving MLCP (4.26). The algorithm is described in Appendix B.

For market-based re-dispatch, we modify the MLCP (4.26) in order to make
it more realistic by limiting the amount of arbitrage rent that the producers can
extract. Indeed, as we discuss in section 4.3.5, even in the absence of market
power, producers are incentivized to deviate from bidding at marginal cost in
the zonal market when it is followed by market-based re-dispatch. In practice,
this deviation could catch the attention of the regulator if it is too important
and it is therefore unrealistic to assume that it takes place to its full possible
extent. Although our models assume that market participants are price takers
and only play on quantities, their bidding behavior can be inferred from the
results of MLCP (4.26). Indeed, when the investment is fixed, the solution of
the zonal market can be obtained by solving a modified version of the zonal
economic dispatch problem in which the marginal costs of the producers are
replaced by the re-dispatch price at their node (see Problem (4.47) and the
proof of Proposition 4.7 in Appendix 4.A). For the simulation results of the
case study that we present in this section, the MLCP (4.26) is thus modified
by adding a nodal capacity tax that corresponds to excess profits obtained
from arbitrage. Profits are considered excessive when they correspond to an
equivalent bidding behavior of 30% more (less) than the marginal cost of the
peak-load (base-load) technology in the zonal market.

Unless specified otherwise, we use the price aggregation methodology for
zonal pricing, i.e. set PPA defined in equation (3.4).

4.4.1 Relative performance of policies

Table 4.3 presents the performance in terms of total operational and investment
costs of the different policies. Two policies are able to reproduce the efficiency
of the nodal pricing benchmark: the energy signal policy with full temporal
granularity and market-based re-dispatch with locational connection charges.
In the simulations, we assumed that the capacity-based signals apply only on
the new investment, not on existing units, which explains why the two-sided
capacity market does not recover the efficiency of nodal pricing.

Regarding these capacity markets, our simulation results confirm the the-
oretical result of Proposition 4.2, which states that the efficiency of the two-
sided capacity market instrument can be obtained with its one-sided version
with negative capacity price: the two policies obtain indeed the same efficiency
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Policy Op. cost Inv. cost Total cost

[M€/yr]

Benchmark

Nodal 15,810 10,433 26,243

Zonal with PA 16,835 10,909 27,744

Capacity market

Two-sided (TS) 16,041 10,839 26,880

Negative one-sided 16,041 10,839 26,880

Positive one-sided (POS) 16,899 10,795 27,694

TS no technology differentiation 16,705 10,619 27,324

TS with 70% rule 15,929 11,088 27,016

Energy market

Two-sided 15,809 10,433 26,242

TS low granularity (÷4) 15,911 10,493 26,404

Market-based re-dispatch

Market-based re-dispatch (MBR) 15,860 11,646 27,506

MBR with POS capacity market 15,810 10,433 26,243

Table 4.3: Performance comparison of the different policies.
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in our simulations. Our results also highlight the importance of differentiating
technologies in the capacity market as well as the importance of the design of
the zonal transmission constraints for the efficiency of the instruments. The
loss of efficiency of the capacity market policy when it is not differentiated by
technologies, i.e. the difference between “TS” and “TS no technology differen-
tiation”, is evaluated at 2.4% of the total cost. The loss of efficiency associated
to the use of the feasible set of zonal net positions based on the 70% rule, that
is not nodal-consistent, is estimated at 1.3% (difference between “TS” and “TS
with 70% rule”).

The energy market must have full temporal granularity in order to recover
the efficiency of the nodal benchmark. In practice, this implies that in the
case of an hourly day-ahead auction, the energy price that is added on top
of the zonal day-ahead electricity price must also be updated on an hourly
basis. This renders the policy complicated to implement in practice and one
may wonder what happens if the energy market is implemented with a lower
temporal granularity. The energy market policy with low granularity that
we have simulated has 4 times less temporal granularity than the full energy
market. Its loss of efficiency is estimated in our simulations at 161 M€/year,
which amounts to 0.6% of the total cost.

We observe that, in the long run, zonal pricing followed by market-based re-
dispatch is significantly more costly than the nodal pricing benchmark and only
slightly more efficient that the zonal pricing benchmark, even though excessive
arbitrage profits are prevented through a modification of the MLCP 4.26, as we
discuss in the beginning of section 4.4. We obtain a loss of efficiency compared
to nodal pricing of 4.8% of the total cost. This rise in the total cost is due
almost exclusively to the investment cost, which is to be expected in regards of
the analysis of section 4.3. Indeed, the arbitrage between the zonal electricity
market and nodal re-dispatch market allows producers to extract a rent that
translates to significantly more investment in the long run, but that does not
improve the operational cost. The operational costs of the nodal policy and
the MBR policy are indeed comparable.

Although the MBR policy does not seem to be a good candidate to obtain
an efficient design, it should be highlighted that this policy is probably the best
candidate when appropriate locational instruments are used to steer the right
investment on top of market prices. Indeed, in our simplified framework, the
efficiency of the nodal benchmark is restored with a locational capacity market,
which is probably the easiest instrument to implement among all that we have
discussed in this study.

4.4.2 Value of the instruments and capacity mix

We now turn to the comparison of the different policies based on the value of
the instruments and the capacity mix.

Figure 4.1 shows the different nature of the instruments. The capacity
market is differentiated among technologies, the two-sided energy market has
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Figure 4.1: Total value of the different types of instrument as a function of the bidding
zone. CM-CBR stands for capacity market with cost-based re-dispatch. EM-CBR is
the energy market policy with cost-based re-dispatch. CM-MBR is the combination
of a capacity market and market-based re-dispatch. Different colors are used to
differentiate technologies in the CM-CBR policy. The two different colors for EM-
CBR differentiate the positive and negative prices in the two-sided version of the
market. The value of an instrument is defined as the total amount of money received
or paid by the producers in the corresponding policy, i.e. the price of the instrument
multiplied by the total volume involved.
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both positive and negative prices and the market-based re-dispatch with one-
sided capacity market has only positive prices. We observe that among the
two policies that are able to recover the efficiency of nodal pricing, the one
with market-based re-dispatch requires a significantly smaller total value for
the instrument. This is in part due to the fact that the loss of efficiency in
market-based re-dispatch is moderated by the limit on the bidding behavior of
market participants. In comparison, the capacity market policy with cost-based
re-dispatch, which in this situation does not lead to a full recovery of the nodal
efficiency, leads to even lower total value for the instruments. It is interesting to
observe that, in general in energy markets, the total value of positive prices is
more important than for negative prices. This means that the electricity price
must in general be augmented by a positive energy price. However, the opposite
is true for Belgium where the zonal electricity price must more frequently be
decreased by negative energy prices in order to recover the efficiency. This can
be related to an analysis of the Belgian regulator [CRE19] which observes that
the Belgian day-ahead price that results from market coupling is distorted. The
prices increase in Belgium due to high North-South loop-flows that originate
from congestion in Germany [CRE19].

In Figure 4.2, we compare the investment in new generation capacity be-
tween the different designs, separated in the three main classes of instruments.
Subfigure 4.2a corresponds to zonal pricing with locational capacity markets.
As anticipated by the theory (see Proposition 4.2), the two-sided capacity mar-
ket and one-sided capacity market with negative price lead to the same invest-
ment. This is not the case, however, for the one-sided version with positive
price. This highlights the fact that zonal pricing with cost-based re-dispatch
leads, in general, to a lack of investment that must be corrected with addi-
tional revenues to the investors, not additional costs. There is also an ineffi-
ciency associated to zonal pricing with locational capacity markets when the
capacity prices are not differentiated among technologies, as already observed
in [GKL+19]. In this case, as one can observe in Figure 4.2, the policy will
tend to favor peak technologies that exhibit low investment costs. Subfigure
4.2b relates to zonal pricing with locational energy markets. Efficiency can
be recovered in this case under the condition that the energy price has full
temporal granularity. When the temporal granularity is not complete, the sit-
uation is somehow reverse to the one observed in capacity markets: peak-load
technologies, that exhibit high marginal costs, tend to be penalized. The situa-
tion with market-based re-dispatch is analyzed in subfigure 4.2c. Interestingly,
MBR leads to a large increase in peak-load technology investments, way above
the optimal level, which confirms the intuition of [HS20]. In order to profit
from arbitrage rents, large amounts of capacity with limited investment costs
are built. The investment, however, will not benefit the system as most of this
capacity will not be used for actually producing electricity. The investments in
the two other capacities with larger investments costs, in contrast, are close to
their optimal level.

Finally, we are interested in analyzing further the market-based re-dispatch
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(a) Capacity-based instruments. (b) Energy-based instruments.

(c) Market-based re-dispatch and benchmarks.

Figure 4.2: Total capacity investments for the different policies.
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Figure 4.3: Left: value of the optimal connection charge in zonal pricing followed by
MBR. Right: difference between the zonal and the nodal price as a function of the
value of the optimal connection charge instrument in MBR.

policy. In Figure 4.3, we present in the left panel the value of the optimal
capacity price under this policy for each node of the network. In the right
panel, we plot the difference between zonal and nodal prices as a function of
the optimal capacity price. We observe large differences between the different
values of the optimal capacity price. In particular, although the large majority
of the charges are below 50k€/MW, one node at the border between Belgium
and France receives a value of more than 150k€/MW. This large value can
be explained by the fact that it is only connected to nodes in France while
it belongs to the Belgian bidding zone. For this reason, it exhibits a large
difference between its zonal and nodal price which makes it particularly prone
to arbitrage. As displayed on the right panel, there is a high correlation between
the difference of nodal and zonal prices in a location and the value of the optimal
capacity price needed to restore the efficiency of MBR, which suggests that this
difference is the main driver for the inefficiency.

4.5 Conclusion

The question of the best market-based way of allocating transmission capacity
remains at the center of intense discussions among European stakeholders. In
the academic literature, it is largely treated as a dichotomy in the form of the
nodal vs zonal pricing debate. In this chapter, we approach the question from
a different perspective and, instead, take zonal pricing as a given for the Euro-
pean electricity market. From this starting point, we investigate the potential
of additional market-based instruments for restoring the efficiency of zonal pric-
ing. We consider three main classes of instruments: additional capacity-based
and energy-based markets as well as re-dispatch markets. The chapter aims
at comparing the efficiency of the three different classes of instruments both
theoretically and empirically on the basis of a unifying modeling framework.

We conclude that, theoretically, the efficiency of the nodal design can be
recovered in zonal pricing with additional markets, that can be of each of the
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three classes that we considered. This, however, holds only under strong condi-
tions that are unlikely to be met in practice. For locational capacity markets,
efficiency can be recovered in the long run only if the price is differentiated
among each type of producing unit. For energy markets, the drawback is that
the price should have full temporal and locational granularity which would be
difficult to implement. The situation is different for zonal pricing with the
market-based re-dispatch policy. Although it is subject to inefficiencies due to
arbitrage between the zonal and re-dispatch markets, it can be corrected by
means of an additional capacity market that does not need to be differenti-
ated by technology. The main drawback of this policy lies in its complexity
as it is comprised of two additional instruments. Additionally, our analysis
highlights that these theoretical results are subject to conditions on the coop-
eration of TSOs and coherence of the zonal capacity calculation methodology,
that are currently not entirely fulfilled in practice. For these reasons, it seems
unlikely that long-run efficiency could be restored in electricity markets with
zonal pricing by means of a practical additional market-based instrument.
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4.A Proofs

Proposition 4.1. If P is nodal consistent, then any equilibrium in zonal pric-
ing with a two-sided capacity market is efficient.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. As P is nodal consistent, existence of a solution to
Problem (4.8) follows from the existence of a solution to the nodal capacity
expansion problem. The efficiency follows from the short-run efficiency of zonal
pricing followed by cost-based re-dispatch.

Proposition 4.2. If P is nodal consistent and if ∀i, j ∈ I, n ∈ N, i ̸= j,

ICin
|T |

+MCi < MCj (4.12)

implies that
ICin
|T |

− ICjn
|T |

< γjn(MCj −MCi) (4.13)

with γjn > 0 in at least one solution to the nodal capacity expansion problem,
then any equilibrium in zonal pricing and a one-sided capacity market with a
nonpositive capacity price is efficient.

Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let us denote with the symbol (̂·) a solution to Prob-
lem (4.10) and (̃·) a solution to Problem (4.8). By associating a dual variable
to each constraint, the KKT conditions of Problem (4.10) can be written as
follows:

0 ≤ xin ⊥ ICin −
∑
t∈T

µint − πin ≥ 0 (4.37a)

0 ≤ yint ⊥MCi + µint − ρZ(n)t ≥ 0 (4.37b)

0 ≤ µint ⊥ Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0 (4.37c)

pzt free ⊥ ρzt +
∑
m

Vmzγmt = 0 (4.37d)

0 ≤ γmt ⊥Wm −
∑
z

Vmzpzt ≥ 0 (4.37e)

ρzt free ⊥ −pzt +
∑

i,n∈N(z)

yint −Dzt = 0 (4.37f)

0 ≤ πin ⊥ xin − x̄in ≥ 0 (4.37g)

where we define V ∈ RM×|Z|, W ∈ RM and M ∈ N such that

p ∈ P ⇔Wm −
∑
z

Vmzpz ≥ 0,m ∈ {1, ...,M}

These conditions are necessary and sufficient for solution (̂·).
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Let us first show that if there exists i ∈ I, n ∈ N such that x̂in > x̄in, then
there exists i, j ∈ I and n ∈ N such that ICin +MCi < MCj . If x̂in > x̄in
then, by condition (4.37g) we have that π̂in = 0 which implies, by condition
(4.37a), that ICin −

∑
t∈T µ̂int = 0. Now, we denote by S ⊂ T the set of time

periods t for which ρ̂Z(n)t > MCi. Note that in these time periods, we have by
(4.37b) that µ̂int > 0 which implies that:

ŷint = Xin + x̂in > Xin + x̃in ≥ ỹint (4.38)

Then, by conditions (4.37b) and (4.37c), we have that

ICin −
∑
t∈S

(
ρ̂Z(n)t −MCi

)
= 0 (4.39)

We will show that ρ̂Z(n)t is bounded from above by the marginal cost of at
least one technology, for all t ∈ S. To do that, we discuss two possible cases,
depending on whether p̂Z(n)t is ≤ or > than p̃Z(n)t.

Case 1: p̂Z(n)t ≤ p̃Z(n)t In this case, we have that there exist j ∈ I,m ∈ Z(n)
such that the following implications hold:

yjmt < Xjm + x̂jm ⇒ µ̂jmt = 0⇒MCj > ρZ(n)t

Case 2: p̂Z(n)t > p̃Z(n)t In this case, the technology j that does not reach its
maximum capacity might not be in the same zone as node n. The additional
thing to notice is that the optimality of the profit maximizing problem of the
TSO (i.e. Problem (4.5)) implies that

−
∑
zt

p̂ztρ̂zt ≥ −
∑
zt

p̃ztρ̂zt

which, in turn, implies that there exists z ̸= Z(n) such that p̃zt > p̂zt and ρ̂zt ≥
ρ̂Z(n)t. We conclude by observing that in that zone, by the same argument as
in case 1, there exists j such that MCj > ρzt.

We have shown that, for each t ∈ S, ρ̂Z(n)t can be bounded from above by
the marginal cost of one technology. By taking the maximum of the marginal
cost of these technologies and denoting it by MCj , we can transform equation
(4.39) into the following inequality:

ICin −
∑
t∈S

(
MCj −MCi

)
< 0

In the worst case, S = T and we get

ICin − |T |
(
MCj −MCi

)
< 0 (4.40)

which concludes the first part of the proof.
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Now, we proceed by contradiction. Let us assume that there exists i ∈
I, n ∈ N such that x̂in > x̄in. We have just shown that this implies equation
(4.40), which in turn implies, by the main assumption of the proposition, that

ICin
|T |

+ γjnMCi <
ICjn
|T |

+ γjnMCj

But then, this means that we can find ϵ > 0 such that, in the nodal solution,
decreasing xjn by ϵ and increasing xin by ϵ decreases the cost by at least (ICjn+
γjn|T |MCj − ICin − γjn|T |MCi)ϵ, which is positive. This is a contradiction
to the optimality of the nodal investment x̄in.

Proposition 4.3. If P is nodal consistent, then zonal pricing with an energy-
based tariff is efficient.

Proof of Proposition 4.3. It suffices to observe that the feasible set of (4.21) is
included in the feasible set of (4.1) and that any solution of (4.1) is feasible for
(4.21) by definition of nodal consistency.

Proposition 4.4. If the marginal costs, the investment costs and the demand
in all nodes are positive and if the set P is such that Wm ≥ 0 ∀m ∈ M , then
model (4.26) has a solution.

Proof of Proposition 4.4. We first note that if MC, IC,D > 0, then the re-
dispatch prices ρ̃nt are always nonnegative and the balance constraints can be
transformed into inequalities without affecting the solution. Indeed, assume
by contradiction that ∃n, t s.t. ρ̃nt < 0. Then, by equation (4.26e), we get
that δin > 0 ∀i ∈ I which implies by (4.26f) that yint + ỹint = 0 ∀i. Then,
combining (4.26k), (4.26n) and the fact that

∑
n rnt = 0 ∀t, we get∑

in

(
yint + ỹint

)
= Dnt

which is a contradiction.
Equation (4.26k) can thus be transformed into

0 ≤ νnt ⊥ −rnt +
∑
i

yint −Dnt + r̃nt ≥ 0

Let us denote byM and q respectively the matrix and the vector of independent
terms associated to our MLCP. By Theorem 3.8.6 of [CPS09], ifM is copositive
and if for all solutions v∗ of the homogeneous MLCP, it holds that q⊤v∗ ≥ 0,
then there exists a solution toMLCP (q,M). We will use this theorem to prove
existence.

Let us first show that M is copositive. To do this, we note that M is the
sum of two matrices:

M = M̃ + Ñ
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where M̃ is skew-symmetric (it is the matrix associated to the equivalent MLCP
of the centralized problem, i.e. the welfare-maximizing problem) and where Ñ
is of the following form (in block formulation):

νnt (4.41)

Ñ =

yint


0 . . . I . . . 0

0 0 . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 . . . 0 0

 (4.42)

Here, I is the rectangular identity matrix, i.e. a matrix with 1 in the entries
associated to line yint and column νnt, and 0 otherwise. This implies that

v⊤Mv = v⊤M̃v + v⊤Ñv = v⊤Ñv =
∑
int

yintνnt

where v is the full vector of variables of the MLCP. This expression is indeed
nonnegative if each yint and νnt are nonnegative.

Now, let v∗ = (x∗in, y
∗
int, . . . , ρ

∗
zt) be a solution to the homogeneous version

of the MLCP. We have

q⊤v∗ =
∑
in

ICinx
∗
in +

∑
int

MCiy
∗
int +

∑
int

Xinµ
∗
int +

∑
int

Xinµ̃
∗
int+∑

mt

Wmγmt +
∑
mt

W̃mγ̃mt+∑
int

MCiỹ
∗
int −

∑
nt

Dnt(ρ
∗
Z(n)t + ν∗nt)

All the terms of the first and second line are non-negative, as they correspond
to the product of non-negative quantities. From equation (4.26m) and the fact
that

∑
z pzt = 0, we deduce that y∗int = 0. This implies from equation (4.26f)

that ỹ∗int ≥ 0 and thus that the first term of the third line is also non-negative.
From equations (4.26f), (4.26i) and (4.26k), we get that 0 ≤ ν∗nt = ρ̃∗nt =
−δ∗nt ≤ 0, which implies that these three quantities must be equal to 0. We
then deduce from (4.26b) that ρ∗zt ≤ 0, which, together with ν∗nt = 0 yields the
non-negativity of the third term of the second line and concludes the proof.

Proposition 4.5. Under the set of assumptions described in section 4.3.1,
zonal pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch is efficient in the short run.

Proof of Proposition 4.5. The short-run problem is the MLCP (4.26) where
equation (4.26a) is removed, xin is fixed to x̄in, and the time period index
t is fixed. Let us consider the MLCP obtained by isolating the equations
related to the re-dispatch problem only, i.e. the MLCP consisting of equations
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(4.26c), (4.26e), (4.26f), (4.26i), (4.26k), (4.26l) and (4.26n). If we denote by
ȳint = yint + ỹint the physical dispatch of technology i in node n and period t,
one can simplify this MLCP by eliminating variables δint, νnt, r̃nt. We get:

0 ≤ ȳint ⊥MCi + µ̃int − ρ̃nt ≥ 0

0 ≤ µ̃int ⊥ Xin + x̄in − ȳint ≥ 0

rnt free ⊥ ρ̃nt +
∑
m

Ṽmnγ̃mt = 0

ρ̃nt free ⊥ rnt −
∑
i

ȳint +Dnt = 0

0 ≤ γ̃mt ⊥ W̃m −
∑
n

Ṽmnrnt ≥ 0

(4.43)

MLCP (4.43) is exactly the set of KKT conditions of the nodal economic dis-
patch problem:

min
∑
in

MCiȳint

s.t. Xin − ȳint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N

rnt −
∑
in

ȳint +Dnt = 0, n ∈ N

r:t ∈ R

(4.44)

which shows that any solution of zonal pricing followed by market-based re-
dispatch has the same operating cost as nodal pricing in the short run.

Proposition 4.7. There exists a locationally and technologically differentiated
capacity price that recovers the efficiency of nodal pricing followed by market-
based re-dispatch.

Proof of Proposition 4.7. With the capacity price added to the market, the
KKT condition associated to the investment becomes:

0 ≤ xin ⊥ ICi −
∑
t∈T

µint −
∑
t∈T

µ̃int + πin ≥ 0 (4.45)

We need to show that there exists a solution to the MLCP that consists of
equations (4.45), (4.26b) - (4.26n), (4.27) with π∗

in ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I, n ∈ N .
This solution can be obtained by solving sequentially two distinct optimiza-
tion problems, one nodal with investment variables and one zonal with the
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investment fixed. The nodal problem is the following:

min
∑
in

ICinxin +
∑
int

MCiȳint

s.t. Xin + xin − ȳint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T [µ̃int]

rnt −
∑
int

ȳint +Dnt = 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T [ρ̃nt]

W̃m −
∑
n

Ṽmnrnt ≥ 0,m ∈ {1, ..., M̃}, t ∈ T [γ̃mt]

ȳint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T [δint]

(4.46)

We use the notation (·)∗ to denote the optimal value of a primal or dual variable
in this problem. The zonal problem is the following:

min
∑
int

ρ̃∗ntyint

s.t. Xin + x∗in − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T [µint]

pzt −
∑

i,n∈N(z)

yint +Dzt = 0, z ∈ Z, t ∈ T [ρzt]

Wm −
∑
z

Vmzpzt ≥ 0,m ∈ {1, ...,M}, t ∈ T [γmt]

(4.47)

We now let

ỹ∗int = ȳ∗int − y∗int
ν∗nt = −ρ̃∗nt
r̃∗nt = r∗nt −

∑
y∗int +Dnt

π∗
in =

∑
t∈T

µ∗
int

Clearly, π∗
in is positive and it can be checked that

(
x∗in, y

∗
int, ỹ

∗
int, µ

∗
int, µ̃

∗
int,

δ∗int, p
∗
zt, γ

∗
mt, r̃

∗
nt, r

∗
nt, ν

∗
nt, γ̃

∗
mt, ρ

∗
zt, ρ̃

∗
nt

)
is a solution of the MLCP (4.45), (4.26b)

- (4.26n), (4.27).

Proposition 4.8. There exists a locationally differentiated capacity price that
recovers the efficiency of nodal pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch.

Proof of Proposition 4.8. This can be proven in the same way as Proposition
4.7 with the additional observation that the arbitrage rent does not depend on
the technology.

Proposition 4.9. Zonal pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch aug-
mented with a locationally differentiated capacity market recovers the efficiency
of nodal pricing.
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Proof of Proposition 4.9. We need to show that all solutions of MLCP (4.34),
(4.26b) - (4.26n), (4.35) are as efficient as the nodal solution. Let (̂·) be an
arbitrary solution of the MLCP. Assume by contradiction that∑

in

ICix̂in +
∑
int

MCi(ŷint + ˆ̃yint) >
∑
in

ICix̄in +
∑
int

MCiȳint (4.48)

We start by showing that, in this case,
∑
i∈I x̂in =

∑
i∈I x̄in. Let us denote

by νn the arbitrage rent in this solution, i.e. νn =
∑
i∈I µ̂int. Assume by

contradiction that there exists a nonempty set of indices Q ⊂ N such that∑
i∈I

x̂in <
∑
i∈I

x̄in ∀n ∈ Q (4.49)

and denote by Q̄ the one with maximum cardinality among such sets. Now,
observe that the corresponding variables of the solution (̂·) must also be a
solution of the following optimization problem:

min
∑
in

(ICin − νn + π̂n)xin +
∑
int

MCi(yint + ỹint)

s.t. Xin + xin − yint − ỹint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T [µ̃int]

rnt −
∑
int

(yint + ỹint) +Dnt = 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T [ρ̃nt]

W̃m −
∑
n

Ṽmnrnt,m ∈ M̃, t ∈ T [γ̃mt]

yint + ỹint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T [δint]

(4.50)

By definition, the solution (̄·) is the solution of the non-perturbed nodal capac-
ity expansion problem, i.e. it is a solution of:

min
∑
in

ICinxin +
∑
int

MCiyint

s.t. Xin + xin − yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T [µ̃int]

rnt −
∑
int

yint +Dnt = 0, n ∈ N, t ∈ T [ρ̃nt]

W̃m −
∑
n

Ṽmnrnt,m ∈ M̃, t ∈ T [γ̃mt]

yint ≥ 0, i ∈ I, n ∈ N, t ∈ T [δint]

(4.51)

We deduce, as the feasible sets of both problems are the same, that the following
should hold: ∑

in

(ICi − νn + π̂n)x̄in +
∑
int

MCiȳint ≥∑
in

(ICi − νn + π̂n)x̂in +
∑
int

MCi(ŷint + ˆ̃yint)
(4.52)
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By reorganising the terms, we get∑
in

ICix̄in +
∑
int

MCiȳint −
∑
in

ICix̂in −
∑
int

MCi(ŷint + ˆ̃yint) ≥∑
n∈Q̄

(−νn + π̂n)
(∑
i∈I

(x̄in − x̂in)
)
+

∑
n∈N\Q̄

(−νn + π̂n)
(∑
i∈I

(x̄in − x̂in)
) (4.53)

Note that, as Q̄ is the set of maximum cardinality among all for which (4.49)
holds, we have that ∑

n∈N\Q̄

∑
i∈I

(x̄in − x̂in) = 0

Moreover, for all n ∈ Q̄, we have π̂n = 0 by the complementarity condition
(4.35). Therefore, equation (4.53) simplifies to∑

in

ICix̄in +
∑
int

MCiȳint −
∑
in

ICix̂in −
∑
int

MCi(ŷint + ˆ̃yint) ≥∑
n∈Q̄

(−νn)
(∑
i∈I

(x̂in − x̄in)
) (4.54)

The left-hand side in (4.54) is strictly negative by our first contradiction as-
sumption whereas the right-hand side in (4.54) is non-negative, which leads to
a contradiction of our second contradiction assumption. This implies that, in
any solution (̂·) of the MLCP (4.45), (4.26b) - (4.26n), (4.35) such that (4.48)
holds,

∑
i∈I x̂in =

∑
i∈I x̄in for all n ∈ N .

Now, by the optimalitity of (̂·) for the perturbed problem (i.e. problem
(4.50)), we have∑

in

ICix̂in +
∑
n∈N

(−νn + π̂n)
∑
i∈I

x̂in +
∑
int

MCi(ŷint + ˆ̃yint) ≤∑
in

ICix̄in +
∑
n∈N

(−νn + π̄n)
∑
i∈I

x̂in +
∑
int

MCiȳint

which implies∑
in

ICix̂in +
∑
int

MCi(ŷint + ˆ̃yint) ≤
∑
in

ICix̄in +
∑
int

MCiȳint

which is a contradiction.



5 Conclusions and future perspectives

5.1 Summary of the contributions

In the context of the climate and energy crises, it is important to ensure that
the design of electricity markets is well suited for accompanying the necessary
energy transition. In the European market, the fitness of the methodology for
allocating transmission capacity, that is based on zonal electricity pricing, is
recurrently questioned. In this dissertation, we contribute to the assessment of
the efficiency of zonal pricing by proposing models and algorithms for analyzing
this pricing paradigm in the context of the European market. Our contributions
are structured in three main chapters.

In chapter 2, we focus on the impacts of transmission switching on the short-
term efficiency of zonal electricity markets. We propose a two-stage model of
the short-term market with zonal pricing that accounts for transmission switch-
ing at both the day-ahead and real-time stages. We show how the day-ahead
problem with switching can be formulated as an adaptive robust optimization
problem with mixed-integer recourse and present a new algorithm for solving
the adversarial max-min problem that obeys the structure of an interdiction
game.

In chapter 3, we turn to the analysis of zonal pricing in the long run. We
model the capacity expansion problem with flow-based market coupling, which
is the market coupling methodology that is currently used in Europe, and show
that the equivalence between centralized and decentralized formulations ceases
to hold in this case, unlike in markets that implement nodal pricing.

Finally, in chapter 4, we abstract from the direct comparison of nodal vs
zonal pricing. Instead, we take zonal pricing as a given for the European
market and investigate whether the long-run efficiency of zonal pricing can
be restored by means of additional locational instruments. We introduce a
common modeling framework for comparing zonal pricing with different classes
of locational instruments: capacity-based signals, energy-based signals and re-
dispatch markets.

The models developed in both chapters 3 and 4 for analyzing the long-run
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efficiency of zonal pricing lead us to identify a common pattern in the loss of
efficiency: externalities imposed by the producers of electricity on the TSO.
We show that the models that exhibit these kinds of inefficiency in the present
thesis can be modeled as mixed complementarity problems and solved with
an algorithm based on matrix splitting, which has an economic interpretation,
that we discuss in Appendix B.

For all three of the main chapters of the thesis, we apply the models and
algorithms presented on a realistic instance of the Central Western European
system and discuss the impacts of zonal pricing on the efficiency of the elec-
tricity market.

5.2 Summary of the findings

Transmission switching

• The efficiency of proactive and reactive switching is similar:
When considering the impacts of transmission switching, one must distin-
guish between the proactive case (when employed in day-ahead and real-
time) and the reactive case (when employed only in real-time). We find
that the two cases have similar efficiency. This suggests that considering
the optimization of the topology when computing the zonal transmission
constraints that are used in the day ahead delivers limited benefits. This
is important, when we consider how much complexity switching adds to
day-ahead operations. The interest of transmission switching in zonal
pricing is therefore mainly found in re-dispatch and balancing.

• Transmission switching is more beneficial in zonal compared to
nodal pricing: We find that reactive switching leads to a larger cost
reduction in zonal pricing than in nodal pricing. This can be under-
stood in light of the fact that zonal pricing uses simplified transmission
constraints in the day-ahead market. This leads to suboptimal unit com-
mitment with respect to the full representation of the network which can
in part be mitigated by the additional flexibility that switching provides.

• Transmission switching is not sufficient for restoring the effi-
ciency of zonal pricing in the short term: Although zonal pricing
benefits more from transmission switching, transmission switching is not
sufficient for fully compensating the loss of efficiency associated to a zonal
network representation in the day ahead. Inefficiencies remain and are
especially important in cases where the system is subject to a line con-
tingency close to real time.

Zonal pricing and investment

• The equivalence between centralized and decentralized formu-
lations ceases to hold in zonal pricing with flow-based market
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coupling: In market design, a key question is whether one can find a set
of prices that leads to the recovery of the centralized solution in a decen-
tralized way. It is well known that it is indeed possible in nodal pricing.
We show that this equivalence between centralized and decentralized for-
mulations holds in some well-defined variations of zonal pricing, but that
it ceases to hold in zonal pricing with FBMC, the current methodology
used in Europe.

• Important efficiency losses are associated to zonal pricing in the
long run: As zonal prices are computed based on a simplified represen-
tation of transmission constraints, they lead to investment decisions that
are suboptimal with respect to the real network constraints. We quantify
these losses of efficiency at 3% of the total investment and operating costs
in the best case.

Additional locational instruments

• In theory, the efficiency of zonal pricing can be restored with
additional locational instruments: We find that, in theory, the effi-
ciency of nodal pricing can be recovered in zonal pricing through addi-
tional market-based locational instruments that are added on top of the
electricity market. This theoretical result holds both in the case where
re-dispatch is cost-based or market-based and where the instruments are
capacity or energy-based.

• In practice, the recovery of efficiency is subject to strong condi-
tions that are unlikely to be satisfied in practice: For the recovery
of the nodal efficiency to hold, capacity-based instruments must have full
technological and locational differentiation and the energy-based instru-
ments must have full temporal granularity, which makes them compli-
cated to implement. Moreover, the restoration of efficiency requires full
inter-TSO cooperation and is subject to conditions on the definitions of
zonal transmission constraints, that are currently not observed in prac-
tice.

• Market-based re-dispatch can be detrimental to long-run effi-
ciency if it is not corrected by a capacity-based instrument: We
find that when there is no locational capacity-based instrument, zonal
pricing followed by market-based re-dispatch leads to highly inefficient
investment. This loss of efficiency is due to the arbitrage opportunity
that the re-dispatch market offers, that translates into additional profits
for the producers in the short term and, as a consequence, additional
investment in unnecessary peak-load capacity in the long term.
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5.3 Discussion: importance of institutional con-
text

It is now largely recognized that zonal pricing results in various types of inef-
ficiencies regarding congestion management, which is confirmed by the results
obtained in this thesis. The reader may wonder why, knowing these inefficien-
cies, Europeans do not switch to nodal.

In this section, we suggest that one reason why Europeans insist on zonal
pricing is to be found in the institutional context that accompanied the de-
velopment of the single market in the EU. We attempt to provide an intuitive
explanation; a full discussion is beyond the scope of this dissertation. We
argue that the European zonal system developed as a natural interpretation
of legal requirements imposed by the “Completion of the Internal Market”. It
also reflects the respective domains of responsibilities of European and national
authorities, which makes it institutionally feasible. This does not make it the
best possible system, but deficiencies so far have been managed at an affordable
cost.

The restructuring of the power system in the US was initiated by the in-
troduction of some competition in the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
(PURPA) of 1978; its evolution took place under the requirement of the 1935
Federal Power Act that electricity prices must be “just and reasonable”, which
FERC recognized to be satisfied by the nodal system. There was no such initi-
ating event or requirement in the EU. The origin of the restructuring must be
found elsewhere.

The European Community (and later the European Union) were founded
on the postulate that economic integration between Member States would pre-
vent new wars such as those that had twice destroyed the continent in the first
part of the 20th century. Better economic integration was the most that could
be hoped for; political integration was out of reach. The underpinning idea
was that this integration could be achieved by the removal of barriers to trade
between Member States. This principle was to apply to all sectors with possible
exceptions for activities that provided “services of general economic interest”.
The slow progress towards that goal was suddenly accelerated in 1986 by the
Single European Act that set 1992 as the deadline for the completion of the
“Single Market”. Extensions of the deadline were foreseen for network indus-
tries because of their complexity. The implicit reasoning was that, as in other
sectors, competition would then develop on the market and achieve its integrat-
ing role: this is all that was intended and expected. The Treaties did not give
any other power to the European Commission, but the Single European Act
facilitated the passing of new legislation for moving towards the Single Market.

Member States are by nature geographical zones. Barriers to trade differ
depending on the sectors: technical norms were the standard barriers against
trading goods and services. Exclusive (monopoly) rights in generation and
transmission were obvious barriers that prevented the trading of electricity.
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Removing those rights would then make generation competitive provided trans-
mission could take place through the grid owned by the incumbent generators.
It was clear that access to the grid, even if subject to an open access constraint,
could be difficult, all the more when it had to be negotiated, as in Germany.

The European Commission first proposed a two-tier approach that had
worked well in telecommunications: a first Directive, enacted by the European
Commission on the basis of EU competition law, would remove exclusive rights
and equivalent effects. A second Directive would specify the more detailed as-
pects required by electricity. This second directive would be enacted by the
Council and the Parliament, which (simplifying things) means that it would
result from a consensus between Member States to reach the assigned goal.
The sole idea of the European Commission using its own power to apply EU
law in electricity was almost seen as a “casus belli” by Member States. The ap-
proach was abandoned and the whole task passed to a Council and Parliament
Directive. Electricity was and remained essentially a national affair.

Directive 96/92 was the first outcome of this process. Not surprisingly,
it restricted itself to the strict minimum: it removed exclusive rights but left
maximum freedom on how to do so. [Han98] called it “a framework in the
loosest sense of the word: its objectives are laid down in very general termi-
nology and moreover, Member States are given a substantial degree of choice
in how they go about introducing more competition into their electricity mar-
kets. Indeed the margin is so substantial that it would seem possible for the
determined anti-market countries to avoid introducing any meaningful degree
of competition at all”.

The European Commission also reacted with dismay in 1998 to the sit-
uation: it immediately took the initiative of a second stronger directive and
initiated the Florence Regulatory Forum consisting of the members of the Com-
mission, network operators and regulators to come up with more meaningful
proposals. The second Directive (2003/54EC) was accompanied by a Regula-
tion (1228/2003) dedicated to transmission. We argue that this Regulation was
instrumental in shaping the European zonal system and ensuring its persistence
up to now.

“Congestion” is a key element of the Regulation: its definition is techni-
cally flawed but institutionally quite appropriate. Article 2 defines congestion
as a problem encountered on interconnections due to international trade ac-
tions. Trading possibilities are defined in article 5(3) by transfer capacities
on interconnections. Barriers to trade thus occur because of congestion on
interconnections of insufficient transfer capacity. The language set the stage:
Member States are zones and barriers to trade between zones occur because of
congestion on interconnections characterized by transmission capacities. Pos-
sible congestion within zones does not matter in the process: it is the responsi-
bility of the National Regulatory Authorities (article 23-2(a) of the Directive)
without any relation to possible barrier to trade mentioned in the Regulation.
What happens in the zone and on the interconnections are two different things:
one is the concern of the Member State, the other is a barrier to trade between
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Member States, which is the responsibility of the European Commission. Re-
markably, this zonal view emerged in 2003, that is almost immediately after
the 2000-2001 California crisis. A possible explanation for the fact that a more
rigid zonal system than the one of California (zones could be split in California)
was proposed in 2003 is that this was as far as one could go within the context
of the European Treaties. Moving beyond that point would have required a
much deeper interaction between Member States that could not be enforced
at the time and remains difficult today. In other words, the zonal system be-
came the reference framework because it was the only one that reflected the
responsibilities enshrined in the institutions at the time and still today. Part
of the work of the Florence Regulatory Forum for the next twenty years would
consist in trying to make it work.

It is useful to note that nodal pricing, operational in PJM since 1998, was
perfectly understood in some important European continental companies. Boi-
teux in EDF, who invented time-differentiated electricity prices (peak load
pricing) had also written a paper on spatially differentiated electricity prices
based on the interpretation of marginal cost obtained from optimal dispatch
[BS52]. This was in 1952, well before the ground-breaking work of [SCTB88].
These economic concepts were also operational in some of the (published) EDF
computational models [DM79]. For some reason, neither the industry nor the
Member States pushed these ideas and there was no legal way the European
Commission could have imposed them. Had one country implemented them,
it could have created a burgeoning nodal system as observed in the progressive
extension of PJM in the US or the enlargement of market splitting in Norway
to the other Nordic countries1.

The last 20 years were thus devoted to the discovery of the unintended
difficulties of the zonal system. We only mention a sample of them. (i) Trans-
mission capacity is a convenient concept for writing legal texts or policy recom-
mendations but it cannot be defined in an unambiguous way; it also lacks basic
properties like addition and subtraction. (ii) In contrast to what was initially
thought, energy and transmission are not two separated activities that can be
auctioned separately (the explicit auctions at the time) but they need to be

1The Nordic system is a special case among zonal systems. Its reputation is that it
works well, which generated some questions among researchers, especially after the California
debacle (see [AB06]). Besides the causes mentioned in the above paper, we can mention that,
in contrast with the continental market that developed on the basis of the closed-area system
with interconnections enabling occasional cross-border transactions, the Nordic grid was
built for wholesale transport between its Northern part with its massive hydro resources and
Denmark with, at the time, massive coal and combined heat and power. This was meant to
take advantage of economic exchanges created by changing hydro conditions; these have now
been replaced by the massive provisions of flexibility from the North to the large wind Danish
generation installations. The very linear structure of the grid, mainly from North to South,
and the geographic dispersion of resources, which drove the variable zone structure (market
splitting) may have also helped (Sweden, which was a single zone, also had to introduce
market splitting to abide to complaints of market power due to congestion). These are only
intuitions; researchers in the Nordic countries have sometimes advocated moving to a nodal
system, but the argument was not further pursued.
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treated jointly (the move to implicit auctions2). (iii) Even though the Florence
Forum never went as far as the nodal system, it introduced flowgates to re-
place transmission capacities to cross some borders. (iv) Efforts were made to
avoid having flowgates inside zones as this would split them, which would have
logically required two domestic prices and introduced a direct link between
“European” and domestic affairs; this would have destroyed the institutional
logic of the system. (v) Countertrading (foreseen in Regulation 1228/2003)
did not cost much in the beginning but became expensive later on. Notwith-
standing these technical difficulties, the fiction of the zonal system remains
convenient for certain stakeholders, which can continue arguing in terms of
transmission capacities between Member States. This is in particular the case
for the so-called 70% rule of the “Clean Energy Package”.

Many stakeholders have now realized these problems. The rumor at the time
of this writing is that many are convinced that the zonal system is bound to
cause real problems and that one should go to the nodal system. However, this
requires unraveling the large legislation that developed on the basis of the zonal
system, which could be a real issue. Texas took several years to move from zonal
to nodal, one may imagine what it would take to do so in a system covering more
than 40 zones. This would also require a general consensus among Member
States as the construction of a nodal system is probably not something that
the European Commission could impose in the immediate future.

5.4 Future perspectives

We mention here a number of future research perspectives that are triggered
by the present work.

Consideration of uncertainty

In what concerns the models, the consideration of uncertainty would make for
an interesting extension. Uncertainty is indeed a major component of electric
power systems and it is of growing importance as large amount of renewable
energy sources continue to be integrated to the grid. In the context of this
dissertation, it would be particularly relevant to consider the following two
types of uncertainty: (i) regulatory uncertainty and (ii) uncertainty related to
the re-dispatch price in market-based re-dispatch.

As we discuss in the introduction, the regulations associated to transmission
capacity allocation in the European electricity markets are continuously evolv-
ing. These changes of regulation influence the electricity prices and, therefore,
create additional investment risks. As the regulation is expected to keep evolv-
ing in order to accompany the energy transition, with a possible transition to

2Explicit auctioning is again the new paradigm between the UK and the EU after
Brexit, although the British government seems to have decided to review these new arrange-
ments, see: https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/britain-seeks-views-plugging-
back-into-european-power-market-2021-09-30/

https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/britain-seeks-views-plugging-back-into-european-power-market-2021-09-30/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/britain-seeks-views-plugging-back-into-european-power-market-2021-09-30/
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nodal pricing in the medium term, it would be interesting to understand the
impacts of regulatory risk associated to transmission capacity allocation on in-
vestment. The deterministic models of the long-run equilibrium presented in
this dissertation would probably be a promising starting point.

In chapter 4, we propose a model of the long-run equilibrium of zonal pricing
followed by market-based re-dispatch. We assume in this model that the re-
dispatch price is known to producers when they bid in the day-ahead market.
In practice, however, some uncertainty is associated to the re-dispatch price.
It would be interesting to extend the models presented in chapter 4 to account
for this specific type of uncertainty, in order to understand how it modifies the
arbitrage behavior of producers.

Multiplicity of solutions

In this work, we identify two designs of transmission capacity allocation for
which the long-term equilibrium is not equivalent to a single optimization prob-
lem: (i) the current methodology of flow-based market coupling and (ii) zonal
pricing with market-based re-dispatch. We show that these two situations can
be modeled mathematically as generalized Nash equilibrium problems. These
types of problems lead in general to a multiplicity of solutions. It would be in-
teresting to understand further the implications of this multiplicity of solutions
on the efficiency of the market.

Convergent algorithm

We propose in Appendix B a splitting-based algorithm for identifying one so-
lution to these two long-term equilibrium problems. Although we observe
convergence for certain starting points, convergence of this algorithm is not
guaranteed for the class of problems that we study in the thesis. The question
of whether there exists a way to modify the iterations in order to guarantee
convergence remains open.



A Dimensionality reduction of the
CWE dataset

In this appendix, we describe in further detail the dimensionality reduction
that we perform on the Central Western Europe dataset in order to render it
tractable for investment problems. We perform a reduction on both the load
duration curve and the network.

A.1 Load duration curve

We start with hourly data of demand and renewable production on the entire
year and fix the number of time periods of the reduced load duration curve to
20. We then compute the best approximation in the sense of the Euclidean
norm of the hourly net load duration curve by a piecewise constant function of
20 pieces, as shown on Figure A.1. We use the dynamic programming algorithm
presented in [KK88] to solve for the best approximation.

A.2 Network reduction

For the network reduction, we also fix a priori the targeted number of nodes to
100. The nodes are clustered with hierarchical clustering using the Euclidean
Commute Time (ECT) distance [YVW+05] on the graph corresponding to the
network, with the edge weights set to the difference in nodal prices between
each pair of nodes. The cross-zonal lines are removed from the network for
the clustering in order to obtain only clusters of nodes from the same bidding
zone. The ECT distance is chosen for the clustering in order to favor clusters
that are strongly connected. The results of the clustering can be visualized in
Figure A.2.

Once the buses of the network have been clustered, it remains to compute
the PTDF matrix as well as the thermal capacities of the reduced network. For
the reduced PTDF matrix, we use the injection-independent method described
in [FDS18]. We then compute the thermal capacities of the lines of the reduced
network in a way that minimizes the Euclidean norm of the difference between
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Figure A.1: Best piecewise constant approximation of the aggregate load duration
curve of the CWE area.

(a) Original network

→

(b) Reduced network

Figure A.2: Visualization of the reduction of the CWE network
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the average nodal price of the nodes in each cluster and the new nodal price of
the cluster. More precisely, let us denote by N the initial set of nodes in the
network and by M the set of nodes in the reduced network, with |N | = 632
and |M | = 100. Let M(n) be the aggregated cluster to which node n ∈ N
belongs and let N(m) be the set of nodes of the initial network that belongs
to cluster m. We first compute the zonal prices on the 20 periods obtained by
the dimensionality reduction of the load duration curve, that we denote by ρ̄nt.
Based on these prices, we can compute the average of the nodal prices for each
cluster, i.e.

ρ̄mt =

∑
n∈N(m) ρ̄nt

|N(m)|
, ∀m ∈M

We can now formulate the problem of the minimization of Euclidean distance
from the new prices ρmt to the average prices of the initial network ρ̄mt:

min
TC

y,s,r,f
ρ,µ,ψ,ϕ,λ

∑
m∈M,t∈T

(ρmt − ρ̄mt)2 (A.1a)

∑
i∈I,m∈M

MCi · yimt +
∑
m∈M

V OLL · smt =∑
n

Dmtρmt −
∑
im

Ximµimt −
∑
k

TCk(λ
+
kt + λ−kt), t ∈ T (A.1b)

Xim − yimt ≥ 0, i ∈ I,m ∈M, t ∈ T (A.1c)

Dmt − smt ≥ 0,m ∈M, t ∈ T (A.1d)

− rmt +
∑
i∈I

yimt + smt −Dmt = 0,m ∈M, t ∈ T (A.1e)

fkt −
∑
m∈M

PTDFkm · rmt = 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (A.1f)∑
m∈M

rmt = 0, t ∈ T (A.1g)

− TCk ≤ fkt ≤ TCk, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (A.1h)

ρmt +
∑
k

PTDFkmψkt − ϕ = 0,m ∈M, t ∈ T (A.1i)

MCi − ρmt + µimt ≥ 0, i ∈ I,m ∈M, t ∈ T (A.1j)

V OLL− ρmt + δmt ≥ 0,m ∈M, t ∈ T (A.1k)

− ψkt − λ−kt + λ+kt = 0, k ∈ K, t ∈ T (A.1l)

y ≥ 0, s ≥ 0, µ, λ+, λ− ≥ 0 (A.1m)

In this problem, constraint (A.1b) represents strong duality of the market clear-
ing problem, constraints (A.1c)-(A.1h) are the primal constraints and con-
straints (A.1i)-(A.1l) are the dual constraints. Note that the goal is to find
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the thermal capacities TCk of the lines, that are thus variables of the problem.
The bilinear terms in the strong duality constraint (A.1b) make the problem
non-convex. These non-convexities and the large size of the problem make it
complicated to solve directly. Therefore, we do not pass it directly to a solver,
but instead we solve it using the alternating direction method. That is, we
start by fixing the capacities TCk to an initial value and we solve (A.1) by al-
ternatively fixing TCk and λ+k , λ

−
k until no more progress can be made, which

yields a suboptimal solution.



B
A splitting-based algorithm for

solving generalized Nash
equilibrium problems

In this appendix, we present a splitting-based algorithm for solving the GNE
that is associated to a general competitive market with externalities. This
method is a basic algorithm for solving LCPs. We note that it has a natu-
ral economic interpretation in relation with the theory of Pigouvian taxation
and missing markets in this context. Our goal is to describe this economic
interpretation, to draw the link with the splitting methods for LCPs, and to
comment on the adequacy of this method for studying failures in electricity
market design, such as the ones that we study in this thesis.

We consider a general competitive economy on which the set of goods traded
is described by K = {1, ..., |K|}. We assume that there are a set of producers
I = {1, ..., |I|} and a set of consumers J = {1, ..., |J |} that trade in the mar-
kets of one or several of the goods. We start by describing the competitive
equilibrium when there is no externality. Then, we introduce externalities and,
finally, we present the splitting-based algorithm for computing one equilibrium
in the latter case.

B.1 No externality

There are three types of agents in our economy: producers, consumers and
a Walrasian auctioneer that clears the markets. Let us describe the profit-
maximizing problems of each type of agent:

Producers. We assume that the decision problem of the producers is de-
scribed as a general linear optimization problem that includes revenues from
the sale of the goods produced. Producer i decides on xpik, its production of
good k, and ypil, the value of its additional decision l, by solving the following
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optimization problem:

Pi = max
xp
ik,y

p
il

∑
k∈K

cpikx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

dpily
p
il +

∑
k∈K

ρkx
p
ik

s.t.
∑
k∈K

Apikmx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

Bpilmy
p
il + fpim ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mi

(B.1)

Here, Li is the set of indices of its additional decision variables ypil, Mi is
the set of indices of its linear constraints and cpik, d

p
il are the coefficients of the

goods and additional decision variables in its objective function, Apikm, B
p
ilm the

corresponding coefficients in the constraints, and fpim the independent terms in
the constraints.

Consumers. The problem of the consumers is similar, but now the objective
includes expenses from the purchase of the goods consumed. It can be written
as follows:

Cj = max
xc
jk,y

c
jl

∑
k∈K

ccjkx
c
jk +

∑
l∈Lj

dcjly
c
jl −

∑
k∈K

ρkx
c
jk

s.t.
∑
k∈K

Acjkmx
c
jk +

∑
l∈Lj

Bcjlmy
c
jl + f cjm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mj

(B.2)

Auctioneer. There is a Walrasian auctioneer that decides the prices ρk by
clearing the market. Its representative profit-maximizing problem can be writ-
ten as:

Wk = max
ρk

ρk

(∑
i

xpik −
∑
j

xcjk

)
(B.3)

By slightly abusing notation by omitting the concatenation on all indices,
we can say that (x̄pik, ȳ

p
il, x̄

c
jk, ȳ

c
j,l, ρ̄k) is a competitive equilibrium if

(x̄pik, ȳ
p
il) solves Pi given ρ̄k

(x̄cjk, ȳ
c
jl) solves Cj given ρ̄k

(ρ̄k) solves Wk given (x̄pik, x̄
c
jk)

(B.4)

The equilibrium can be obtained by solving the following welfare-maximizing
optimization problem:

max
x,y,ρ

∑
i∈I

(∑
k∈K

cpikx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

dpily
p
il

)
+
∑
j∈J

(∑
k∈K

ccjkx
c
jk +

∑
l∈Lj

dcjly
c
jl

)
s.t.

∑
k∈K

Apikmx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

Bpilmy
p
il + fpim ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mi, i ∈ I∑

k∈K

Acjkmx
c
jk +

∑
l∈Lj

Bcjlmy
c
jl + f cjm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mj , j ∈ J

(B.5)
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The equivalence between the welfare-maximizing problem (B.5) and the Nash
equilibrium described by problems (B.1)-(B.3) can be easily observed by com-
paring their necessary and sufficient KKT conditions.

B.2 Externality

We are interested in equilibria that arise in the presence of externalities and
in particular when decisions of some agent influence the feasible set of the
profit-maximizing problem of another agent. We restrict ourselves to the case
of producer-to-producer externalities through the additional variables y for
simplicity of the exposition, but the analysis would be similar for a more general
kind of externality. The problem of the producers can be written as follows:

Pi = max
xp
ik,y

p
il

∑
k∈K

cpikx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

dpily
p
il +

∑
k∈K

ρkx
p
ik

s.t.
∑
k∈K

Apikmx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

Bpilmy
p
il +

∑
e∈I\{i}
l∈Le

Eiely
p
el + fpim ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mi

(B.6)
where

∑
e∈I\{i}
l∈Le

Eiely
p
el is the additional term that represents the externality.

In this case, an equilibrium, if it exists, is not necessarily efficient. Efficiency
can however be restored by means of a Pigouvian tax1, which can also be
interpreted as the price of the externality if a market for this externality would
be available. Let us denote by πiel the price of the externality that agent
e ∈ I\{i} causes to agent i ∈ I through its decision associated to variable ypel,
with l ∈ Le. Taking into account the markets for externalities and the change
in revenues that it incurs to the producers, the profit-maximizing problem of
the producers can be written as follows:

Pi = max
xp
ik,y

p
il

∑
k∈K

cpikx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

dpily
p
il +

∑
k∈K

ρkx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

( ∑
e∈I\{i}

πeil
)
ypli−∑

e∈I\{i}
l∈Le

πiely
p
iel

s.t.
∑
k∈K

Apikmx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

Bpilmy
p
il +

∑
e∈I\{i}
l∈Le

Eiely
p
iel + fpim ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mi

(B.7)
The markets of externalities are associated to the following market clearing
conditions:

πiel free ⊥ ypiel − y
p
el = 0 ∀i ∈ I, e ∈ I\{i}, l ∈ Le (B.8)

1The optimal tax level that restores efficiency in a market with externalities is named
after [Pig32]. More background on Pigouvian taxation can be obtained from [MCWG95,
Chapter 11.B].
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The restoration of the missing markets for externalities brings us back to the
conditions of the first welfare theorem, and the equilibirum in this case can be
obtained by soling the welfare-maximizing problem:

max
x,y

∑
i∈I

(∑
k∈K

cpikx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

dpily
p
il

)
+
∑
j∈J

(∑
k∈K

ccjkx
c
jk +

∑
l∈Lj

dcjly
c
jl

)
s.t.

∑
k∈K

Apikmx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

Bpilmy
p
il +

∑
e∈I\{i}
l∈Le

Eiely
p
iel + fpim ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mi, i ∈ I

∑
k∈K

Acjkmx
c
jk +

∑
l∈Lj

Bcjlmy
c
jl + f cjm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mj , j ∈ J

ypiel − y
p
el = 0 ∀i ∈ I, e ∈ I\{i}, l ∈ Le

(B.9)
In this optimization problem, the optimal value of the dual variable associated
to the last constraint gives the price of the externality or, equivalently, the
value of the Pigouvian tax needed to restore efficiency.

Note that given the optimal value of the dual variables π̄iel, problem (B.9)
can also be formulated by applying the principle of Lagrangian duality as fol-
lows:

max
x,y

∑
i∈I

(∑
k∈K

cpikx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

dpily
p
il

)
+
∑
j∈J

(∑
k∈K

ccjkx
c
jk +

∑
l∈Lj

dcjly
c
jl

)
+

∑
i∈I

e∈I\{i}
l∈Le

π̄iel(y
p
iel − y

p
el)

s.t.
∑
k∈K

Apikmx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

Bpilmy
p
il +

∑
e∈I\{i}
l∈Le

Eiely
p
iel + fpim ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mi, i ∈ I

∑
k∈K

Acjkmx
c
jk +

∑
l∈Lj

Bcjlmy
c
jl + f cjm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mj , j ∈ J

(B.10)

When there is no market for externalities, however, the producer that causes
an externality is not exposed to its cost and the clearing constraint ypiel− y

p
el =

0 is totally internalized by producer i. Mathematically, this translates into
dropping variable ypel of the objective in problem (B.10) and the question is
now to find the values of primal variables (x, y) and dual variables π such that
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they solve the following problem:

max
x,y,π

∑
i∈I

(∑
k∈K

cpikx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

dpily
p
il

)
+
∑
j∈J

(∑
k∈K

ccjkx
c
jk +

∑
l∈Lj

dcjly
c
jl

)
−

∑
i∈I

e∈I\{i}
l∈Le

πiely
p
el

s.t.
∑
k∈K

Apikmx
p
ik +

∑
l∈Li

Bpilmy
p
il +

∑
e∈I\{i}
l∈Le

Eiely
p
iel + fpim ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mi, i ∈ I

∑
k∈K

Acjkmx
c
jk +

∑
l∈Lj

Bcjlmy
c
jl + f cjm ≥ 0, ∀m ∈Mj , j ∈ J

[πiel] y
p
iel − y

p
el = 0 ∀i ∈ I, e ∈ I\{i}, l ∈ Le

(B.11)
where variable πiel appears both in the objective and as the dual variable of
the last constraint.

B.3 Algorithm

Iterative scheme There is a very natural iterative scheme that can be em-
ployed in order to solve for an equilibrium in the presence of externality, as
described by problem (B.11):

Step 0. Initialization. Let π0
iel be an arbitrary initial value and ϵ > 0 a given

tolerance. Set ν = 0.

Step 1. General iteration. Given πνiel, solve (B.11) with πiel fixed to πνiel and let
πν+1
iel be an optimal dual variable associated to the last constraint.

Step 2. Test for termination. If ∥πν+1
iel − πνiel∥ < ϵ, terminate. Otherwise, return

to Step 1 with ν replaced by ν + 1.

Link with the splitting method As it turns out, this problem has an inter-
pretation as a splitting algorithm for solving a generic LCP problem. Indeed,
let us first note that the equilibrium with externality can be formulated as an
LCP (q,M) by taking the joint KKT conditions of the linear profit-maximizing
problems of each agent, where M is the matrix of the LCP and q is the inde-
pendent term.

This LCP is almost equivalent to the LCP that corresponds to the welfare-
maximizing problem, problem (B.9) in our case. The two LCPs only slightly
differ by their matrices: in the welfare-maximizing problem, the value corre-
sponding to entry (ypel, πiel) is equal to one, whereas it is zero in LCP (q,M).
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Let us denote by B the matrix of the LCP associated to the welfare-maximizing
problem. We have that

M = B + C (B.12)

where C is of the following form (in block formulation):

πiel

C =

ypel


0 . . . I . . . 0

0 0 . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 . . . 0 0


Here, I is the rectangular identity matrix, i.e. a matrix with 1 in the entries
associated to line ypel and column πiel, and 0 otherwise.

Our iterative scheme is a direct application of the splitting algorithm for
solving LCP (q,M) with splitting (B.12), as presented for instance in [CPS09]
(Algorithm 5.2.1).

Applications The algorithm presented in this section is particularly well
suited when there is only a limited number of externalities, as this implies that
the deviation from welfare-maximization is limited and one can hope for faster
convergence. As it turns out, this applies to a number of problems related
to electricity market design with transmission constraints. In part II of this
dissertation, we have presented two different problems that obey this struc-
ture: in chapter 3, the long-term equilibrium with flow-based market coupling
corresponds to an equilibrium with externalities, where the investment in ca-
pacity by private firms influences the feasible set of the TSO. In chapter 4,
the long-term equilibrium of zonal pricing with market-based re-dispatch also
obeys this structure: the production decision of the producers in the zonal
market influences the feasible set of the TSO in the re-dispatch market.

Convergence Finally, let us note that there is no convergence guarantee
for the splitting algorithm applied to the problems that we presented in this
dissertation. Experimentally, we have observed convergence for both problems
when starting from the pure welfare-maximization problem, i.e. when π0

iel = 0,
but that the iterates can diverge for a general starting point. Moreover, when
convergence is observed, it is not monotonic2.

2In our case, the convergence would be monotonic if the sequence of distances between
two iterates ∥πν+1

iel − πν
iel∥ would be decreasing.
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